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Abstract

In this thesis an explicit finite element model for the impact of a wheel
on a nose of a railway crossing is introduced. The crucial parameters
that describe the dynamic response (contact forces and pressures) of
the impact of the wheel on the crossing nose are used to develop a
simplified model. This includes (a) geometrical parameters described
by the geometry of the crossing and wheel, such as impact angles
(movement of the wheel due to the wing rail and crossing nose) and
rail radii but also (b) dynamical parameters, such as the velocity of
the wheel.

First the influence of those parameters is evaluated performing
a parametric study. The simplified model and its results provide
a fast way to calculate the dynamic forces and stresses for geome-
try evaluation and optimization. Including plastic material behavior
the deformation of three crossing nose materials (manganese steel,
chromium-bainitic steel and tool steel) is predicted. By applying a
damage parameter the deformed crossings are then compared and
the influence of different axle loads, velocities and wheel types is eval-
uated. Furthermore, the positive effect of changing the geometry of
higher strength steel crossings is discussed. To investigate the severe
deformation of manganese steel crossings, explosion-depth hardened
manganese crossings are modelled using measured geometries and
hardness measurements of crossings in track. Additionally, the ob-
served ability of manganese steel crossings to withstand unfavorable
load situations is calculated.



Zusammenfassung

In dieser Arbeit wird ein explizites Finite-Elemente-Modell für den
Aufprall eines Rades auf ein Herzstück einer Eisenbahnweiche vorge-
stellt. Jene Parameter, die das dynamische Verhalten (Kontaktkräfte
und -drücke) des Aufpralls des Rades auf die Herzspitze beschrei-
ben, werden bestimmt und für ein vereinfachtes Simulationsmodell
adaptiert. Dies umfasst (a) geometrische Parameter, die durch die
Geometrie der Weiche und des Rades beschrieben werden, wie Auf-
prallwinkel (Bewegung des Rades auf der Flügelschiene und des
Herzstückes) und Kopfradien des Herzstückes, aber auch (b) dynami-
sche Parameter, wie beispielsweise die Geschwindigkeit des Zuges.

Zunächst wird der Einfluss dieser Parameter in einer parametri-
schen Studie dargestellt. Das vereinfachte Modell und seine Ergebnis-
se können dabei als Grundlage dienen, die dynamischen Kräfte und
Spannungen zur Bewertung und Optimierung der Geometrie zu be-
rechnen. Unter Berücksichtigung plastischen Materialverhaltens wird
die Verformung von drei Herzstückmaterialien (Manganstahl, Chrom-
Bainitstahl und Werkzeugstahl) berechnet. Durch Anwenden eines
Schadensparameters werden dann die verformten Herzstücke vergli-
chen und der Einfluss verschiedener Achslasten, Geschwindigkeiten
und Radtypen bewertet. Darüber hinaus wird der positive Effekt der
Änderung der Geometrie höherfester Weichenherzen diskutiert.

Um die starke Verformung von Manganweichen zu untersuchen,
werden explosionsgehärtete Manganweichen anhand gemessener Geo-
metrien und Härtemessungen im Detail modelliert und dargestellt.
Zusätzlich wird die Fähigkeit von Manganweichen, auf ungünstige
Belastungssituationen zu reagieren, untersucht.
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Figure I: A railway crossing
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www.http://www.destinationrail.eu/
3 A. Ekberg and B. Paulsson. Innotrack:
Deliverable 1.4.8 Overall Cost Reduction.
Innotrack, 2009. url: www.innotrack.
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Introduction

General Railway crossings are components of railway switches (often
referred to as turnouts or points), a set of mechanical installations in
track that guide a train through junctions. Fig. 1 gives an overview
of the components of a typical railway switch including the crossing
and its parts. Those parts include the wing rails and the crossing nose
(or frog).

check railsstock rails

check rails

stock rails switch blades

switch blades stock rails

stock rails

running rails

crossing
crossing nose

wing rails

running rails

running rails

running rails

wing rails

Figure 1: The components of a railway
switch (turnout).

Some numbers The importance of the function of turnouts is also
reflected in the number of installations: More than 70000 turnouts are
installed in Germany, more than 25000 in UK and France and over
10000 in Belgium, Austria and Switzerland.

Although this often means less than one turnout per km, see Table
1

1, their economic impact is significant. Railway switches are known
cost-drivers in track networks. In terms of numbers this means 12%
of track maintenance and 25% of track renewal are spent for switches
in Sweden. A similar number is evaluated in UK by Network Rail:
they spend about 17% and 25% for track maintenance and track
renewal, respectively2. According to the European Innotrack project3

an average of over 30 % of the total maintenance cost of railways
is spent for switches. But those installations do not only increase
maintenance effort and installation costs, they also limit the possible
railway transportation in terms of reliability and availability. That is
also why a lot of investigation is done concerning measurements to

Country Track in km Population S&C

Belgium 6,500 12,200

France 65,100 25,600

Italy 27,100 42,700

Netherlands 6,500 7,800

Sweden 14,900 12,000

UK 31,100 25,800

Germany 60,000 77,000

Switzerland 5,100 14,000

Austria 10,000 13,500

Table 1: Population of turnouts for se-
lected countries in Europe.
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impactdownward upward

Figure 2: The downward and upward
movement and the change of the contact
position of the wheel during the transi-
tion from the wing rail to the crossing
nose.

evaluate the current state of switches and, more importantly, predict
possible failures (before they occur).

Types of crossings With regard to the crossing nose, basically two
different types of crossings are distinguished: fixed crossings and
swingnose crossings. The former ones force the wheel to move over
a gap accompanied by a downwards and upwards movement of the
wheel. Swingnose crossings have an additional device that allows
to move the crossing nose and to close this gap. In this work we
investigate fixed crossings as they are the more common type of
crossings used in track. Furthermore, their geometrical restrictions
entail a more severe loading situation for the crossing nose. Fig. 2

shows the transition of the wheel from the wing rail to the crossing
nose in more detail - pointing out the already mentioned more severe
and unfavorable load situation.

Loadings on a crossing The design of a fixed crossing forces the wheel
to move downwards and upwards (center of Fig. 2), which leads to
high contact forces (and also pressures). Due to the high velocities,
this behavior describes an impact of the wheel onto the crossing
nose. Furthermore, the contact radii of the wheel and the rail change
during the transition (top of Fig. 2), which has two effects: (a) the
change of the contact position causes slip (and therefore tangential
contact stresses) and (b) the smaller contact radii on the crossing
nose increase the normal contact pressures. Fig. 3a shows a typical
dynamical response of normal contact forces and pressures between
the wheel and crossing due to the transition of the wheel. Fig. 3b
sketches the radius of the wheel (inspired by a standard ORE 1002) at
the contact point of the wheel and the rail and the head radii of the
crossing nose. The radius of the second wheel of the axle, however, is
assumed to be constant as the wheel is moving steadily on the stock
rail.

Slip then occurs due to the sudden change of the wheel radii in
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wheel radius
in contact

contact radius

wing rail
crossing nose

v wheel wear

contact 
forces

wheel position

contact pressures

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Arising contact forces, pres-
sures and (b) the wheel radius at the
contact position due to the transition
of the wheel from the wing rail to the
crossing nose.

4 J. Wiedorn et al. “Numerical assess-
ment of materials used in railway cross-
ings by predicting damage initiation -
Validation and application”. In: Wear
414-415 (2018), pp. 136–150. issn: 0043-
1648. doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/
j.wear.2018.08.011
5 E. Kassa et al. “Simulation of dynamic
interaction between train and railway
turnout”. In: Vehicle System Dynamics
44.3 (2006), pp. 247–258. issn: 0042-3114.
doi: 10.1080/00423110500233487
6 C. Andersson and T. Abrahamsson.
“Simulation of Interaction Between a
Train in General Motion and a Track”.
In: Vehicle System Dynamics 38.6 (2002),
pp. 433–455. issn: 0042-3114. doi: 10.

1076/vesd.38.6.433.8345
7 A. Johansson et al. “Simulation of
wheel-rail contact and damage in
switches & crossings”. In: Wear 271.1-
2 (2011), pp. 472–481. issn: 0043-1648.
doi: 10.1016/j.wear.2010.10.014
8 W. Yan et al. “Numerical Analysis of
the Cyclic Response of a Crossing Com-
ponent in a Switch”. In: Proceedings
of the XIXth Verformungskundliches Kollo-
quium. Montanuniversität Leoben, Aus-
tria, 2000, pp. 78–83

9 M. Wiest et al. “Deformation and dam-
age of a crossing nose due to wheel
passages”. In: Wear 265.9-10 (2008),
pp. 1431–1438. issn: 0043-1648. doi:
10.1016/j.wear.2008.01.033
10 M. Pletz et al. “A wheel set/crossing
model regarding impact, sliding and
deformation - Explicit finite element
approach”. In: Wear 294-295 (2012),
pp. 446–456. issn: 0043-1648. doi: 10.

1016/j.wear.2012.07.033
11 U. Ossberger et al. “Validation of a fi-
nite element crossing model using mea-
surements at an instrumented turnout”.
In: Proceedings of the 23rd Symposium on
Dynamics of Vehicles on Roads and Tracks.
Qingdao, China, 2013

contact with the wing rail / crossing nose and due to wheel radius
of the second wheel. Axle loads and speeds, but also the crossing
geometry and wheel profiles, i.e. hollow wheels, influence this process
(by increasing contact forces and pressures, see Fig. 3a) and can be
the reason for severe wear and damage.

Simulation methods Common tools to predict this dynamic process
are the multibody simulation (MBS) and the Finite Element (FE)
method. The former enables the user to calculate displacements of
complex structures very fast by dividing them into a system of rigid
and flexible bodies (considering masses and inertias) connected with
springs and dashpots. Such crossing models can represent a whole
train and several hundred meters of track. The FE method, however,
allows to calculate stress and strain fields in the bodies combined with
complex material laws to account for e.g. plastic deformations. To
investigate mechanisms of damage locally, those results are needed4.
Early work investigating the dynamic response of turnouts is done
by Kassa et al.5. By applying additional tools, they calculate contact
pressures and stresses6 and predict wear and damage7. They do this
by combining MBS and FE models and transferring data from one to
the other.

Yan et al.8 and Wiest et al.9 use the explicit FE method to calculate
the loading on a crossing. With this method they calculate the entire
dynamic process and evaluate stresses, strains and plastic deformation
at material points within the modelled body. The modelled body is
subdivided into smaller parts – finite elements – that represent the
volume at those material points. A high resolution, however, increases
the calculation time significantly as it depends on the size and number
of involved elements. Therefore, the authors use a rail with a kink
as simulation model to simplify the crossing and the impact of the
wheel. Continuing this work, Pletz et al.10 calculate the dynamic
response using a FE model with realistic crossing geometry, which is
validated with track measurements by Ossberger et al.11. Pletz et al.
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12 M. Pletz et al. “Rolling contact fatigue
of three crossing nose materials - Mul-
tiscale FE approach”. In: Wear 314.1-2
(2014), pp. 69–77. issn: 0043-1648. doi:
10.1016/j.wear.2013.11.013
13 L. Xin et al. “Numerical analysis of
the dynamic interaction between wheel
set and turnout crossing using the ex-
plicit finite element method”. In: Vehicle
System Dynamics 54.3 (2016), pp. 301–
327. issn: 0042-3114. doi: 10.1080/

00423114.2015.1136424
14 Y. Ma et al. “Modelling and experi-
mental validation of dynamic impact
in 1:9 railway crossing panel”. In: Tri-
bology International 118 (2018), pp. 208–
226. issn: 0301679X. doi: 10.1016/j.

triboint.2017.09.036

15 J. Wiedorn et al. “A Simplified Dy-
namic Finite Element Model for the Im-
pact of a Wheel on a Crossing: Valida-
tion and Parameter Study”. In: Pro-
ceedings of the Third International Con-
ference on Railway Technology: Research,
Development and Maintenance. Ed. by J.
Pombo. Civil-Comp Press, Stirlingshire,
UK, 2016. doi: 10.4203/ccp.110.116; J.
Wiedorn et al. “Simplified explicit finite
element model for the impact of a wheel
on a crossing - Validation and param-
eter study”. In: Tribology International
111 (2017), pp. 254–264. issn: 0301-679X.
doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.

triboint.2017.03.023

16 M. Pletz et al. “Rolling contact fatigue
of three crossing nose materials - Mul-
tiscale FE approach”. In: Wear 314.1-2
(2014), pp. 69–77. issn: 0043-1648. doi:
10.1016/j.wear.2013.11.013

are able to simulate the load transfer from the wing rail to the crossing
nose and calculate cyclic plastic deformation using simplifications12.
Furthermore, the findings identify parameters that are needed to
calculate a realistic impact of a wheel on a crossing nose. More
recent work is done by L. Xin13 and L. Ma14 continuing investigating
damage on crossing noses using a realistic model geometry.

Introducing a reduced model Due to the limited resolution of models
with realistic geometry, in this thesis the approach focuses on devel-
oping a simplified model similar to a submodel. Based on previous
work, the authors introduce a simplified model and replace the wing
rail by a non-linear spring: only the crossing nose is shown as a
component. Furthermore, they identify crucial parameters and use
them as input for the model creation. This parameters include the
geometry of the crossing and wheel, such as impact angles (defined
by the movement of the wheel due to wing rail and crossing nose) and
their rail head radii. To identify their influences – including dynami-
cal parameters, such as the velocity of the train (wheel) – parametric
studies are performed15. Furthermore, it is shown that the simplified
model yields similar results as the model with realistic geometry
(realistic model). Due to the short computational times, the simplified
model and its results provide a fast way to calculate the dynamic
forces and stresses for geometry evaluation and optimization.

Deformation of crossing nose materials Crossings have their maximum
deformation at the position where the wheel transfers the load from
the wing rail to the crossing nose. Depending on the type of wheel
(and wear) and the geometry of the wing rails, a broad dent is formed,
see Fig. 4. There, the depth of the dent depends on the load cycles
and, especially, the crossing nose material.

Typical materials used for a crossing and their selection do not
follow a specific guideline. There exist crossing noses with manganese
steel, which has a very low yield stress but also steels with higher
yield stresses, such as the R350HT rail steel or tool steels. Although
their mechanical properties seem to be very different, all of them
show a good performance in track. Pletz et al. use a realistic model
and investigate different crossing nose materials. There, a significant
influence of the deformed geometry on the performance, especially
for steels with low yield stress, is recognized16. To investigate this
phenomena in more detail, we adapt the simplified model and use
inelastic material behavior. Then, the deformation of three different
crossing nose materials is investigated: manganese steel, chromium-
bainitic steel and tool steel. These materials are commonly used in
crossing noses although their material behavior is rather different:
Manganese steel has, as mentioned above, a low yield stress but a
distinct work hardening behavior; tool steel and chromium bainitic
steel, however, have higher yield stresses, but less work hardening.
Based on low cycle fatigue experiments an elastic-plastic material
model is introduced and the plastic deformation due to cyclic wheel
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impacts is calculated. In-track measurements of the geometry of
crossings validate the calculated plastic surface deformation17.

Applying a damage criterion Material fatigue represents a common
mechanism of material degradation due to cyclic loading: Starting
with damage localization and crack initiation it can lead to crack
propagation and ultimately failure of a component. Similar to rails,
typical damages on crossings include head-checking, spalling or
shelling. They are mainly differentiated by their appearance in track
but have the presence of cracks in common. Different approaches
exist for evaluating fatigue damage, such as Johnson’s shakedown
method18 or Burstow’s RCF crack initiation model (often referred to
as T − γ model)19. The former one uses normal and tangential forces
and material properties to define a shakedown limit and evaluate how
likely RCF damage occurs. The latter one additionally considers slip
in the contact zone and allows to calculate an index (probability) for
RCF damage. Both methods are simple to use because they require
little input, but they do not considering the current stresses in the
body or the deformed material (i.e. hardening, plastic deformation).

For a more detailed prediction of fatigue lifes approaches that
belong to the group of stress-life methods (S-N curves) or crack
growth method can be used. Both of them rely on stresses and
deformation in the body and on intensive material testing.

To compare the different crossing nose materials a high cycle fa-
tigue criterion by K.D. Van20 is introduced that belongs to the group
of stress-life methods. It assumes a loading in the elastic shakedown
regime and uses the stress amplitude and the hydrostatic stresses
to predict where and in what direction cracks may initiate21. Two
material parameter that are evaluated with bending and torsion exper-
iments describe a damage locus: higher hydrostatic pressures increase
the critical stress amplitude. Because of its limitations, especially for
damage predictions at the surface and the possibility of too conser-
vative results for compressive hydrostatic stresses, several adaptions
are proposed22. Nevertheless, the criterion is widely used to analyze
rail and wheel damage - even in combination with a crack propaga-
tion analysis23. In this thesis we utilize the DV criterion to calculate

undeformed deformed

Figure 4: Deformation of a crossing nose
due to the transition of wheels.
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damage initiation for crossing noses - without any adaptions. The
limitations may not apply as we consider plastic deformation. Since
we assume a state close to elastic shakedown some of the necessary
conditions are not fullfilled. However, the DV concept is applied to
compare the different crossing nose materials (considering the plasti-
cally deformed geometries) and explain their good performance in
track24.

Manganese steel crossings Cast manganese steel crossings are widely
used in turnouts all over the world. The steel is defined by its high
manganese content (> 12%) and often referred to as mangalloy or
Hadfield steel, after Robert Hadfield - a british metallurgist who dis-
covered manganese steel in 1882

25. Because of its low yield stress and
the repeated wheel impacts, manganese steel experiences large plastic
deformations - in contrast to other crossing nose materials. The defor-
mation, however, is accompanied by extensive work hardening: This
changes its mechanical properties and microstructure26 due to twin-
ning induced plasticity (TWIP)27. Therefore, the low yield strength
and high work hardening capacity characterize its material behavior.
As a result, manganese steel shows an extraordinary performance
in track that is supported by simulations28: The authors explain the
positive effect of the deformed (adapted) geometry and predict the
benefit when using the adapted geometry for steels with higher yield
stresses. Furthermore, they investigate the ability of manganese steel
crossings to react to unfavorable load situations29. A method that
utilizes the deformation behavior of manganese steel, which is also
applied to crossings, is pre-hardening by explosives30. It increases
the wear resistance and strength due to a combination of twinning
and slipping near the surface31.

In general, two effects of plastic deformation can be defined for
manganese crossings, but also explosion-depth hardened (EDH) man-
ganese crossings: (1) the positive adaption of the geometry and
material to (and due to) the loading in the first few cycles and (2) the
long-time behavior with continuing deformation. To explain these
deformation mechanisms for EDH manganese steel crossings, we uti-
lize the simplified model. With measured geometries and hardnesses
of new and worn EDH manganese steel crossings, we modify the
equations for the plastic material law and present these two effects
(or stages in the service life of the crossing) using two adaptions of
the model. Therefore, a procedure is presented that allows to in-
clude (pre-)deformed manganese steel in the simulation model. The
model then evaluates the surface deformation, plastic strains and
the dynamic response (contact forces and stresses). By showing the
evolution of those outputs over wheel impact cycles, we are able to
calculate the plastic adaption of a new crossing. Furthermore, state-
ments are made about the long-time behavior of manganese steel
crossings32.

Structure of the thesis The thesis is divided into two parts:
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Part 1 describes the mechanical foundations needed to perform the
research and

Part 2 presents a selection of published journal papers.

To part 1

Chapter 1 states the equations of continuum mechanics - the kine-
matics, deformations, stresses and balance laws.

Chapter 2 explains the used material models and their physical and
mathematical formulations

Chapter 3 gives the numerical discretization, the finite element method,
the finite elements and the solution methods

Chapter 4 then explains the different contact formulations and the
numerical implementation

Chapter 5 includes the description of the damage criterion. There,
the criterion is explained mechanically and the finite element im-
plementation and necessary mathematical routines are shown

Research, Findings and Outlook Due to the high loads on
crossings, and especially crossing noses, compared to the other parts
of the rail network, they are of special interest. This is associated with
increased safety issues and high maintenance costs, which in turn
causes additional costs for the operator. Although the optimization
of crossings is of great importance, research in this area has only
increased in the last decade. This may be due to the similarity and
variety of research topics in the field of rails, but also due to the
complexity that a crossing entails.

In order to achieve progress, from a mechanical point of view,
the knowledge of the resulting loads on the crossing nose due to
the passing of a train is particularly important. Therefore, forces
and stresses are evaluated by measurement and simulation. The
simulation, however, enables to react to and identify problems in
advance and can be a useful tool when it comes to optimization –
already during the planning phase. The measurement, on the other
hand, can be additionally used to validate the simulation results.

State-of-the-art Previous work by Wiest et al., Pletz et al. and Kassa
et al. investigated the dynamic response of the impact of a wheel on
a crossing using simulation models. These models made it possible to
identify the loads on a crossing nose and calculate the resulting forces
and, to a certain extent, also stresses – for the first time. However, they
have their advantages and limits: The two methods (and the models
based on it) allow to investigate different mechanisms during the
impact of a wheel on a crossing. Therefore, two directions of research
have developed: (a) the calculation of the detailed dynamic response
combined with simplified methods for the material degradation using
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the multi-body simulation and (b) the simulation of a simplified dy-
namic response with a detailed modeling of the material degradation
(plastic deformation) of a crossing using the finite element method.
Therefore, a detailed investigation of the mechanisms of the cyclic
deformation and, based on this, an assessment criterion for crossings
is still missing.

Current Research and Findings This work focuses on the material
degradation of a crossing nose and represents a first step towards
understanding the deformation behavior of different crossing nose
materials. This is done with models of the group of the finite element
method. In comparison to previous work, the dynamics, occurring
stresses and deformation during the impact are modeled in more de-
tail. In order to cover the dynamic response of the system including a
high resolution of the arising stresses and strains, crucial parameters
for the dynamic process are investigated. These parameters are taken
from measured geometries and are then used to build a simplified
model for the crossing nose. This not only provides a tool for calculat-
ing the dynamic response fast, but it can also be used for prediction
of the service life, as planning tool during the design phase and for
material development.

Furthermore, material behavior of tool steel and chromium-bainitic
steel is added to the simulation model and the material model for
manganese steel is adapted to allow for the calculation of explosion-
depth hardened crossing noses.

Then, the cyclic deformation of new and worn crossing nose geome-
tries due to the impact of differently worn wheels is shown. There, the
stages of plastic deformation of manganese steel crossings and their
ability to react on unfavourable loads are explained for the first time.
Intensive fatigue testing of these materials allow then the application
of a multiaxial fatigue criterion: it is used as assessment for crossing
nose materials.

Thus, in this work, with the proposed simplified model, the new
material models and the stress-based damage criterion the influence
of

• various crossing geometries (by reducing them to their crucial
parameters),

• dynamic parameters, such as velocity of the wheel,

• mechanical parameters, such as different crossing nose materials,

• on arising forces, stresses, deformation and damage initiation

is studied.

Questions Therefore, questions about the following topics will be
answered:

Q1 Geometry optimization – using a pre-deformed crossing nose
geometry
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Q2 Material selection – for crossing noses using a damage criterion

Q3 Deformation mechanisms – especially of a high work hardening
steel (manganese steel)

Outlook Although the major findings in this thesis provide a deeper
insight into deformation and damage of crossings, there are still many
topics that are untouched and require intensive research work. A
focus should be put on a detailed characterization of the material,
especially when considering damage/crack initiation and propaga-
tion. Common rail and crossing materials suffer from severe defor-
mation during their service life that affects the material properties
significantly. In addition to changes in fracture toughness and crack
propagation, also anisotropies are introduced that are not considered
in simulation models yet. The Dang-Van damage criterion allows
for qualitative analysis and is certainly an appropriate method for
specific applications. However, the mentioned effects resulting from
the high contact load between wheel and rail and its deformation
can not be taken into account. In order to create a physically correct
basis and to consider the effects caused by deformation, more precise
investigations are needed using methods in the area of high defor-
mation testing such as high pressure torsion (HPT). This also applies
to a precise characterization of explosion-depth hardened (or highly
deformed) manganese steel.

Furthermore, other components of the turnout, such as wing rails
and, especially switch blades suffer similar damages as crossing
noses due to high loads. Research on switch blades, however, has
rarely been performed yet. Therefore, future work may include the
investigation of these components with similar or – based on the
current results and advances – modified methods. Above all, the
behavior of the entire system has to be considered too.
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Figure II: A moving train
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1
Continuum Mechanical Foundation

This chapter states the continuum mechanical foundation needed for
the following research results, see Paper A to D. It contains a short
summary of the mechanical background including all the ingredients -
definitions, procedures and variables - needed to develop a numerical
method for solving engineering problems, such as the finite element
method. First we discuss the kinematics of large displacements and
introduce strain measures and stresses. On this basis, balance laws
are stated. The constitutive law used in the papers, the finite element
discretization - especially the formulation of the weak form - and the
implementation concept for contact of continuum bodies is discussed
in the following chapters. For an in-depth discussion of continuum
mechanics standard literature, i.e. by Holzapfel1, Wriggers2 or Mase
et al.3 should be consulted.

1.1 KINEMATICS, DEFORMATIONS AND STRESSES

The kinematic relations are explained by considering a homogeneous
body Ω with the surface S described by continuously distributed
material points P ∈ Ω in the Euclidean point space E3, see Fig. 1.1. A
body is placed by mapping material points in E3 with the mapping
function φ. The mapping of the whole body can then be described
with φ(Ω) = {φ(P)|P ∈ Ω} and is called configuration. To describe
motions and deformations, two configurations are considered, the
reference configuration and the current configuration. With φ the
location at a time t of a particle P (being the position vector of the
reference configuration) can be calculated

p = φ(P, t). (1.1)

Figure 1.1 shows a graphical representation of the body in its refer-
ence configuration Ω and current configuration b and at a chosen
time t. The current configuration is calculated with Eq. 1.1: points
described by the vectors p are created from the vectors of the reference
configuration P. The displacement u between the two configurations -
the difference of their positions in space - is described with

u(P, t) = p(P, t)− P. (1.2)
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Figure 1.1: Graphical representation of
the kinematics of a body in reference
and current configuration

There, the displacements u not only consist of a motional but also a
deformational component. Furthermore, they are of particular interest
as they represent the unknown variables, which have to be calculated,
in the numerical investigation in this thesis.

As the passing of a wheel on a crossing is a dynamic process, we
need the deriviates in time of the kinematic component p. They are
calculated with

v(P, t) =
∂p(P, t)

∂t
(1.3)

and

a(P, t) =
∂v(P, t)

∂t
(1.4)

where v represents the velocity and a the acceleration. To describe the
deformations locally, we consider a material line in the reference ∂P
and current ∂p configuration. This gives us the deformation gradient
F with

F =
∂p
∂P

(1.5)

As a strain measure, the Green-Lagrange strain tensor E is introduced,
which refers to the reference configuration and is defined by

E =
1
2
(FTF − I) =

1
2
(C− I) (1.6)

where C = FTF is the right Cauchy-Green tensor and I the unit
tensor. For the strain measure of the current configuration the left
Cauchy-Green tensor b = FFT is used.

While the strain of infinite small volume elements of a continuous
material is measured in the reference configuration with the Green-
Lagrange strain tensor E, a stress measure is used to express the
internal forces acting in the body. The relationship between the stress
vector in the current configuration t on a surface at a point P and the
stress tensor σ is uniquely defined by Cauchy’s stress theorem with

t = σn (1.7)

where n is the unit normal vector of the surface. Depending on the
context, different stress measures are used. In current configuration,
the stresses may be represented by the Cauchy stresses σ, whereas
in the reference configuration by the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress S.
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Other stress measures include the unsymmetric first Piola-Kirchhoff
stress PK and the Kirchhoff stress tensor τ.

Using push-forward and pull-back operations4, the different stress
measures can be obtained. The relationship between the different
measures can be summarized with

τ = J σ = F PKT = F S FT (1.8)

where J is the determinant of the deformation gradient tensor F.
When considering small displacements (small displacement theory

or infinitesimal strain theory), simplifications can be made. There,
the material and spatial coordinates are similar and their gradients
approximately equal. Therefore, strains and stresses can be described
- independent of their configuration - with a strain measure ε and a
stress measure σ, respectively.

1.2 BALANCE LAWS, BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, STRONG AND WEAK
FORMS

To describe the mechanical behavior of continuum materials, funda-
mental laws are introduced as physical relationships. One represen-
tation of these laws is called balance laws and include the balance
of mass, momentum and energy. Balance laws become the local
(stronger) form of the conservation laws – often referred to as conti-
nuity equations when including additional sources and sinks.

The balance of mass in the current (Eulerian) configuration is
described with

ρ̇ + ρ ∇ · v = 0 (1.9)

where ρ is the density, ρ̇ its time derivative, describing the change of
the density, and v the particle velocity. The balance of momentum is
divided into a linear and an angular momentum. The balance of the
linear momentum5 is

ρ v̇−∇ · σ − ρ b = 0 (1.10)

with the derivative of the velocity (acceleration) v̇, the Cauchy stresses
σ and the body forces per volume b. The balance of angular momen-
tum6 forces the stress tensor to be symmetric with

σ = σT . (1.11)

As a last equation in its local form, the balance of energy (First law
of thermodynamics) is written as

ρ ė− σ : (∇v) +∇ · q− ρ s = 0 . (1.12)

ė is the material derivative (time rate of change) of the internal density
per unit volume, q is the heat flux and s the rate of energy that is
created in the body (source). Because of its importance in continuum
mechanics, the velocity gradient tensor ∇v is referred to as l and, by
using the deformation gradient F, it can be calculated with l = ∇v =
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ḞF−1. In modern engineering applications, the balance of energy is
mainly used to check the physical correctness of the results.Within
this context often the second law of thermodynamics is mentioned.
However, due to its importance for constitutive equations, it stated in
its special form as Clausius-Duhem inequality in Chapter 2.

To calculate the reaction of the material to a load, another set of
equations are needed, which are called constitutive equation(s). They
present a relation of stresses σ to deformations by stating that the
stresses are a function of the deformations:

σ ≈ σ(F) . (1.13)

A detailed discussion on the constitutive equations used in this
thesis is presented in Chapter 2.

To solve initial and boundary value problems, conditions have to
be added to the equations. Initial conditions are usually specified at
the time of the problem (t0; t := 0) with

u(t0) =: u0 and v(t0) =: v0 (1.14)

for the displacements u and the velocity v, respectively. Boundary
conditions, however, are specified on the boundary of the body - they
provide a solution in some region of space and are – in comparison
to initial value problems – independent of time. Because of their
common use in engineering applications, the following boundary
conditions are distinguished:

u = ud on φ(Su) and t = σ n on φ(Sσ) (1.15)

The former one, the Dirichlet boundary condition (or first-type),
specifies displacements along a boundary - the so-called Dirichlet
boundary Su. The latter one is a Neumann boundary condition
(second-type) which specifies the derivative of the solution along
a boundary - the Neumann boundary Sσ . A typical example for
Neumann boundary conditions in solid mechanics are external forces
or stresses acting on the surface.

After numerical discretization, these constraints are often referred
to as single-point constraints (SPC) as they specify values for specific
points. Problems in modern engineering applications often consist of
initial conditions, boundary conditions and other variations, which
includes for example mixed conditions, complicated functions on
boundaries and multi-points constraints (MPC). In this work contact
constraints that belong to the group of MPC, are used on several
occasions and discussed in Chapter 4.



Figure III: A deformed crossing
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2
Constitutive Equations

One aim of this work is the evaluation of the damage and deformation
of the railway crossing caused by the wheels of the switching train.
The deformed geometry and material is decisive for the occurring
forces and stresses. To account for this behavior, a non-linear material
model has to be employed. Apart from geometry and contact, this is a
source of nonlinearity that significantly influences the computational
time of the simulation.

The constitutive equations in this work and their implementation
are taken from the work of Simo1, Souza2 or Chen3 and can be
reviewed there in further detail.

For the calculation of the wheel’s impact on the crossing, two
materials are considered: the material of the wheel and of the crossing.
The material response of the wheel is considered to be purely linear-
elastic, whereas the material response of the crossing behaves elastic-
plastically.

In this chapter, the linear theory is used to describe the constitu-
tive equations: considering plasticity at small strains (infinitesimal
plasticity) limits the range of applicability and validity, but allows for
an additive strain decomposition. This simplifies the equations and
allows for a better understanding.

2.1 ELASTICITY

Following the infinitesimal strain theory, the strain tensor is calculated
with

ε =
1
2
(F + FT − I) . (2.1)

where ||F|| � 1. As already mentioned in Section 1, in case of small
strains, the different stress measures coincide and are now denoted
to as stress σ.

In order to establish the physical basis for material behavior in
continuum mechanics, a special form of the second law of thermo-
dynamics is used, the Clausius-Duhem inequality. In its local form,
ignoring the influence of temperature, the equation simplifies to

D = σ : ε̇− ρψ̇ ≥ 0 (2.2)
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Figure 2.1: Linear-elastic response of a
material and its strain energy ψ

where σ are stresses, ε̇ the strain deformation rate, its product σ : ε̇

the local stress power, ψ the free Helmholtz energy and ρ the current
density. In case of finite deformation ε̇ is replaced by d, the symmetric
part of the deformation velocity gradient l with the Cauchy stresses
as stress measure. For both materials, the free Helmholtz energy is
a function of the elastic deformation gradient, as it represents the
usable work of the system.

In elasticity, all the work supplied by external sources is recoverable,
meaning D = 0 and after several simplifications the stresses can be
obtained from the free energy with

σ =
∂ψ

∂ε
(2.3)

where ε is the strain tensor. A similar result can be obtained when
proposing the linear Hooke’s law with σ = C : ε, where C is the
elasticity tensor with its usual symmetries4. Then, D in Eq. 2.2
becomes 0, which expresses the assumption of full recoverable energy.

Elastic materials derived from a strain energy function are usually
referred to as hyperelastic materials. In this thesis, linear Hooke’s law
is used to describe the elastic material response of the wheel during
the impact on the crossing. There exist different ways to derive its
expressions - mainly caused by the historical development of the law.
Similar to other materials, a strain energy function can be defined for
the generalized Hooke’s law with

ψ(ε) =
1
2

λ Tr(ε)2 + µ ε : ε (2.4)

where λ and µ are material parameters - called the first and sec-
ond Lamé parameters. In engineering applications often the elastic
modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν are used. They can be calculated
with

E =
µ(3λ + 2µ)

λ + µ
and ν =

λ

2(λ + µ)
. (2.5)

By using the relationship shown in Eq. 2.3 the following expression
can be derived for the stresses σ

σ = λ Tr(ε) I + 2µε (2.6)

where I is the idendity tensor. The same result can be evaluated when
starting with the generalized Hooke’s law - σ = C : ε, where C is the
fourth order stiffness tensor - including symmetries of the tensor and
isotropy. Fig. 2.1 shows the stress-strain response of a linear-elastic
material with its stored, recoverable strain energy ψ. In this thesis the
elastic deformations of the wheel are not of interest and assumed to
be rather small in comparison to the ones of the crossing nose.

2.2 PLASTICITY

If a certain load of a component is exceeded, the material of the
component loses the ability to react elastically. This leads to an
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irreversible deformation of the material - plastic deformation. Fig
2.2 shows a uniaxial stress-strain curve for a typical metal loaded
until failure. After reaching the yield stress σy, the stresses have to
be continuously increased to drive the deformation of the material
due to material hardening. In addition to material hardening, other

elastic

yield stress

tensile strenght

failure

measured stress
true stress

plastic

neckinghardening

σy

σ

ε

Figure 2.2: Example of an uniaxial stress-
strain curve of a typical metal. After
reaching the elastic limit, the specimen
further deforms until failure.

effects are visible, such as the Lüders elongation after reaching the
elastic limit: a drop of the yield stress that is caused by the formation
of a localized band of plastic deformation. After the band passed
through the material the deformation proceeds uniformly. Usually
this deformation is not considered in simulations.

Rails and especially crossings are heavily loaded by the passing
wheels. The high loads of the trains are transmitted through a small
contact surface into the rails. This leads to plastic deformation of
the contacting partners. Furthermore, the repeated cyclic contact and
the complex loading situations can cause other behavior, such as the
Bauschinger effect – a change in the elastic limit due to the direction
of the plastic deformation – or elastic or plastic shakedown and
ratcheting. Fig. 2.3 shows different mechanisms of cyclic deformation.

σ

ε

σ

ε

σ

ε

σ

ε

perfectly elastic(a) (b) (c) (d)elastic shakedown plastic shakedown ratchetting

Figure 2.3: Cyclic deformation of materi-
als caused by different mechanisms due
to complex loading situation: (a) per-
fectly elastic, (b) elastic shakedown, (c)
plastic shakedown and (d) ratchetting

Therefore, we use elastic-plastic material behavior for the crossing
nose during the passing of the wheel.
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Figure 2.4: The yield surface f and the
loading and unloading criterion.
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Figure 2.5: The plastic potential g (= f
for associated flow rules) for a convex
surface (convexity) and the direction of
plastic flow normal to the surface of plas-
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Mathematical Formulation

The following requirements are needed for the mathematical formula-
tion of plasticity:

Decomposition of the strains When using small deformation
theory the strains are decomposed additively

ε = εe + εp (2.7)

where εe is the reversible elastic part and εp the irreversible plastic
part of the strains.

Elastic law The elastic law is needed to relate the stresses and
strains in the elastic regime. In this thesis we use Hooke’s law

σ = C : ε . (2.8)

Yield criterion The yield function

f (σ, H) (2.9)

then describes the limit of the elastic range. It depends on the current
stress state σ and scalar or tensorial hardening variables H. This also
includes the yield condition (elastic limit) with

f (σ, H) = 0 (2.10)

and the assumption of being in the elastic range when

f (σ, H) < 0 (2.11)

The loading and unloading condition can be described respectively
with

σ̇ :
∂ f
∂σ
≥ 0 and σ̇ :

∂ f
∂σ

< 0 (2.12)

where σ̇ describes the material time ρ of the stresses.

Flow rule To determine the evolution of the plastic strain (direction
of the plastic flow), a flow rule is introduced in its general form with

ε̇p = g(ε, σ, H, ε̇) (2.13)

Conditions that are often used in metal plasticity are Drucker’s5

(and Hill’s6) stability postulates. They are a strong condition for the
internal energy and state that the internal energy can only increase.
The criterion leads to the normality condition that states the direction
of plastic deformation is normal to the yield surface and further
restricts the function for the yield surface. A graphical representation
of the flow rule including plastic potential and flow direction is shown
in Fig. 2.5.

The consistency condition (Prager) is another equation, which is
needed to solve the set of constitutive equations. It states that the
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stress state during plastic deformation must remain on the yield
surface with

ḟ = 0 . (2.14)

To meet the yield criterion and ensure that the stress-state lies on
the yield surface a plastic multiplier λ is introduced. Using the plastic
multiplier λ and the yield function f as plastic potential g, the flow
rule becomes

dεp = dλ
∂ f
∂σ

(2.15)

where dλ > 0. Flow rules that use the yield function as plastic
potential are called associated flow rules (g = f ). There, the direction
of the plastic strain increment vector is normal to the yield surface f
(given by ∂ f

∂σ ).
Reformulating the admissible states of plastic flow, the following

conditions have to be met to evaluate εp from Eq. 2.15 for any stress
σ:

λ̇ ≥ 0 , f ≤ 0 and λ̇ f = 0. (2.16)

These restrictions are called Karush Kuhn Tucker7 (KKT) conditions
and are used in several engineering and mathematical problems for
solving optimization tasks. As a last step the consistency condition
(Eq. 2.14) can be described with

λ̇ ḟ = 0 if f = 0. (2.17)

Hardening As seen in Fig. 2.2 the deformation behavior of metals
includes mechanisms such as hardening. A general form of hardening
can be introduced with

Ḣ = h(ε, σ, H, ε̇) . (2.18)

It describes the change of the yield surface (expansion, translation).
These hardening rules are needed for the material to react to the
complex loading situations as shown in Fig. 2.3. Typical hardening
mechanisms (or rules) to describe this behavior are isotropic (Fig. 2.6a)
and kinematic (Fig. 2.6b) hardening, which may occur alone or in a
mixed mode (Fig. 2.6c). The former introduces an expansion of the
yield surface with increasing stresses, whereas the latter introduces a
translation of the yield surface according to the occurring stresses in
the stress space. Fig. 2.6 shows all mechanisms in a principal stress
space.

2.3 MATERIAL MODEL

For the crossing models in this paper, cyclic hardening models are
used. As mentioned above, they are able to describe the material
response of the complex loading situation during wheel-rail contact.
The material response of the wheel, however, is described with a
simple linear elastic material law, see Section 2.1. In this section,
a detailed description of the plastic behavior - on the basis of the
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Figure 2.6: Two types of hardening,
kinematic and isotropic, alone and in
a mixed mode. Their response is shown
in terms of loading (stress-strain) curves
(d) and yield surface changes: (a), (b)
and (c).

previous section - is stated: the yield and failure criteria / plastic
potential and the hardening model.

By using the additive decomposition of the strain tensor, see 2.3,
2.6 and Eq. 2.7, the stresses can be described with

σ =
∂ψ(ε − εp )

∂ε
= C : (ε − εp ). (2.19)

where C is the stiffness tensor that - including all symmetries for
fully isotropic material - can be described by two parameters, the
Lamé parameters (λ and µ or E and ν, see Eq. 2.4). For the yielding
of the material, the von Mises yield function is used. It is a common
criterion for ductile material, such as metals, and uses the second
invariant of the stress J2

J2 =
1
2

Tr(s2) =
1
2

s : s (2.20)

where s are the deviatoric stresses. They are defined with

σ = s +
1
3

Tr(σ)I = s +
1
3

I1 I (2.21)

where I is the identity tensor and I1 the first stress invariant. The
yield function then follows with

f (σ) =
√

3J2 − σ0 =

√
3
2

s : s− σ0 (2.22)

where σ0 is the yield stress of the material, evaluated through material
testing. A graphical representation of the criterion is shown in Fig.
2.7. In principal stress coordinates the criterion describes a cylinder
along the hydrostatic axis σh (Fig. 2.7a). When represented by all
principal stresses (three principal axes) on the deviatoric plane (or
Π plane), the cylinder appears as circle (Fig. 2.7b). Fig. 2.6 shows
the initial yield criterion (dotted line) when considering two principal
stresses.

The scalar representation of the ocurring stresses is commonly
used in engineering applications and called von Mises or effective
stresses

σMises =

√
3
2

s : s . (2.23)
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Figure 2.7: A 3D representation of
the yield surface described by the von
Mises function in the space of principal
stresses. σ1, σ2 and σ3 represent the
principal stresses. The Π plane is the
deviatoric plane - its normal is defined
by the hydrostatic axis σh.
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Furthermore, the criterion is often referred to as maximum distortion
strain energy criterion as the second stress invariant J2 is indepen-
dent of the first stress invariant I1 and therefore, independent of the
hydrostatic stresses σh = 1

3 I1.
To consider the mixed hardening behavior, the von Mises yield

condition of the material adapts to

f (σ, εp) =

√
3
2
(s− αd) : (s− αd)− σ0 (2.24)

where αd is the deviatoric part of the backstresses α to describe
kinematic hardening. The evolution of the yield surface caused by
isotropic hardening is included in the current yield stress σ0 which
may depend on the plastic strains εp.

Similar to the effective stresses in Eq. 2.23, effective plastic strains
or equivalent plastic strains εp are defined8.

dεp =

√
2
3

dεp : dεp . (2.25)

They are needed for the kinematic and isotropic hardening functions.
Here, a non-linear isotropic and kinematic hardening model based on
the work of Chaboche is taken9. The evolution of the backstresses α

is described with

dα =
N

∑
k=1

Ckdεp
1
σ0

(σ − α)− γkαkdεp (2.26)

where Ck and γk are material parameters and k is an arbitrary number
needed to define the number of parameters to fit the model to the
results evaluated through material testing. An exponential evolution
law to describe isotropic hardening for the current yield stress σ0 is
used

σ0 = σy + Q∞(1− e−bεp) (2.27)

with the material parameters Q∞, b and the initial yield stress σy.
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3
Finite Element Discretization

To solve the initial and boundary value problem the finite element
method (FEM) is used. The numerical method subdivides the problem
- on the basis of the set of equations mentioned in the previous
chapters - into smaller parts, called finite elements. These elements
are built of nodes that are connected through mechanical models and
equations. The simple equations that describe these elements are
then assembled again into a large system of equations to describe
the entire mechanical problem. A numerical solution of the problem
is then found by solving the full set of equations using implicit and
explicit methods. The derivation of the method is taken from Bathe1,
Wriggers2 and Chen3 and can be reviewed there in further detail.

As a first step the strong form of the balance of momentum, see
Eq. 1.10, is taken and multiplied by a virtual displacement δu and
integrated over its solution space Ω.∫

φ(Ω)
δu ρ v̇ dv =

∫
φ(Ω)

δu (∇ · σ + ρ b) dv (3.1)

We now transform Eq. 3.1 using the Gauss theorem to obtain the
weak form of the balance equation4

∫
φ(Ω)

δu ρ v̇ dv︸ ︷︷ ︸
δWkin

+
∫

φ(Ω)
∇δu : σ dv︸ ︷︷ ︸
δWint

=
∫

φ(Ω)
δu ρb dv +

∫
φ(Sσ)

δu t da︸ ︷︷ ︸
δWext

(3.2)
where ∇δu represents the virtual strains δε. The last term in Eq.
3.2 describes the surface integral of the applied boundary forces
(Neumann), the natural boundary conditions. As the displacement
boundary conditions (Dirichlet) still have to be met by the trial solu-
tions (or virtual displacement field), they are referred to as essential
boundary conditions. This not only reduces the order of the deriva-
tives of the given equation but is also a weaker requirement: the
residuum of the approximated solution is set to zero by multiplying
by the virtual displacements and integrating the residual over the
whole domain.
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Figure 3.1: A body (rail) discretized into
finite elements (Ωe) and assembled to
represent an FE simulation model (Ωh).
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Figure 3.2: The eight node brick element
with and its internal node numbering
and the position vector C.

3.1 SPATIAL DISCRETIZATION

In addition to the approximation of the primary variables (the dis-
placements), the finite element method also approximates the geome-
try by finite elements. The body Ω can then be described by

Ω ≈ Ωh =
N⋃

e=1

Ωe (3.3)

where Ωh is the approximated body and Ωe its smaller parts, see Fig.
3.1.

For the finite element approximation, the variable fields used in
Eq. 3.2 have to be discretized. The displacements, the virtual displace-
ments and the acceleration are approximated with

ue(X, t) = Ne(X) ve(t) (3.4)

δue(X, t) = Ne(X) δve(t) (3.5)

ae(X, t) = Ne(X) v̈e(t) (3.6)

where Ne(X) is a shape or ansatz function in its local (element-
wise) coordinate system X. As already mentioned the degrees of
freedom of an element is given at nodes. Therefore, ve, δve and
v̈e are the unknown nodal quantities - the displacement, its virtual
representation and the acceleration. The gradient of the deformation
in Eq. 3.2 is calculated with

∇δue(X, t) =
∂Ne(X)

∂x
δve(t) = Be(X) δve(t) (3.7)

with the kinematic B-operator. To allow for the deriviation of the
shape function Ne, an inverse Jacobian takes care of the coordinate
system mismatch from local coordinates X to global coordinates - p
or P (if differentiated between current and reference configuration).
The Jacobian is defined then with je = ∂p

∂P and Je = ∂P
∂p for the current

and reference configuration, respectively.

Note In this step also the usual matrix representation of the variables
for the finite method is introduced.

In this thesis three dimensional elements on the basis of eight node
brick elements with standard integration are used (C3D8), see Fig.
3.2.

This element has linear shape functions according to

NI(X) =
1
2
(1 + X1C1)

1
2
(1 + X2C2)

1
2
(1 + X3C3) (3.8)

where I is a number between 1 and 8 that represents the number of
the node, cp. Fig. 3.2. X1, X2 and X3 are the components of the vector
X and C1, C2 and C3 the components of the vector C that describes
the position of the current node I.
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Then, the equations defined for each element are assembled and
Eq. 3.2 rewritten to

δv (Mv̈(t)− fext(t) + fint(v, t)) = 0 (3.9)

where fint represents the internal nodal forces with

fint =
N⋃

e=1

∫
BT

e (v, t) σ(v, t) dv (3.10)

fext the external nodal forces with

fext =
N⋃

e=1

∫
NT ρb dv +

∫
NT t da (3.11)

and M the mass matrix with

M =
N⋃

e=1

∫
NT N ρ dv . (3.12)

With the appropriate choice of test functions or virtual displacements,
the equations defined above result in an equivalent finite element
system of equations as follows

Mv̈(t) = fext(t)− fint(v, t) . (3.13)

In case of geometrically linear analysis (small deformation) and
linear elasticity, the product B σ in Eq. 3.10 can replaced by Ke the
stiffness matrix with

Ke = BT
e C Be (3.14)

by using σ = C : ε and ε = B v. In case of finite deformation and
incremental plasticity, the integrals, deformations and stresses have to
be evaluated in respect to the chosen configurations and are a source
of non-linearity5.

Those quantities in the finite element solution that are calculated
through integration, such as stresses and strains, are evaluated at
specific positions in the element: integration or Gauss points. In
general we differentiate between full and reduced integration. In
the FE models in this thesis elements with reduced integration are
used (c3D8R). In case of 8 node brick elements (C3D8) and reduced
integration the number of integration points drops from 8 to only
1 point, see Fig. 3.3. This prevents locking effects and reduces the
numerical effort of the simulation.

Hourglassing A disadvantage is the possible occurrence of hour-
glassing, a deformation of the element that represents no energy
change (zero energy mode), see Fig. 3.4.

To avoid this problem, an enhanced hourglassing control is used
that is implemented in the FE software Simulia ABAQUS6. This
method gives an increased resistance against hourglassing for non-
linear material behavior, as applied in this thesis. It uses stiffness
coefficients that are based on the enhanced assumed strain method.
Stiffness formulations usually generate (hourglass) forces depend-
ing on the nodal displacement that are responsible for the hourglass
modes (local increase of the stiffness).
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Figure 3.4: An (a) undeformed and (b)
deformed 2D finite element mesh with
hourglassing due to reduced element
integration. (c) shows the modes for one
element and the non-detection of strains
at the integration point.
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Computational Efficiency Different methods are used to reduce
the computational effort. A common method is to reassemble the
existing matrices in the FE system of equations in a computationally
efficient way. In general, this is done for the mass matrix M, where a
diagonal matrix is obtained by dividing the total mass to the nodes
of the finite element (diagonalization). This so called lumped mass
matrix can then be simply stored as a vector7.

A widely used method for the efficient storage of symmetric and
banded sparse matrices, such as the tangent / stiffness matrix K
is the application of the skyline storage scheme8. In this method
only entries in a fixed distance from the matrix diagonal are stored
(half bandwith). Renumbering the rows and columns optimizes the
existing matrix to obtain the lowest possible skyline.

3.2 SOLUTION METHODS

In this thesis, explicit and implicit solution methods are used. The
former simulates the dynamic impact of the wheel on the crossing
nose and the latter one is used for the relaxation step in between
the impact cycles. There, the wheel is removed from the model and
the crossing is fixed in space to achieve a state of static equilibrium.
Paper C and D gives a more detailed explanation of these two models.
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Figure 3.5: The Newton-Raphson
scheme for solving shown for several
iteration steps: v1

1 , v2
1 , v3

1 to reach v2.
The Jacobian Ki has to be calculated in
each iteration step.
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Both models use nonlinear solution methods to solve the system of
equations. A typical implicit solution method is Newton’s method.
Considering the fact that implicit methods in this thesis are used for
static analyses only, the first term in Eq. 3.13 (M v̈(t)) is equal to 0
and the system of equation is simplified to

f (v) = 0 (3.15)

where f combines all the forces f (v) = fext − fint(v). Newton’s
method uses iterative steps to solve the non-linear equations of the
finite element system. To show the approximation steps, Eq. 3.15 is
rewritten using the current approximation of the displacement vi and
the error to the exact solution ei+1

f (vi + ei+1) = 0 . (3.16)

By using the Taylor series for expanding f around the approximated
solution and neglecting all higher order terms, we obtain

f (vi) +
∂ f
∂v

(vi) (vi+1 − vi) = 0 (3.17)

where vi+1 − vi = ∆vi+1 = ei+1. The system of equation simplifies
then to

Ki ei+1 = − f i = f i
int − fext (3.18)

where Ki is the Jacobian or tangential stiffness matrix ( ∂ f
∂v (v

i)) and f i

stands for the current forces ( f (vi)), both at iteration step i.
The full iteration scheme is then completed with

vi+1 = vi + ei+1 . (3.19)

The current displacement vi+1 is then used as new displacement in Eq.
3.17 (instead of vi)). This iteration continues until the convergence
criterion is satisfied: a sufficiently small ei+1. Figure 3.5 shows the
iteration procedure schematically.

A disadvantage of this method is that the Jacobian matrix has
to be calculated for each iteration step. A common modification to
reduce the computational effort is to omit this step. The modified
Newton Raphson method (or initial stress method) uses the initial
stiffness (Jacobian matrix) for all iteration steps. There Eq. 3.17 can
be rewritten

K0 ei+1 = f i (3.20)

for all iteration steps i where K0 is the stiffness matrix evaluated at
the beginning of the iteration process (i = 0). Fig. 3.6 shows this
procedure.

Because of the lower convergence rate of this method, often a
compromise of these methods is used, a Quasi-Newton method. The
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm belongs to this
group of methods9. This matrix update method uses a lower rank
matrix to update the inverse of the current stiffness matrix Ki. Its
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Figure 3.6: The modified Newton-
Raphson scheme for solving shown for
several iteration steps: v1

1 , v2
1 , v3

1 to reach
v2. The Jacobian Ki is calculated in the
first iteration step which increases the
number of iterations.

construction is based on the previous displacement increment ∆vi (or
ei), the out of balance force vector f i

ob with

f i
ob = fext − f i

int (3.21)

and its increment ∆ f i
ob

∆ f i
ob = f i−1

ob − f i
ob . (3.22)

The approximation of the Jacobian matrix is then updated with

[Ki]−1 = Ai−1 [Ki−1]−1 Ai−1 (3.23)

where A is a modification matrix which depend on the vectors ∆vi

and f i
ob. The iteration scheme includes then the calculation of the

displacement increment ∆vi with

∆vi = [Ki−1]−1 f i−1
ob (3.24)

for every iteration i with an updated modification matrix.
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Figure 3.7: The quasi Newton-Raphson
scheme for solving shown for several it-
eration steps: v1

1 , v2
1 , v3

1 to reach v2. The
Jacobian Ki is updated in each iteration
step based on the previous result.

For the calculation of the dynamic impact of the wheel on the
crossing an explicit procedure is used. In comparison to the static
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analysis using implicit procedures, the accelerations v̈(t) are non-zero
and calculated for every increment. By using the modified Euler
method10 (MEM) for the explicit time integration, the equation of
motion can be described with central difference approximations

v̇i+ 1
2 = v̇i− 1

2 +
∆ti+1 + ∆ti

2
v̈i (3.25)

vi+1 = vi + ∆ti+1 v̇i+ 1
2 (3.26)

where v̇ is the velocity and v̈ the acceleration. Unlike implicit methods,
for every update of the variables, the values used in the equation
are taken from the previous increment - v̇i− 1

2 and v̈i. The needed
accelerations are calculated using Eq. 3.13 with

v̈i = M−1 ( f i
ext − f i

int) (3.27)

where M−1 is the lumped mass matrix as described above.

Stability

As explicit procedures depend on results of the previous step, small
time increments have to be chosen to guarantee a stable calculation.
This limitation has a physical meaning too: the chosen timestep has
to be able to resolve the shock waves moving through the solid. The
limit for the time increment ∆t is described by the Courant number
(or CFL number after Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy11) with

∆t ≤ 2
ωmax

= min
∀e

Le

cd
(3.28)

where ωmax is the maximum eigenvalue, Le the characteristic length
and cd the wave speed of the material for all elements. This relation
can be calculated using a simple linear oscillator.

For problems including non-linearities, such as plasticity and con-
tact, no exact stability criterion exists: Even if Eq. 3.28 holds, other
instabilities, i.e. mechanical, can occur. As an alternative, the stability
of the energy is considered, in particular the energy balance of kinetic,
internal and external energy for each time step.

Mass Scaling

Since the time step depends on the size of the element, high com-
putational effort is required for very small elements. As the FE mesh
often involves a few very small elements that have negligible influ-
ence on the result, the explicit method adjusts the mass to obtain
higher time steps and therefore reduce the computational effort: This
is called mass scaling. This can be done by increasing the wave speed
cd by artificially increasing the density ρ with

cd =

√
E
ρ

(3.29)

where E is Young’s modulus. With Eq. 3.28, ∆t can then be decreased
and the computational effort reduced.
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In case of variable mass scaling, additional mass is introduced into
the affected elements without changing the dynamics of the system.
In the simulation, a target value was selected for the time step and
the affected elements were adjusted automatically. As a first check of
the system dynamics, the changed mass of the entire system can be
used.



Figure V: A wheel in contact with a rail

With permission of the photographer.
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4
Contact

An essential part of the simulation of the wheel impact on the rail
or crossing nose is the treatment of the contact between the moving
and deforming bodies or surfaces. This is another source of non-
linearity since the touching bodies have to be in balance in each time
step. In addition, the contact simulation involves other numerical
elaborate methods, such as finding the contact points. In case of
a rolling/sliding of wheel on a rail, finite sliding formulations are
needed to consider the constantly changing contact. This increases,
next to finite deformation and material non-linearity, the computa-
tional effort significantly.

In an explicit time integration algorithm, the procedure works as
follows: In each time step, the involved bodies are separated - without
consideration of contact - and the dynamic balance is calculated.
The resulting penetrations are corrected at the end of the time step.
Contact search algorithms find the contact position of the bodies.
After detection - at the end of the time step - the resulting penetration
is corrected to avoid any overlaps. Contact forces then act between
the affected surfaces.

The basics for classic contact mechanical theories can be taken from
Johnson1. The presented mechanical description of the contact and its
numerical implementation is based on the work of Wriggers2, Erhart3

and Konyukhov et al.4.

4.1 KINEMATICS, CONTACT INTERFACE AND STRESSES

In order to develop a framework for the implementation of contact
in the simulation, the kinematics in the area of contact - the contact
boundary - are stated. For the description, Fig. 4.1 shows two exem-
plary bodies, called master and slave, in the current configuration
that approach, and, afterwards, touch each other. Their possible con-
tact boundary, φM(ΓM

C ) and φS(ΓS
C) for the master and slave body,

respectively, are considered together with φ(ΓC). There, Γ is used
for surfaces represented in the reference configuration and φM(Γ) in
current configuration. The contact boundary is added to the existing
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gN > 0

gN < 0

Figure 4.2: A graphical representation
of penetration showing the penetra-
tion/distance function gN.

conditions to describe the boundaries of the body with

φ(Γ) = φ(Γu) ∪ φ(Γœ) ∪ φ(ΓC) . (4.1)

φ(Γu) and φ(Γσ) are the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary, respec-
tively, cp. Eq 1.15. To find the position of the closest neighbour of a

slavemaster

t

xM

xS

gN

x

y

ϕS(ΩS)

ϕS(ΓS)
ξ

ϕM(ΩM)

ϕM(ΓM)

CϕM(ΓM)

nM

Figure 4.1: The kinematics of two ap-
proaching bodies. By finding the short-
est distance, the contact in xM and xS on
the master and slave body, respectively,
is evaluated.

node on the slave surface on the master body the shortest distance
between them has to be evaluated with

||xS − xM|| = min
xM∈φM(ΓM

C )
||xS − xM(ξ)|| . (4.2)

This is done for all points on the slave surface xS ∈ φS(ΓS
C) with a

parametrized master surface φM(ΓM
C ). It is described by xM(ξ) where

ξ represents the running variable along the slave surface.
After finding xM the penetration/distance function gN can be

defined with
gN = (xS − xM) nM (4.3)

where nM is the normal vector to the point xM on the master surface.
gN can be used during the contact search algorithm (or in combi-

nation with the penalty method) defining different conditions

gN =


> 0 no contact

= 0 contact

< 0 slave node is penetrating the master body

(4.4)

Fig. 4.2 shows a graphical representation of these conditions. Fur-
thermore, it describes the non-penetration condition - the kinematic
constraint needed for solving contact problems - with

gN ≥ 0 . (4.5)

Similar to the penetration function for normal contact, for tangential
contact the relative movement of the touching bodies can be used.
There, the length of the sliding distance gT of the slave point xS on
the master surface is calculated with

gT =
∫ ξe

ξ0

|| t || dξ (4.6)
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pN

gN

contact pressure ≥ 0 if 
clearance = 0

contact pressure = 0 if 
clearance > 0

clearance

Figure 4.3: A graphical representation
of the hard contact formulation used in
this thesis.

tT

gT

Figure 4.4: A graphical representation
of Coloumb’s friction law

where t is the tangential vector on the master surface at the point in
contact, ξ0 and ξe describe the path of the slave point xS on the master
surface, i.e. in parametrized form. For describing the tangential
contact, the kinematic conditions are often described in terms of
velocities. In absence of interpenetration the tangential velocity ġT is
equivalent to the slip rate γT with

ġT = γT = vM − vS (4.7)

where vM and vS are the velocities of the master and slave surface
points in contact. vM − vS illustrates the relative tangential velocity.

Normal contact and pressure

As a result of the contact of the two bodies contact stresses, contact
pressure and tangential stresses occur on the contact interface. In
this thesis, a hard contact formulation is used, which means no use
of constitutive equations in the contact zone. With the geometrical
non-penetration constraint, the contact pressure part follows directly
from the contact stresses. There, we differentiate the following cases

pN = 0 for gN < 0 no contact

gN = 0 for pN > 0 contact
(4.8)

where pN is the contact pressure. A graphical representation of this
formulation is shown in Fig. 4.3. Here, a similar formulation as the
KKT conditions in incremental plasticity can be used

gN ≥ 0 , pN ≤ 0 and pN gN = 0. (4.9)

the so-called Hertz-Signorini-Moreau conditions.

Tangential contact and stresses

Similar to normal contact pressures during normal contact, tangen-
tial stresses occur when the wheel is rolling on the rail or crossing
nose. Tangential stresses significantly influence the state of stress
inside the component, the resulting (plastic) deformation and the
tribological behavior.

A frequently used constitutive equation that is also used in this
thesis is the law of Coloumb. It seperates sticking and slipping by
limiting the tangential stresses and forces, see Fig. 4.4.

This limit depends on the occurring contact pressures or forces.
The tangential stresses tT can then be described with

tT = −µ |pN|
ġT

||ġT||
if ||tT|| > µpN (4.10)

where µ is the friction coefficient - a coefficient that depends on the
material pairing.

To describe an advanced tangential behavior, the friction coefficient
can also be a function of different variables, such as an equivalent slip
rate γ̇eq, the contact pressures pN or the temperature Θ.
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5 Simulia ABAQUS Documentation. Provi-
dence, RI, USA.: Dassault Systemes

4.2 IMPLEMENTATION -
FORMULATIONS AND ENFORCEMENT

For the implementation of contact in finite element simulations, dif-
ferent formulations and numerical methods are needed. There, the
discretization of the body into elements requires a special treatment of
the contact kinematics and contact conditions, cp. Eq. 4.8 to Eq. 4.10.
This includes contact discretization formulations and enforcement
methods. Common formulations for the discretization of the contact
include

• NTS: Node-To-Surface (3D) or Node-To-Segment (2D) and

• STS: Surface-To-Surface (3D) or Segment-To-Segment (2D).

When using the traditional node-to-surface (NTS) method, single
nodes of the slave surface (called node-based surface) interact with
a point of projection of the master surface. There, penetration of a
slave node into the master surface is restricted but penetration of
master nodes into the slave surface may occur. Surface-to-surface
(STS) contact considers both surfaces and minimizes the penetration.
This is done by including adjacent slave nodes. In Fig. 4.5, both types
of discretization and the involved nodes are shown in 2D.

slave

master

slave

master

t t1 t2

xM

xS

xS
1 xS

2xS
P

xM
PxM

1 xM
2

xM
1

xM
2gN

x

y

ϕS(ΩS)

ϕS(ΓS)

ξ

ϕM(ΩM)

ϕM(ΓM)

nM

nM nM

(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: Two discretization meth-
ods: (a) Node-To-Surface (NTS) and (b)
Surface-To-Surface (STS). Both methods
are represented in 2D.

The kinematic relations of the NTS discretization in Fig. 4.5a can be
taken from Section 4.1, see Fig. 4.1: xM

1 and xM
2 represent nodes on the

master surface and xS the node in contact on the slave surface. The
vectors n and t are the normal and tangent of the master surface and
ξ the variable describing the parametrization of the master surface.

Fig. 4.5b shows the segmentation of the surface for a STS contact
discretization - in this case a mortar method. The grey segment
represents one mortar segment that is defined by the four nodes: the
nodes xM

1 and xM
2 of the master and slave surface, respectively, and

their protections on each others surface xS
P and xM

P . Contact constraint
enforcement is then performed on this segment.

The stricter enforcement of non-penetration for surface-to-surface
contact makes the calculation less susceptible to severe transition
from coarse to fine mesh and results in more accurate results5. As
surface stresses represent the occurring loads on rails and crossings a
surface-to-surface discretization is chosen.
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6 An implicit corrector method re-
ferred to as kinematic contact algo-
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There exist different (numerical) methods for the contact enforce-
ment in finite element simulations. We distinguish three types in this
thesis:

• The penalty method

• The Lagrange multiplier method (or direct method) and

• The kinematic contact algorithm6.

The first two methods and their implementation are presented espe-
cially for static calculations. The latter one is a special method and
presented for dynamic calculations using explicit methods. There,
the contact is solved using an implicit method (with the Penalty or
Lagrange mulitplier method) and the dynamic response of the system
using an explicit method.

4.2.1 Penalty method and Lagrange multiplier method

To solve boundary value problems including contact restrictions with
the finite element method, equations similar to the weak form as in
Eq. 3.2 have to be evaluated. This includes the variational formulation
of the contact conditions stated in Eq. 4.8 and 4.9. As seen in Eq. 3.2,
the variational formulation leads to an equality. However, including
the HSM constraints, cp. Eq. 4.9, the weak formulation leads to a vari-
ational inequality - a source of non-linearity even when considering
small strains and linear elasticity. For the sake of simplicity, an active
set strategy is chosen, which means that the contact is considered to
be known: This enables us to write the weak form as equality and
update the principle of virtual work, cp. Eq. 3.2, for both bodies and
include the involved contact interface with

2

∑
i=1

(δWi
kin + δWi

int − δWi
ext) + δWcon = 0 . (4.11)

δWcon represents the additional term due to contact, all the other
terms are considered for all bodies in contact (N = 2). For the penalty
method δWcon becomes

δWP
con =

∫
ΓC

εN gN δgN + εT gT δgT dA (4.12)

where εN and εT are penalty parameters for the normal and tangential
contact with εN, εT > 0. They represent stiffnesses that allow the
bodies to penetrate each other. High values for εN and εT minimize
the possible penetration but lead to an ill-conditioned numerical
problem. During slip, the term εT gT in Eq. 4.12 becomes tT according
to Eq. 4.10. Using the penalty method to solve the contact problems
allows minor penetration but does not add any degree of freedom to
the set of equations.

Another common method is the Lagrange multiplier method.
There, Lagrange multipliers λ are added to the equation to fulfill
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the contact constraints as additional degree of freedom with

δWL
con =

∫
ΓC

λN δgN + λT δgT dA +
∫

ΓC

δλN gN + δλT gT dA︸ ︷︷ ︸
enforcement of constraints

(4.13)

where λN and λT represent the Lagrange multipliers. The equation is
divided into the virtual work of the normal and tangential penetration
functions and the enforcement of the constraints. In case of pure slip,
the term λT is known and replaced by tT.

For the implementation in the used finite element method, the
above mentioned principles have to be discretized. For the penalty
method, this is done for the gap function gN, the tangential counter-
part gT and their variations δgN and δgT. For simplicity, only normal
contact is considered here. The discretization of δgN is shown using a
surface discritization via shape functions (similar to Eq. 3.4-3.6) with

ge
N = N(ξ) gN (4.14)

where gN are the nodal values of the gap functions. The gap functions
at the contact zone can be related to the nodal displacements ve - de-
pending on the discretization (e.g. node-to surface, surface-to-surface).
Therefore, after integration of the penalty contact contribution, see Eq.
4.12, we define the following relation for the gap functions using the
vector Ce with

ge
N = Ce ve (4.15)

for each contact element. This is done for every element associated
to contact constraints and summarized into a matrix C. With this
matrix the contact contributions can be assembled to the global finite
element system of equations. Eq. 4.11 then becomes

δv ( fint(v)− fext + εNC CT v) = 0 (4.16)

where εNCCTv is the contribution due to penalty contact, see Eq.
4.12.

For the Lagrange multiplier method - additionally to the gap
function gN and gT and their variations - the Lagrange multipliers
(λT and λN) and their variations have to be discretized. In analogy to
the penalty method, normal contact only is considered here and the
gap functions are combined in the global constraint matrix C. Due
to the additional degrees of freedom - the Lagrange multipliers λ -
updating Eq. 4.11 by considering Eq. 4.13 leads to

δv ( fint(v)− fext + C λ) = 0

δλ(C v) = 0
. (4.17)

This system of equations includes the contact constraints. To evaluate
the correct constraints before, the contacting elements have to be
found by using search algorithms. Then, using update algorithms, the
arising contact stresses are calculated iteratively to enforce equilibrium
and constraint conditions.
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4.2.2 Kinematic contact algorithm

The kinematic contact algorithm is a special method used for explicit
simulations, as already explained in the introduction section. There,
contact is not considered at the beginning. After checking for penetra-
tions, contact is considered by "correcting" the nodal displacements
at the interfaces implicitly. The following principle is introduced by
Kane et al.7.

For this algorithm, Eq. 3.13 is updated to

Mv̈(t) = fext(t)− fint(v, t)− fcon(t) . (4.18)

where fcon represent additional forces (corrector forces) due to the
contact between the bodies. To seperate the contact from the dynamic
simulation, the acceleration v̈ is decomposed with

v̈(t) = v̈int(t) + v̈con(t) . (4.19)

There, v̈int represents the internal part and v̈con the external part due
to the contact. They are defined with

v̈int(t) = M−1( fext(t)− fint(t)) and v̈con(t) = M−1 fcon(t)
(4.20)

where the internal acceleration v̈int is calculated from the balance of
external and internal forces, cp. Eq. 3.27, and the contact acceleration
v̈con from the contact forces. The equations of motions for the explicit
method using the MEM, cp. Eq. 3.25 and 3.26 in Section 3.2 are then
updated to

v̇n+1 = v̇n + ∆t v̈n
int + ∆t v̈n+1

con (4.21)

vn+1 = vn + ∆t v̇n + ∆t2 v̈n
int + ∆t2 v̈n+1

con (4.22)

where v̇n+1 represents the velocity of the next time step and vn+1 the
displacements. In comparison to the standard approach, the velocities
∆t v̈n+1

con and displacements ∆t2 v̈n+1
con due to contact are added. The

algorithm first calculates the velocities and displacements without any
additional part due to contact. The resulting penetrations are then
corrected by calculating the contact forces fcon and from them, their
accelerations v̈n+1

con . This is denoted by using the current accelerations
with index n + 1 for their calculations. The forces are evaluated using
implicit methods, such as the Lagrange multiplier method, as stated
in the previous section.

4.2.3 Calculation of contact stresses and forces

The calculation of the contact stresses depends on the contact formu-
lation and constraint enforcement method. The discretization within
the finite element method usually reduces the mechanical equations
stated in Eq. 4.12-4.15 to specific points (or nodes) for each element.
This is then the position where the Penalty method or Lagrange mul-
tiplier method enforces the contact constraints. Due to the integration
in Eq. 4.12 and Eq. 4.13, the nodal contact pressures become nodal
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8 In the attached papers contact pres-
sures are calculated and called contact
pressures p. In the commercial FE soft-
ware these pressures are denoted as
CPRESS.

9 Similar to the contact pressures we
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contact forces. In case of the penalty method, the contact pressures are
calculated by multiplying the penalty stiffnesses ε with the displace-
ments (or gap functions). For the Lagrange multiplier method, the
contact pressures can be read directly from the Lagrange multipliers
λ.

Often contact pressures for each element are calculated a posteriori
by dividing the contact forces by the area of the contact element: in
case of 3D surface-to-surface contact this is the surface area of the
element. Usually one value for contact pressures can be evaluated
per element. The resulting contact pressures8 are then constant for
the surface of the element. The contact pressures mentioned in the
attached papers are calculated using a similar principle.

By adding up the nodal contact forces, the overall contact forces
for the whole system can be calculated. These forces give a good
indication of a systems reaction to the arising dynamics. They are
of special interest in this thesis, as the transition of a wheel from
the wing rail to the crossing nose is a dynamic process. There, the
movement of the wheel represents an impact on the crossing nose.
The reaction due to the impact can be described very well by the
resulting contact forces9. During the impact of the wheel the contact
forces increase significantly and decrease slowly afterwards.



Figure VI: A damaged crossing nose

With permission of the photographer.



5
Damage

Turnouts and especially crossing noses suffer damage similar as in
rails, which are caused by the load of the rolling stock. Due to the
contact of the wheel and rail, the force is transmitted through a small
contact area. As a result high contact stresses arise that are the reason
for various types of damage. Because of the geometrical restrictions of
crossings – especially fixed crossings – more severe loading situations
occur: higher contact pressures and an increase of slip. This causes
tighter service intervals and shorter service lives in comparison to
rails.

Mechanisms and Defects Typical damage mechanisms in crossings
(and rails) include plastic deformation, wear and fatigue – mecha-
nisms that occur together and interact with each other. Fatigue-related
defects, however, are very common and are classified as rolling con-
tact fatigue (RCF) defects. There, due to cyclic loading, damage is
localized, which can lead to crack initiation, propagation and failure
of the component. Typical defects that belong to this group (accord-
ing to UIC) include head-checking, spalling, shelling and squats. Fig.
5.1a and b show typical head-checks and squats on rails, respectively.
Although their appearance in-track is different, they may be related
and arise due to the cyclic loading. Furthermore, both of them have
the presence of cracks in common.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: Typical rail damage due to
RCF: (a) head-checks and (b) squats.Squats Due to their lack of predictability, squats differ from other

rail defects: cracks may also play a role in their initiation, but unlike
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head-checks, their occurrence is not regular and cannot be predicted
easily. While preventive maintenance can be planned for head checks,
this is not possible for squats. Furthermore, to avoid any safety issues,
major maintenance measures have to be put in action quickly.

Predicting Fatigue To predict fatigue damage for rails and crossings,
different methods are used. One of the first approaches has been
introduced by Johnson and is called shakedown method or map1,
see Fig. 5.2a. There, using Hertz’s hypothesis, a normalized vertical
load (or contact stresses) and the traction coefficient of the contacting
partners describe the material response. The estimation includes
four types of behavior: elastic, elastic and plastic shakedown and
ratcheting. Material properties, such as the yield stress, then define
their limits. If the shakedown limit is exceeded, RCF cracks may
initiate.

Another approach is proposed by Burstow and is called RCF crack
initiation model2, see Fig. 5.2b. It uses the T− γ number, the product
of the tangential forces and the slip in the contact area and is often
referred to as T−γ model. This number represents an energy, initially
used for the prediciton of wear. Therefore, it is often referred to
as wear number. An index for RCF damage is then calculated by
combining T − γ with a non-linear damage function. The damage
function divides the probability of RCF damage into three different
areas: Very low T− γ values represent insufficient energy for the RCF
initiation, very high T − γ values result in wear instead. The area in
between represents a transition with increasing and – after reaching a
maximum – decreasing probabilty for RCF initiation.

(a)

friction or traction coefficient

normalized 
vertical load

plastic 
shakedown

elastic 
shakedown

elastic

ratchetting

(b)

T-γ (wear number)

RCF
damage 
index 

RCF
damage 
index 

wearRCF & wear

fatigue 
treshold

0

RCF

> 0

RCF
damage 
index 

< 0

Figure 5.2: Simple approaches for the
prediction of fatigue: (a) the shakedown
map of Johnson’s shakedown method
shows four different material behaviors:
elastic, elastic and plastic shakedown
and ratcheting. (b) Burstow’s RCF initia-
tion model states the probability for RCF
damage initiation (RCF damage index)
using T − γ values.

Both methods are simple to use because they require little input,
but they do not consider the current stresses in the body or the
deformed material (i.e. hardening or plastic deformation).

For a more detailed prediction of fatigue lifes, approaches that be-
long to the group of stress-life methods (S-N curves) or crack growth
method can be used. They both rely on stresses and deformations in
the body and on a detailed material description by intensive material
testing.

S-N methods use S-N curves that are often generated for uniaxial
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σh

Figure 5.3: Graphical representation of
the Dang-Van damage criterion. αdv and
τf are DV material parameters.

or simple multiaxial loading. Therefore, a criterion has to be defined
for more complex loading situations.

Crack growth methods assume initial cracks that tend to grow after
reaching a treshold value due to cyclic loading. A common equation
that gives the rate of crack growth as a function of the stresses near
the crack tip is defined by Paris and referred to as Paris’ law3. After
considering a critical crack length, the number of cycles until failure
can be evaluated.

Fatigue criterion To calculate the tendency of different crossing ma-
terials to damage based on their fatigue strength, a criterion of the
group of stress-life methods is used. The high cycle fatigue crite-
rion by K.D. Van uses shear stresses and hydrostatic stresses in the
body and fatigue limits evaluated with shear-torsion and tension-
compression testing. For the calculation of the criterion the resulting
stresses during the cyclic impact of the wheel on the crossing nose
are used. Parts of the following description can be found in a similar
way in the attached papers – Paper B4 and Paper C5.

5.1 FATIGUE CRITERION - THEORY

K.D Van’s multiaxial fatigue criterion6 for the high cycle regime is
used to consider the nucleation of fatigue cracks. The macroscopic
phenomenon of fatigue crack initiation is considered at critical zones
of stress concentration.

The criterion uses local stresses - as calculated in the simulation -
based on the macroscopic stress cycle. This is done by using the local
loading path of microscopic stresses in the stabilized state (after elastic
shakedown) over the entire duration of loading. The assumptions
include that cracks usually occur in intragranular slip bands inside a
macro-volume.

Two material parameters that are evaluated experimentally by
bending and torsion experiments are needed to consider the multiaxi-
ality in the criterion. The equivalent stresses τeq,dv are calculated in
every cycle as

τeq,dv = τa(t) + αdvσh(t) (5.1)

with the shear stress amplitude τa, the hydrostatic stress σh, the
current time t during one loading cycle and the Dang-Van material
parameter αdv, which is calculated using

αdv =
τf − σf

2
σf
3

(5.2)

with τf and σf standing for the shear-torsion and tension-compression
fatigue limits, respectively. Damage is predicted if

τeq,dv > τf . (5.3)

Figure 5.3 shows a graphical representation of the threshold limit
of the Dang-Van damage criterion. The fatigue limit is represented
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7 The Dang-Van damage variable Pdv
and its maximum per (impact) cycle
Pdv,max is calculated in the attached pa-
pers.

8 A. Bernasconi and I. V. Papadopoulos.
“Efficiency of algorithms for shear stress
amplitude calculation in critical plane
class fatigue criteria”. In: Computational
Materials Science 34.4 (2005), pp. 355–
368. issn: 09270256. doi: 10.1016/j.

commatsci.2005.01.005

9 Mathematica Documentation. Cham-
paign, IL, USA.: Wolfram Research
10 R. Storn. “On the usage of differ-
ential evolution for function optimiza-
tion”. In: 1996 Biennial Conference of the
North American Fuzzy Information Process-
ing Society, NAFIPS. ed. by M. H. Smith.
Piscataway, N.J.: Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, 2002, 1996,
pp. 519–523. isbn: 0-7803-3225-3. doi:
10.1109/NAFIPS.1996.534789

by the solid line, cp. Eq. 5.1 and Eq. 5.3. If the equivalent stress
τeq,dv of a state of stress - defined by the shear stress amplitude τa

and hydrostatic stresses σh - is above this limit (τeq,dv > τf), fatigue
damage is expected.

Damage parameter

To compare loading cycles we transform the equation and introduce
the Dang-Van (DV) damage variable Pdv

7 with

Pdv = max
0≤t≤T

τa(t)
τf − αdvσh(t)

. (5.4)

where T is the total time period for one impact cycle (t ∈ T). A Pdv

value above 1 indicates damage initiation and a Pdv value below 1

indicates no damage initiation. In the DV damage model τf represents
the critical shear stress at a hydrostatic stress σh(t) of 0 and αdv

multiplied by the current hydrostatic stresses σh its shift (τeq,dv).
The criterion calculates damage using shear stress amplitudes.

Therefore, a median stress σmid has to be found. This is accomplished
by using an optimization algorithm with the objective function

min max ||σij,d(t)− σij,mid,d|| (5.5)

where ||.|| is the Mises norm; the subscript d indicates deviatoric
stresses. For the equation the Einstein summation over repeated
indices is used. The routine minimizes the largest von Mises stress
occurring during the total time period T. For a validation, we took
stresses from Bernasconi et al.8 and calculated a difference of less
than 1% when comparing ||σmid|| to the one evaluated in the paper.
The stress amplitude σa,d(t) at any time t is then defined as

σa,d(t) = σd(t)− σmid,d . (5.6)

On this basis, the shear stress amplitude can be obtained with

τa(t) =
1
2

max(|σ1,a(t)− σ2,a(t)|, |σ1,a(t)− σ3,a(t)|, |σ2,a(t)− σ3,a(t)|)
(5.7)

where σ1,a, σ2,a and σ3,a are the first, second and third principal
stresses of the stress amplitude tensor σa.

5.2 SOLUTION METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATION

The above mentioned principle is implemented as part of the post-
processing. The stresses are taken from the results of the FE simu-
lation. The calculation of τa(t), Pdv and the optimization routine is
performed in Wolfram Mathematica©9. The mid stresses σmid are
evaluated by solving Eq. 5.5.

Optimization routine The optimization routine uses a differential
evolution method10 of the group of direct search methods. In com-
parison to gradient-based methods, these methods do not process
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11 The principle is similar to the one of bi-
ological evolution where the natural se-
lection works according to the survival
of the fittest principle. The recombina-
tion of solutions can then be seen as
mutations.
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Figure 5.4: Graphical representation of
the mutation scheme of a Differential
Evolution method.

derivative information. Therefore, they converge more slowly but are
more robust and tolerant to the presence of noise. The differential
evolution method uses an adaptive search procedure based on can-
didate solutions. In each iteration step, randomly chosen candidates
are combined to generate a new solution. The inadequate solutions
are then discarded and the procedure is repeated until a termination
criterion is met.11 Because of this simple principle, the differential
evolution method is one of the faster methods using the evolution
strategy and known to be robust. Fig. 5.4 shows the mutation scheme
in a 2D parametric space. The old parameters are represented as
vectors, i.e. X1

p, X2
p and X3

p and the function is expressed as contour
lines on its 2D parameter space.

The optimum - in this case a minimum - is reached in the mid-
dle of the circles. The three randomly sampled parameter vectors
are then combined using an additional scaling factor F to create a
new perturbed vector, which - if the resulting vector is closer to the
optimum - becomes a new parameter vector V1. This pertubation is
performed randomly for all parameters.

The FE implementation

Eq. 5.5 is then solved with this routine for a chosen number of
elements around the position of interest (impact position for wheel
impact on the crossing) of the finite element simulation results. We
choose a sufficiently high number of time steps for each time period
T, where the stresses are obtained, to get accurate results for the stress
amplitude σa,d(t) and thus Pdv.

A sketch of the evaluation routine for the damage initiation value
Pdv is presented in Figure 5.5a to c. Fig. 5.5a shows a discretized

(a) (b) (c)

stresses 
τa,1 τa,2

damage variable 
Pdv,1 Pdv,2

fatigue 

no fatigue 

element 1

element 2

τ

τf

τa,1
τa,2

αdv

σh

Pdv,1 > 1

Pdv,2 < 1

Figure 5.5: The evaluation routine for
the DV damage criterion. For several
elements the stress cycles are used for
calculating the damage initiation value
Pdv using the DV parameters αdv and τf.

rail in contact with a wheel. The rail is loaded by the wheel: Two
positions in the rail (element 1 and element 2) are chosen at a specific
time tj during the contact of the wheel. The dark colored element
closer to the surface represents a more severe state of stress than the
lower element. The stresses of both elements are evaluated at every
t ∈ T. In this thesis the stress distribution due to the impact of a
wheel on the crossing nose is taken. As described above, we then
calculate the mid stress for those positions to evaluate the shear stress
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amplitude τa(t) (see equation 5.7).
Fig. 5.5b shows the hydrostatic stresses σh(t) and shear stress

amplitudes τa(t) for all t ∈ T (one loading cycle), see τa,1 and τa,2 for
position 1 and 2, respectively. The solid line represents an exemplary
damage locus of the Dang-Van criterion defined by αdv and σf. Shear
stresses that are above the damage locus indicate damage initiation.
With equation 5.4, the DV damage variable Pdv is then calculated – as
the maximum offset of the stress amplitude to the Dang-Van damage
locus, see the solid line in Fig. 5.5b. Therefore, the stress cycle of
element 1 indicates fatigue, whereas no fatigue is observed at position
2.

Fig. 5.5c shows the discretized rail and the chosen elements. In-
stead of stresses, see Fig. 5.5a, the colored elements represent the
calculated DV damage variable Pdv when fatigue damage is calcu-
lated. As the stress cycle of element 1 indicates fatigue damage, the
calculated damage variable Pdv,1 is higher than 1 (represented by the
colored element). For element 2, however, no fatigue is calculated
(Pdv,2 < 1). The routine is repeated for every element in the chosen
evaluation area.
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A B S T R A C T

An explicit finite element (FE) model for the impact of a wheel on the crossing nose of a rigid crossing with
simplified model geometry is introduced. It can calculate the dynamic forces as well as the elastic/plastic stress
and strain fields in the crossing nose. The model is based on impact angles and rail head radii that are
automatically extracted from measured wheel and crossing geometries. Results of this model with elastic
material behaviour are compared to results of FE models with realistic crossing geometry and a scheme for
checking the applicability of the simplified model is presented. The model thus provides a fast, automated and
validated method to calculate dynamic forces and stress-based damage indicators for crossings.

1. Introduction

Railway switches are an important part of railway structure as they
ensure a guided transition from one track to another. Fixed crossings,
as shown in Fig. 1, feature a discontinuity on the rail – they have to
provide a transition of the wheel from one rail to another without any
moving parts. The transition of the wheel from the wing rail to the
crossing nose (or vice versa) occurs with a vertical movement (down-
and upwards), which causes an impact with increased contact forces
and stresses. It is thus a challenge to design crossings with long service
life, as the transition is influenced by the crossing and wheel geometry,
the passing direction, the crossing support and load parameters such as
the train velocity and the axle load. In the regions of the transition,
some slip between the wheel and the rail part occurs, which can also
contribute to damage in the crossing [1]. Due to geometric restrictions
of rigid crossings, the crossing nose has a small head radius at its tip,
where high contact forces cause very high contact pressures, i.e. in case
of worn wheels [2].

The dynamic process of the wheel during this transition is
characterized by the contact radii and the vertical wheel movement
along the running direction. Fig. 1b shows the vertical displacement of
the wheel as it runs over a crossing. For the facing move (the wheel
impacts on the crossing nose), the wheel lowers its position (red line)
until it reaches the crossing nose, where it is forced to move upwards
(black line). This changes the direction of the wheel velocity and causes
an impact of the wheel on the crossing nose. The change of velocity

direction can be described by an impact angle αImpact. The impact
angle, the contact radius of wing rail and crossing nose can be
evaluated according to the geometry of the wheel and the crossing.
However, the calculation of the arising forces and pressures is more
complicated. Common methods for calculating this impact and asso-
ciated loads are multi body system (MBS) simulations and dynamic
finite element (FE) methods.

The MBS method provides a fast tool to analyse complex dynamical
systems by dividing them into rigid bodies, springs and dashpots. With
an extension, even beams and more complex mechanical structures can
be used. Such crossing models can represent a whole train and some
hundred meters of track. A MBS model for the loading of turnouts was
developed by Kassa et al. [3]. With additional tools, the local loads such
as contact pressure and stresses can be calculated [4,5]. In Refs. [6]
and [7], wear and damage were predicted by combining MBS models
and FE tools. In these models, obtained stress/strain fields and plastic
deformation have to be transferred from MBS to a FE model,
introducing possible errors and the need for validation.

Explicit FE models incorporate the entire dynamic process and the
full stress/strain fields and they are able to model plastic deformations
and the contact between different parts. The calculation time, however,
is considerably higher than for MBS models, which limits the size of the
modelled region. Yan et al. [8] first modelled the crossing's loading
using an explicit FE model with simplified geometry. Wiest et al. [9]
studied cyclic plastic deformation with a similar model which predicted
fatigue and wear and incorporated plastic material behaviour (kine-
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matic hardening) for different crossing materials. On the basis of these
models, Pletz et al. introduced a FE model with realistic crossing
geometry [10]; the model was then improved and validated with track
measurements in Ref. [11]. The difference between the velocity vector
of the wheel on wing rail and crossing nose (impact angle αImpact) was
identified as a crucial parameter for the arising impact forces [12].
With a multi-scale approach, plastic cyclic deformations and crack
driving forces were calculated in Ref. [13]. These models showed the
positive effect of plastic deformation on reducing the contact stress
loading of crossings. An explicit FE model with realistic crossing
geometry was developed and validated in terms of acceleration
measurements in Ref. [14].

Although FE crossing models with realistic modelled geometry
(crossing length of about 4.5 m) are able to calculate the full stress/
elastic-plastic strain fields, their use is computationally limited, since
one cycle requires hours of computation time and hundreds or
thousands of cycles are required. It thus needs simplifications, as was
done in Ref. [13]. The crossings geometry was simplified in Ref. [15] to
calculate dynamic forces faster, similar to the one already introduced
earlier [9], but it was able to compare its results to the FE models with
realistic geometry [10].

In this work, a simplified crossing model is developed to calculate
vertical contact forces and stresses more quickly and automatically.
The model is similar to one proposed in Ref. [15], but assumes the
wheel to be initially running on a contact spring representing the wing
rail/wheel contact. The impact angle αImpact and the contact radius of
the wing rail and crossing nose are extracted from crossing and wheel
geometry and are input for the FE model. The only other parameters
are wheel mass, crossing's bedding and train speed. The results of the
simplified model are compared to results of extended FE models to
show its range of validity, i.e. in which cases a geometric extraction of
αImpact and of contact radii can be correctly used.

2. Finite element modelling

The explicit finite element model is built up using parameters
extracted from the wheel/crossing geometry. These parameters are the
impact angle αImpact and the contact radii of wing rail (rwr) and
crossing nose (rcn) at the position of the impact. The following sections
describe how these parameters are extracted from the geometry and
how the finite element model is set up.

2.1. Geometric analysis for FE model input

The input for this geometric analysis is a list of coordinates for the
surface points of a wheel and crossing. These coordinates can either be

extracted from CAD geometries or measured. Here, the coordinates are
extracted from the geometry of an existing finite element crossing
model. In the following, the calculation of the impact angle αImpact, the
wing rail radius rwr and the crossing nose head radius rcn based on
these geometries will be described.

Fig. 2 shows the geometry of wheel (unworn 1002 profile: new
wheel) and crossing (type EW-60E1-CENTRO-500-1:12). The wheel is
placed at a certain longitudinal position over the crossing and the
cross-sections are extracted. Note that a certain lateral position of the
wheel is assumed, e.g. determined by the check-rails in the crossing
panel. In this cross-section, the vertical distance of wheel and rail can
be calculated as Δd. The contact radius for the crossing nose or wing
rail can also be extracted from these cross-sections. This analysis is
done for a range of longitudinal wheel positions to develop Δd, rwr and
rcn.

To analyse the cross-sections, the point lists of the crossing surface
and wheel surface are imported to Wolfram Mathematica [16], where
they are linearly interpolated. The wheel, however, is defined by the
outer surface of its cross-section, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows typical wheel and crossing cross-sections with the
lateral coordinate z and the vertical coordinate y. The points defining
the wheel profiles and the points of the crossing surface are denser in
regions of contact and coarser in regions where there is no contact. For
each point of the wheel and frog along the z-direction, the distance in y-
direction is calculated. The minimum of these differences gives the
shortest distance Δd. For the lateral contact radius of the crossing nose
or wing rail, a circle is fitted through the points on the surface. This
circle has to touch the contact point (at the shortest distance Δd). Since
the radius changes along the profile, the fitted radius depends on the
number of used surface points. For this reason, a weighted fit is
realized. For 10 nodes (approximately 5 mm on both sides of the

Fig. 1. (a) Typical crossing nose. (b) The vertical displacement position of a new wheel and the descriptive impact angle αImpact.

Fig. 2. Schematic routine for geometry evaluation using realistic wheel and crossing.
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contact point), the quadratic error of the radius is formulated and
summed up with weighting factors: The weighting factors are defined
as 1 in the central point and decrease linearly with the distance from
the central point and become 0 in the outer points. This error sum is
then minimized to obtain the radius.

This procedure for extracting the Δd values can be used to obtain
the relative vertical position ywheel of the wheel on the corresponding
cross-sections of the crossing. This vertical position ywheel is plotted in
Fig. 4 for several positions along the longitudinal direction (wheel
position x) separately for the wing rail and the crossing nose, plotted as
a solid and a dashed line, respectively. Where the lines for wing rail and
crossing nose intersect, the impact position xImpact is calculated. The
head radii of the wing rail (rwr) and the crossing nose (rcn) at this
position are then used in the finite element model. To determine the
impact angle αImpact, the vertical wheel position ywheel of the wing rail
and the crossing nose are fitted linearly from the impact position to
20 mm before (wing rail) or after (crossing nose) the impact position.
The angle between these two lines corresponds to the impact angle
αImpact.

2.2. Explicit finite element model

The explicit FE model now uses the parameters extracted from the
measured crossing geometry to calculate dynamic forces and stress/
strain fields as the wheel impacts onto the crossing. These parameters
are the impact angle αImpact, the crossing nose head radius rcn and the
head radius of the wing rail rwr. The model is developed with the
commercial finite element package ABAQUS/Explicit. The geometry of
the model is shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen, the model uses a
simplified wheel (cylindrical running surface) and a simplified crossing
nose (extruded cross-section). The wheel radius in the model is set to

0.476 m. The used geometry of the wheel rim is provided in Ref. [10].
To obtain the impact angle αImpact in the model, the wheel initially runs
horizontally and the crossing nose is extruded under an angle αImpact to
the horizontal/longitudinal direction.

In addition to the solid parts shown in Fig. 5, some springs and
dashpots are used in the model. A scheme of the mechanical system is
drawn in Fig. 6. A reference point is introduced at the center of the
wheel, which is rigidly connected to the inner surface of the wheel rim.
Loads and displacements of the wheel are applied to this reference
point. Two further reference points are introduced above and below the
wheel, the first for the primary suspension and the latter one for the
spring mimicking the contact of wheel and the wing rail. Together with
the wheel, both are forced to move at a constant velocity of either
75 km/h, 160 km/h or 250 km/h in the x-direction. A spring/dashpot
support is used in this model to account for the rail pads, sleepers,
ballast and ground with a spring constant kr of 90 kN/mm and a
dashpot constant dr of 250,000 Ns/m. The lower surface of the rail and
the lower end of the contact spring are both rigidly connected to this
spring-dashpot support. Bending of the rail is thus constrained and has
to be accounted by the bedding spring. The mass of the rail is set to be
680 kg, which corresponds with the mass used in existing FE models
with realistic geometry [10]. The primary suspension of the wheel is

Fig. 3. A relevant cross-section - wheel (black) and crossing nose (green) - represented
by their surface points. The red circle shows the interpolation of the contact radius of the
crossing nose and the grey line the shortest distance between points of the wheel and the
crossing nose.

Fig. 4. The vertical wheel position ywheel for the wing rail (solid line) and crossing nose
(dashed line) for a new wheel.

Fig. 5. Geometry of the finite element model.

Fig. 6. Mechanical system of the finite element model. The bottom of the rail is rigidly
connected to a spring/dashpot combination support (red) in the vertical direction.
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modelled with a dashpot (dashpot constant dw of 53 kNs/m) that
connects the central point of the wheel to the upper reference point as
in Ref. [10]. The total mass of the wheel is set to 1025 kg.

Wheel and crossing are modelled with linear elastic material
behaviour. The elastic parameters of wheel and crossing are given in
Table 1. Plastic deformations are not accounted for in the model.

To account for the contact of the wheel to the wing rail before it
impacts onto the crossing nose, a vertical, non-linear spring represent-
ing the wing rail (see Fig. 6.) is introduced. If compressed, it produces a
force according to Hertz formulas and in tension it produces a force of
0. The wheel initially runs on this spring, which is released as the
impact onto the crossing nose leads to an upward movement of the
wheel. The displacement w of this nonlinear spring is defined by
simplifying the static Hertz formulas for two crossed cylinders [2,17]:
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for R R≤w WR, where RW and RWR

are the radii of the wheel, respectively the wing rail, FC is the normal
contact force, μc the Poisson's ratio and EW and EWR the Young's
modulus. This force/displacement function depends on wheel and wing
rail radius. While the wheel radius is assumed to be constant, the wing
rail radius depends on the longitudinal wheel position. For simplicity, a
constant radius of the wing rail at the position of the impact is taken for
the calculations.

The Hertz formulas can also be used to show the influence of using
a cylindrical running surface for the wheel. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the
wheel also has a contact radius in the lateral direction. For the position
of the impact, these radii are evaluated as 0.15 m, 0.31 m and 0.36 m
for the new, worn and hollow wheel, respectively. The corresponding
head radius values of the crossing nose shown in Table 3. We can now
show the differences in the maximum contact pressures p0, the lateral
half contact length a0 and the longitudinal half contact length b0
between the cylindrical running surface and the actual contact radii.
For that, we use a normal load of 80 kN and elastic material properties
given in Table 1 for both contact partners. We then calculate the error
we get by using the cylindrical running surface as for (p0, a0, b0) as
( +7%, −1%, +8.4%), (+2.5%, −1%, +3%) and (+4%,−1%, +5%) for the
new, worn and hollow wheel, respectively. This shows that the
geometric simplification of the model overestimate the contact pres-
sures by up to 7%, underestimates the lateral contact length by about
1% and overestimates the longitudinal contact length by up to 8.4% for
the typical load cases.

The crossing nose geometry is based on the standard design of EN

13674-1:60E1 rails. It is mainly described by the head radius r, which
is extracted from the wheel/crossing geometry. Fig. 7 shows geometries
and cross-sections with head radii r of 100 mm (Fig. 7b) and 30 mm
(Fig. 7c). This definition results in narrower rails with smaller rail head
radii, which correspond with the crossing nose geometry. The contact
of the wheel and the rail surfaces is modelled by a kinematic contact
algorithm using the ABAQUS option “hard contact”. For the tangential
interaction, a penalty algorithm is used. The coefficient of friction is set
to 0.3, which is a typical value of dry wheel/rail friction.

The model uses eight-node brick elements with reduced integration
(C3D8R). To improve the calculation time, the wheel and rail parts are
subdivided and meshed independently. Fixed-motion constraints re-
connect the parts with different element sizes. The surfaces in contact
use elements with an edge length of 3 mm for the model calculating the
impact forces [9] and 0.5 mm for calculating the contact stresses [18].
The total number of elements in the model with a crossing nose head
radius r of 20 mm is thus about 130,000 (wheel: 90,000; rail: 40,000)
to calculate the contact forces and about 270,000 (wheel: 120,000; rail:
150,000) for the contact stresses. The number of elements increases

Table 1
The material parameters used in the model.

Property Wheel: elastic material Rail: elastic material

Young's modulus [GPa] 210 190
Poisson's ratio [-] 0.3 0.3
Density [kg/m³] 7800 7800

Fig. 7. Cross-sections of the rail: (a) whole geometry, (b) schematic sketch of the upper part with radius r of 100 mm and (c) schematic sketch of the upper part with radius r of 30 mm.

Table 2
The chosen model parameters for the parametric study.

Parameter Value

Velocity v [km/h] 75, 160, 250
Impact angle αImpact [mrad] 3, 4.5, 7, 9 (validation: 5.1, 8.4,

30.5)
Crossing nose head radius r [mm] 15, 16, 20, 30, 45, 60, 100
Wing rail head radius rwr [mm] (contact

spring)
100

Fig. 8. Impact model results of the vertical contact forces F plotted over the wheel
position for the different wheel positions. The impact angle αImpact is set to 5.1 mrad and
the crossing nose head radius to 20 mm. The maximum vertical contact force during the
impact is referred to as the impact force Fmax.
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with increasing head radii and impact angles.
The varied parameters and their range in the parametric study are

shown in Table 2. Three velocities are studied and the impact angle
αImpact is varied between 3 and 9 mrad. For the crossing nose head
radius, values between 15 mm and 100 mm are used. The wing rail
radius, which determines the stiffness of the contact spring, is held
constant at 100 mm.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. General results of the model

Fig. 8 shows the vertical contact force F and the arising maximum
contact pressures calculated in the impact model for an impact angle
αImpact of 5.1 mrad and a crossing nose head radius of 20 mm. Results
for train speeds of 75 km/h and 160 km/h are shown. The results are
plotted over the longitudinal position of the wheel, called the impact
position ximp, with the origin at the position of the first contact of the

wheel with the crossing nose. Previous work of the authors [10] has
shown that the first impact is crucial in terms of the crossing's loading
and damage, so here only the first of two or more peaks of the contact
forces is considered.

In Fig. 8, for ximp below 0, the wheel runs only on the wing rail with
a vertical force denoted by the dashed lines. Starting at ximp of 0, the
vertical load is transferred to the crossing nose. Until a ximp value of
about 0.06 m, the wheel contacts both wing rail and crossing nose. For
ximp values higher than 0.06 m, the wheel runs solely on the crossing
nose and a peak in the F values occurs. The F value of the first peak of
this impact will be called impact force Fmax and is drawn in Fig. 8 for
train speeds v of 75 km/h and 160 km/h. The Fmax value considerably
increases with the increase of the train speed: from 115 kN to 156 kN
for 75 km/h and 160 km/h, respectively.

Fig. 9a shows a contour plot of the contact pressure p between the
wheel and the crossing nose for a velocity of 160 km/h and a new
wheel. Note that the model uses elastic material data for wheel and rail.
The axis of the contact patch has a length of 22 mm and a width of
4.1 mm. The maximum contact pressure p is 4.23 GPa in this case. The
maximum p values as the wheel impacts onto the crossing nose (i.e. for
different impact positions ximp) are plotted in Fig. 9b for a train speed
of 75 km/h and 160 km/h. Similar peaks can be seen in Fig. 8 for the p
values as well as for the F values. The contact pressures reach
maximum values of 3.47 GPa and 4.23 GPa for 75 km/h and
160 km/h, respectively. Note that these contact pressure values are
very high and would be considerably lower when using elastic/plastic
material behaviour in the model since the plastic deformation of the
crossing nose would increase the size of the contact patch.

Fig. 9. Contour plot of the contact pressure p for an impact angle αImpact of 5.1 mrad, train speed of 160 km/h and a crossing nose head radius of 20 mm at the time of the maximum
occurring p values.

Fig. 10. a) Profiles of the three chosen wheels (new, worn and hollow) and b) the trajectories of those wheel profiles running along the wing rail and the crossing nose geometry.

Table 3
Parameters for the validation of the model.

Wheel Type

Parameters New Worn Hollow

Impact angle αImpact [mrad] 5.1 8.4 30.5
Head radius – crossing nose [mm] 20 16.1 30.2
Head radius – wing rail [mm] 100 72 8
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3.2. Model validation

To assess how well the simplified model can describe a realistic
situation compared to models with realistic crossing geometry [11],
which have been validated with track measurements in Refs. [10] and
[11], a range of/several model parameters, e.g. impact angle and
crossing nose head radius, have to be compared. Three different wheel
profiles, shown in Fig. 10a, are used in the realistic and simplified
model. These wheel types will be referred to as new wheel (initial 1002

wheel profile), worn wheel (wear “away” from the flange) and hollow
worn wheel. For the simplified model, the first step is a geometrical
analysis of wheel and crossing. The result of the wheel trajectories
through the crossing of the three wheels is shown in Fig. 10b. The solid
curves depict the trajectories of the wheel on the wing rail and the
dashed the trajectories on the crossing nose. At the intersection of
these curves, the impact occurs. The impact angle, wing rail radius and
crossing nose radius are extracted at these locations according to the
method described in Section 2.1.

Fig. 11. The contact forces F as the wheel impacts onto the crossing nose with spring/dashpot support and a static load of 79.7 kN for the simplified model ((a), (c), (e)) and the model
with realistic geometry ((b), (d), (f)) for a new ((a), (b)), worn ((c), (d)), and hollow ((e), (f)) wheel. The dashed lines represent forces at the wing rail and the solid lines at the crossing
nose.
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As a result of different degradation of the three wheel profiles, the
wheel undergoes different vertical displacements, which not only
change the impact angles, but also the impact positions and contact
radii. Until a wheel position x of about −1.25 m, the three wheels
exhibit a similar vertical displacement. At x of about −1.25 m, the wing
rail branches outwards, which leads to a downward movement of the
wheels determined by their conicity (which is highest for the worn
wheel and lowest for the hollow wheel). Up to a wheel position x of
about −0.4 m, the hollow wheel shows the lowest downward move-
ment, but at this position its trajectory has an abrupt and steep
downward movement. In terms of the impact angles defined in
Section 2.1, this leads to a very high impact angle αImpact of 30.5 mrad.
As shown in Table 3, the impact angles of the worn wheel and the new
wheel are considerably lower with 8.4 mrad and 5.1 mrad, respectively.
As for intersections of the wing rail and crossing nose trajectories, the

worn wheel calculates this impact geometrically at x=0.25 m. The new
wheel and the hollow wheel have their geometrically calculated impact
positions at 0.35 m and 0.5 m, respectively. Table 3 shows the fitted
contact radius of crossing nose and wing rail at these positions. The
impact positions determine the fitted contact radius – the sooner the
impact, the bigger the contact radius at the wing rail and smaller
the contact radius on the crossing nose. The simplified model uses the
values reported in Table 3 for wing rail and crossing nose and an
infinite contact radius in the longitudinal direction.

Fig. 11 compares the vertical contact force results of the simplified
model and the realistic model for the above wheel profiles and train
speeds of 75 km/h, 160 km/h and 250 km/h. The train speed v is
denoted by the line colors: Green for a speed of 75 km/h, black for
160 km/h and red for 250 km/h. In the right column of Fig. 11, i.e.
Fig. 11b, d, f, vertical contact force results of the realistic model are
plotted over the wheel position. The wheel runs from left to the right in
the diagrams. In the figures on the left, i.e. Fig. 11a, c, e, the vertical
contact force results of the simplified model are plotted over the impact
position. This impact position is defined so that it has its origin at the
position of first contact of the wheel with the crossing nose. An earlier
impact of a wheel is thus only represented by changed impact angle and
contact radius, but the impact – and the longitudinal position of the
impact - are not intended to correspond in the simplified and realistic
model.

Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b show the contact force results for the new
wheel. In the simplified model (Fig. 11a), the wheel initially runs on the
contact spring that represents the wing rail with the static wheel load.
At an impact position of 0, the wheel initially makes contact with the
crossing nose and the contact force on the wing rail declines. At the
same time, the contact force on the crossing nose increases and reaches
a maximum value Fmax. This maximum force increases with increasing
train speeds. The results of the realistic model for the new wheel
(Fig. 11b) reveal a similar picture, except for oscillations of the contact
forces at the wing rail before the impact. This is due to the full wing rail
geometry used in the realistic model. Considering the impact of the
wheel on the crossing nose, the models show quite good agreement in
the Fmax values and the oscillation frequencies. The results for the
models with a worn wheel are shown in Fig. 11c and Fig. 11d. Again,
the peaks of the contact forces show quite good agreement between the
two models for all three train speeds. For the hollow wheel results
shown in Fig. 11e and Fig. 11f, the simplified model calculates
considerably higher contact forces at the impact than the realistic
model.

The maximum contact forces reached on the crossing nose Fmax for
the cases shown in Fig. 11 are listed in Table 4. For the new wheel, the
Fmax values of the two models differ less than 10%. For the worn wheel,
the maximum difference of the Fmax values of the two models is 17% for
a train speed of 75 km/h. The Fmax values for the hollow wheels are
considerably higher in the simplified model than in the realistic model.

Fig. 12 shows the impact forces Fmax of the two models plotted over
the train speed for the three wheel profiles (black for the new wheel,
cyan for the worn wheel and magenta for the hollow wheel). The good
fit of the two models for the new and worn wheel can be seen. The
discrepancy for the hollow wheel is very distinct and increases/

Table 4
Comparison of the maximum vertical contact forces for new/worn/hollow wheel.

Train Speed

75 km/h 160 km/h 250 km/h

simplified model realistic model simplified model realistic model simplified model realistic model

Max. vertical contact Force Fmax [kN] New wheel 115 120 156 141 254 248
Worn wheel 125 107 244 234 409 432
Hollow wheel 490 329 1123 405 1886 432

Fig. 12. The impact forces Fmax calculated in the realistic and simplified model plotted
over the train speed v.

Fig. 13. Mechanical system of the finite element model for the investigation of the
model limitations. The bottom of the rail is rigidly connected to a spring/dashpot
combination support (red) in the vertical direction.
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becomes greater with increasing train speed v. The discrepancy for the
hollow wheel can be explained by the assumption in the simplified
model that the wheel is running on the wing rail as it impacts onto the
crossing nose and that the impact angle can be extracted geometrically
as shown in Fig. 4. For the hollow wheel, these assumptions are not
valid, as can be seen in Fig. 11f. For all three train speeds, the wheel is
lifted off the wing rail before it impacts onto the crossing nose.

3.3. Limits of the model

As seen in the comparison of the simplified and realistic model
results in Section 3.2, the simplified model is not able to predict the
dynamic behaviour for hollow wheels. This is because the simplified

model assumes that the wheel follows the path of the geometrically
evaluated vertical displacement. Under real conditions, the wheel is
able to lift off from the rail if it cannot follow the wing rail geometry,
due to its inertia. Important parameters for losing contact with the
wing rail before the impact are:

– the negative (downward) angle α in the wheel trajectories,
– train speed,
– wheel mass,
– bedding and mass of the crossing

To investigate if the wheel lifts off the wing rail, we developed a
model similar to the simplified model but with a downward kink in the
geometry. This model is similar to the model introduced in Ref. [15]
and is illustrated in Fig. 13. It uses the same bedding, crossing and
wheel mass as the simplified model. Also boundary conditions and
contact algorithms are similar to the simplified model.

In some cases (particularly for high train speeds v and big angles α)
the wheel lifts off and makes contact with the rail again after a time
ΔtCo. To find a general dependency of the lift-off case for the
investigated bedding, wheel mass and crossing mass, the train speed
v and the angle can be combined to a vertical velocity vvertical that
defines abrupt change in vertical velocity for the wheel to follow the
wing rail geometry:

v v α= tan ( )vertical (2)

Fig. 14a shows the dependence of the time without contact of wheel
on the rail ΔtCo on the vertical velocity vvertical. It can be seen that the
curves for the three different velocities (75 km/h, 160 km/h and
250 km/h) overlap, which shows that choosing ΔtCo and vvertical allows
a velocity independent plot of those values. This means that for a
certain crossing/wheel combination, not only the impact angle and
contact radii for the impact should be extracted from the geometry, but
also the last downward kink in the wing rail trajectory (the change of
the angle α and the distance to the impact position, LImpact). In

Fig. 14. (a) Time ΔtCo to establish contact after a geometry change at the wing rail for different vertical velocities vvertical. (b) The geometrical change α (downward movement) for new
(black), worn (cyan) and hollow (magenta) wheel and the distance to the impact position LImpact for the worn wheel.

Table 5
vvertical and ΔtImpact for new, worn and hollow wheel.

Train Speed

75 km/h 160 km/h 250 km/h

vvertical [m/s] ΔtImpact [ms] vvertical [m/s] ΔtImpact [ms] vvertical [m/s] ΔtImpact [ms]

New wheel 0.0346 31 0.0738 14.6 0.115 9.3
Worn wheel 0.075 10 0.16 4.5 0.25 2.8
Hollow wheel 0.385 6.2 0.822 3 1.28 1.9

Fig. 15. Vertical velocity vvertical and lift-off time ΔtImpact (time from the downward kink
to the impact) for the validation load cases (new, worn and hollow wheel profile and train
speeds of 75 km/h, 160 km/h and 250 km/h). The grey area shows the region where the
wheel has lifted off the wing rail and has not contacted the wing rail again at the time of
the impact onto the crossing nose.
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Fig. 14b, these angles are drawn as αnew, αworn and αhollow for the
corresponding wheels used in the validation section. From the angles α,
the vertical velocity vvertical can be calculated for all velocities. From the
positions of the downward kinks in Fig. 14b, also the LImpact values can
be extracted – Fig. 14b shows LImpact for the worn wheel. Fig. 14b
shows that this LImpact correlates with the unevenness of the wheel
wear for the worn wheel – The kink is situated where the worn part of
the worn wheel comes into contact with the wing rail, see Fig. 10a. For
the worn wheel, LImpact is the very small length where the wheel would
fall onto the crossing nose. From those LImpact values, a division by the
train speed v gives the associated time ΔtImpact. All parameters for the
load cases of the validation section are listed in Table 5.

Fig. 15 shows the line of Fig. 14a again, but additionally the ΔtImpact

values for the three wheel profiles and train speeds. The ΔtCo values
(line) divides the graph in a non-critical (upper) and critical (lower:
grey) area for the ΔtImpact values (points). In the critical area, the wheel
lifts off at the wing rail and is not in contact again until it impacts onto
the crossing nose (ΔtCo >ΔtImpact). This means that for points lying in
the grey area, the simplified model introduced in this work is not valid
and the wheel loses contact. The points of the new wheel lie in the non-
critical area for all velocities, whereas the worn wheel reaches the
transition zone of the critical area for a velocity of 250 km/h. The
calculated contact forces of the realistic model for v=250 km/h show
that the worn wheel is almost lifting off, but does not fully lose contact.
However, this seems to have a very small influence on the impact force,
see Fig. 11c. For the hollow wheel, all three velocities lie in the region
where the model is not valid. This corresponds well with the dis-
crepancies seen in Figs. 11 and 12, between the simplified and realistic
model for the hollow wheel.

For the used masses and bedding of the crossing, Fig. 15 can thus
be used to check the validity of the simplified model and can be
incorporated into the geometric analysis.

3.4. Impact force: Influence of train speed, impact angle and crossing
nose head radius

Fig. 16 shows the impact force Fmax results of the simplified model
for varied values of the train speed v, crossing nose head radius rcn and
impact angle αImpact. Fig. 16a provides an overview of all data in a 3D
plot with the surfaces representing velocities of 75 km/h (green),
160 km/h (black) and 250 km/h (red). A cut through the surfaces at
an impact angle αImpact of 4.5 mrad is plotted in Fig. 16b to show the
Fmax dependency on the crossing nose head radius r. Fig. 16c plots a
cut through the Fmax surface at a crossing nose head radius r of 20 mm
and thus shows the dependency of Fmax on the impact angle. The Fmax

values vary only little with changing r values. At 250 km/h, there is a
clear drop of Fmax with low r values, which can be explained by a lower
contact stiffness that can reduce impact forces. Concerning the impact
angle αImpact, there is a clear increase of Fmax values with increasing
αImpact values. This effect becomes more distinct with increasing
velocities. At a train speed of 75 km/h, Fmax increases from 99 kN to
133 kN with increasing αImpact from 3 mrad to 9 mrad, whereas at
250 km/h, Fmax values increase from 155 kN to 484 kN for the same
αImpact values. For the used wheel mass and crossing support, Fmax

values can thus be interpolated from the data shown in Fig. 16.

3.5. Maximum contact pressure: influence of train speed, impact
angle and crossing nose head radius

Fig. 17 shows the results for the maximum contact pressures pmax

similar to the plot of the impact forces in Fig. 16. The dependency of
train speed v, crossing nose head radius rcn and impact angle αImpact on
pmax are shown. Fig. 17a shows a surface plot of pmax for the three used
velocities of 75 km/h (green), 160 km/h (black) and 250 km/h (red).
Figs. 17b and c shows the 2D plots of pmax plotted over the crossing

Fig. 16. Maximum contact forces Fmax calculated for different velocities, crossing nose head radii and impact angles αImpact in (a) a 3D surface plot, (b) 2D plot over crossing nose head
radii (purple) for a constant αImpact of 4 mrad and (c) 2D plot over the impact angles (orange) with a constant r of 20 mm.
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nose head radius rcn and the impact angle αImpact, respectively. In
Fig. 17b, it can be seen that there is a distinct influence of the crossing
nose head radius rcn on the pmax values – the lower rcn gets, the higher
are the pmax values. This corresponds to dependencies described by the
Hertz formulas [2], where a smaller contact radius for a constant
normal force leads to smaller contact areas and higher contact
pressures. Note that for crossing materials with low initial hardness
but high work hardening capability, such as the widely used Manganese
steel, these contact pressures would cause plastic deformations that
will reduce the pmax values. For crossing materials with high hardness,
wear could have a similar effect but only after many cycles of loading.

Increasing the impact angle αImpact also increases the pmax values,
as shown in Fig. 17c. This effect is more distinct for higher train speeds.
At a train speed of 75 km/h, pmax increases from 3.3 to 3.9 GPa with an
increase of αImpact from 3 mrad to 9 mrad. For a train speed of 250 km/
h, the pmax values increase from 4.1 to 6 GPa in the same αImpact range.

4. Conclusion

Based on existing finite element crossing models with realistic
crossing geometry, a model with simplified geometry was developed.
The calculation times are reduced from several hours to less than one
hour, while being able to describe the impact forces quite accurately. In
this simplified model, the crossing nose is modelled as an extruded
profile meshed with finite elements and the wing rail is modelled as a
nonlinear contact spring. The elastic/plastic stress and strain fields in
the crossing can thus be directly calculated and used to calculate profile
degradation due to plastic deformation and stress-based damage
parameters. The inclination of the crossing nose (defining the impact
angle), the crossing nose head radius and the wing rail head radius (for
calculating the stiffness of the contact spring) are extracted from the
wheel and crossing geometries. For a typical rigid crossing and three

types of wheels (new profile, hollow-worn profile and wheel with
increased conicity- the worn wheel), parameters for the simplified
model were obtained from a geometric analysis. It is shown that:

a) the impact angle is lowest for the new wheel, slightly higher for the
worn wheel and highest for the hollow wheel;

b) compared to the new wheel, the impact occurs earlier for the worn
wheel and later for the hollow wheel;

c) the head radius at the impact position is thus lowest for the worn
wheel and highest for the hollow wheel.

These three wheel profiles are used to validate the simplified
crossing model by comparing results for three velocities (75 km/h,
160 km/h and 250 km/h) to results of the crossing model with realistic
geometry. The comparison shows that:

a) there is a very good agreement of impact force results between
simplified and realistic model at all used velocities for new and
worn wheels;

b) the existing oscillations of the vertical contact forces between wing
rail and wheel before the impact seem to have only a small influence
on the impact force;

c) it is necessary to model the wing rail with a spring to account for the
simultaneous contact of the wheel with wing rail and crossing nose;
and

d) for the hollow worn wheel, the simplified model gives considerably
higher values of the impact force than the realistic model. This
overestimation is due to an assumption that the vertical wheel
movement follows the trajectories defined by wheel and crossing
geometry and the wheel cannot lift off the wing rail (which it does
for the hollow wheel).

Fig. 17. Maximum contact pressure pmax during the impact calculated for different velocities, crossing nose head radii rcn and impact angles αImpact in (a) a 3D surface plot, (b) 2D plot
over crossing nose head radii (purple) for a constant αImpact of 4 mrad and (c) 2D plot over the impact angles (orange) with a constant rcn of 20 mm.
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Because of these discrepancies between simplified and realistic
model results, a scheme for checking the applicability of the simplified
model has been developed. The scheme can tell whether the wheel will
lose contact with the wing rail before the impact on the crossing nose.
The presented diagrams are valid for a certain wheel mass, static load
and crossing bedding, but can be recalculated for other values of wheel
mass, static load and other beddings of the crossing.

The impact angles, head radius of wing rail and crossing nose and
velocities were varied to show the dependencies of impact force and
maximum arising contact pressure on these parameters. The model
shows that:

a) the impact force and maximum contact pressure increase with
increasing velocities. The increase of impact forces is more distinct
for high impact angles;

b) the impact force and maximum contact pressure increase with
increasing impact angles. The dependency is more pronounced for
high velocities whereas for a velocity of 75 km/h this increase is
very small;

c) decreasing the crossing nose head radius leads to lower impact
forces as the contact stiffness is reduced; and

d) decreasing the crossing nose head radius also leads to smaller
contact areas and thus to higher contact pressures.

The presented model provides an automated and fast tool for
calculating the impact forces and elastic/plastic stress and strain fields
in the crossing. This tool will allow for a study of cyclic plastic
deformation and damage based on stress fields. Furthermore, the
model can be automated to characterize measured crossing profiles and
optimize crossing geometries to reduce impact forces and arising
contact pressures.
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A B S T R A C T

The Dang Van damage criterion is utilized to predict (subsurface) damage initiation in railway track crossing components. A simplified, explicit finite element model
is used to calculate the cyclic impact of a wheel on a crossing nose (frog point). The model is applied to an elastic and to three elastic-plastic materials (manganese
steel, chromium-bainitic steel and tool steel). These three materials deform differently, and that difference affects the loading on the crossing after a period of time in
use. Plastic deformation is calculated and validated with measurements. The damage parameter (Pdv) is then calculated to compare the damage initiation tendency of
the three materials with their plastically deformed shapes. The positive effect of changing the geometry of higher strength steel crossings is also discussed.

1. Introduction

Crossings (frog points) are a key part of the track system: they allow
gauge corner intersections of two different track routes. Depending on
their design and type, high forces can occur during the transition of the
wheel from one rail to the other. Especially fixed crossings, which have
a design-related gap, are of particular interest, see Fig. 1. This design
forces the wheel to move downwards and upwards (1–3 at the top in
Fig. 1), which leads to high contact forces and an impact of the wheel
onto the crossing nose. Furthermore, the contact radii of the wheel and
the rail change during the transition (2–3 at the bottom in Fig. 1),
which cause slip and can also increase the contact stresses due to the
small head radii of the crossing nose. Axle loads and speeds, but also the
crossing geometry and wheel profiles, i.e. hollow wheels [1], influence
this process and can be the reason for severe wear and damage [2].

Common tools to predict this dynamic process are the multi-body
simulation (MBS) and the Finite Element (FE) method. The former
enables the user to analyze complex structures very fast by dividing
them into a system of rigid and flexible bodies and calculating their
displacements. The FE method, however, allows to calculate stress and
strain fields in the bodies with complex material laws to account for e.g.
plastic deformations. To investigate mechanisms of damage locally,
those results are needed.

Kassa et al. [3] developed a MBS model to calculate the dynamic
response of a turnout. With additional tools, they calculated contact
pressure and stresses. To predict wear and damage, they overcame the
main disadvantage of MBS models and accounted for plastic

deformation and evaluated stresses and strains in the body. Simplified
FE models are added to the analysis chain and data is transferred be-
tween these methods.

Yan et al. [4] and Wiest et al. [5] used the explicit FE method to
calculate the loading on a crossing. This method can calculate the entire
dynamic process and evaluate stresses, strains and plastic deformation
at a material point within the body. For a high resolution, however, a
high number of small elements is needed, which increases the calcu-
lation times significantly. Therefore, the authors used a geometrically
simplified crossing: a kink on a rail accounts for the downward and
upward movement of the wheel during the impact. In [6], Pletz et al.
introduced a crossing model with realistic geometry, which was vali-
dated with track measurements in [7]. They were able to include the
load transfer from the wing rail to the heavily loaded crossing nose and
identified crucial parameters for the impact. To calculate the cyclic
deformation of the crossing nose and crack driving forces, they then
used a multiscale approach and investigated the behavior of typical
crossing nose materials in [8]. More recently, L. Xin developed crossing
model similar to the one of Pletz et al. [6] and validated its results with
acceleration measurements in [9].

To study the cyclic behavior of crossings in more detail, Wiedorn
et al. [10,11] developed a simplified crossing model that is able to si-
mulate the impact of a wheel in just a few hours. He focused on the
deformation of the crossing nose and simplified the wing rail to a non-
linear contact spring. Its input parameters were evaluated from a given
geometry and the FE model is built automatically. In [12], Y. Ma in-
troduced another strategy to optimize calculation times: to simulate the
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dynamic behavior of 1:9 crossings, he adapeds the FE mesh to data
evaluated in pre-processing.

Nevertheless, with the simplified model from [10], it is possible to
perform cyclic plastic calculations easily and allows the application of
stress-based damage models for different crossing noses.

Van [13] introduced a damage criterion for the multi-axial high
cycle fatigue regime for ball bearings. He assumes a loading in the
elastic shakedown regime and used he stress amplitude and the hy-
drostatic stresses to give an indication where and in what direction
damage, such as cracks, may initiate. The Dang-Van (DV) criterion can
predict this damage. It uses one parameter to describe the dependence
of the critical stress amplitude on the hydrostatic pressures: higher
hydrostatic pressures increase the critical stress amplitude. However,
for the deformation near crossing surfaces (μm region) the criterion
may miss crucial mechanisms for the crack initiation, which should be
considered: There ratcheting is commonly the dominating damage
mechanism and is responsible for the initiation of surface initiated
cracks as e.g. head checks, see [14]. Nevertheless, in [15], the author
applied the criterion on rails using cyclic plasticity and loads the rail by
repeatedly moving contact stresses. Using this method, Van analyzed
typical rail damages in [16], such as shelling or head-checking. To
study crack propagation they combined crack initiation with a Paris law
at the evaluated position of damage [17].

In [18] and [19], Ekberg uses the proposed criterion for subsurface
damage evaluation as part of a universal predictive damage model for
wheels. It is described as a typical damage mechanism for fatigue
failure in absence of macroscopic defects in a depth of about 3–10mm
below the wheel thread. There the requirements for the application, i.e.
the absence of ratcheting, seem satisfied.

The DV criterion is highly recognized in the field of wheel/rail
contact mechanics, although there are some limitations, especially for
damage at the surface, which have to be considered. Desimone et al.
[20] mentioned the disagreement of the criterion for negative stress
ratios and proposes a different failure limit: a constant value replaces
the increasing damage limit in the regime of compressive hydrostatic
stresses. Ciavarella et al. confirmed the possibility of too conservative
values under RCF, depending on the contact and slip conditions [21]. In
[22], the authors explained over-optimistic fatigue limits due to the
influence of the hydrostatic component of the stress in particular cases
and proposed an integration of Weibull-like theories [23].

For the application to crossings in this paper, the authors use the
classical approach of the Dang-Van criterion without the change of the
failure limit, which is mentioned before. The presented conclusions
should be valid for a change of the failure limits, too. As we consider
plastic deformation and calculate a state close to elastic shakedown, we
assume that the limitations of the use of the DV criterion do not apply.

On this basis, we utilize the simplified model from [10] to calculate

a series of cycles and obtain the stress-fields for the DV damage cal-
culations. To capture the impact, especially the plastic deformation,
stresses and strains in more detail, and keep the advantage of short
calculation times, we extend the simplified model. The model uses the
contact radii and vertical displacements over a chosen distance from a
given geometry and creates the crossing nose geometry according to
this data. It is then possible to calculate several cycles with a more
realistic geometry and include the variation of different worn wheels.
Similar to [24], we perform 55 cycles using three different elastic-
plastic material models for typical crossing materials. We then calculate
the Dang-Van damage parameter Pdv for all cycles for an area close to
the impact position to show its development during the geometrical
adaption of the crossing. Additionally, the model calculates the dy-
namic response of the same geometry and impact positions but elastic
material behavior. Then, contact forces, stresses and damage of the last
5 plastic cycles (including the material hardening and residual stresses)
are compared to the elastic cycles. Together with plastic deformation
and residual stresses, we point out the influence of the cyclic plastic
material deformation on the calculated damage parameter Pdv. There-
fore, the influence of both, the geometry change and developed residual
stresses are analyzed.

2. Damage: concept, materials and experimental evaluation

Within this section, we introduce the theoretical background of the
DV criterion, its implementation in the FE model and validation.
Furthermore, the determination of parameters from experiments is
described and the DV damage parameters for the investigated materials
are stated.

2.1. Theory and implementation

The multiaxial fatigue criterion of Van [13] considers the nucleation
of fatigue cracks. The criterion assumes that the initiation of fatigue
cracks takes place at critical zones of stress concentration. It is devel-
oped for the high cycle regime and uses the stabilized (after elastic
shakedown) microscopic variables instead of the calculated macro-
scopic ones. This is done by using the local loading path at each time
based on the macroscopic stresses in the body. The assumptions include
that cracks usually occur in intragranular slip bands inside a macro-
volume. As critical stress zones for typical slip conditions of our cal-
culations often appear underneath the surface, subsurface damage is
initiated.

The criterion uses two material parameters, which are evaluated
experimentally. The equivalent stresses τeq,dv are calculated in every
cycle as

= +τ t τ t α σ t( ) ( ) ( ),eq,dv a dv h (1)

with the shear stress amplitude τa, the hydrostatic stress σh, the current
time t during one loading cycle and the Dang-Van material parameter
αdv, which is calculated using

=
−

α
τ

.
σ

σdv
f 2

3

f

f
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with τf and σf standing for the shear-torsion and tension-compression
fatigue limits, respectively. Damage is predicted if

>τ τ .eq,dv f

By transforming the equation, the Dang-Van damage variable Pdv
can be introduced as

=
−≤ ≤

P τ t
τ α σ t

max ( )
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.
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dv
0

a

f dv h (3)

We evaluate the damage criterion for every cycle (wheel impact)
with the total time period T for one impact cycle (t ∈ T). A Pdv value

Fig. 1. Downward and upward movement of the wheel (1–3 at the top) and
changing radii in contact during the impact on a realistic crossing (2–3 at the
bottom). The symbols r1 and r2 indicate the lateral contact radius of the crossing
nose at the position of contact.
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above 1 indicates damage initiation and a Pdv value below 1 indicates
no damage initiation

In the DV damage model τf stands for the critical shear stress at a
hydrostatic stress σh of 0 and αdv multiplied by the current hydrostatic
stresses σh its shift (τeq,dv).

The criterion calculates damage using stress amplitudes. Therefore,
a median stress σmid has to be found. We do this by using a min-max
optimization algorithm solving

−σ t σmin(max ( ) ),ij,d ij,mid,d (4)

where ||.|| is the Mises norm. The subscript d indicates deviatoric
stresses and ij the Einstein notation. The routine minimizes the largest
von Mises stress occurring during the total time period T. For a vali-
dation, we took stresses from [25] and calculated a difference of less
than 1% when comparing || σmid || to the one evaluated in the paper.

The stress amplitude σij,a,d(t) for every time t is then defined as

= −σ t σ t σ( ) ( ) ,ij,a,d ij,d ij,mid,d (5)

On this basis, the shear stress amplitude can be calculated with

= − − −τ t σ t σ t σ t σ t σ t σ t( ) 1
2
max( ( ) ( ) , ( ) ( ) , ( ) ( ) ),a 1,a 2,a 1,a 3,a 2,a 3,a

(6)

The calculation of τ,a(t) and Pdv is performed in Wolfram
Mathematica© as part of post-processing for a chosen number finite
elements around the impact position. We choose a sufficiently high
number of time steps for each time period T, where the stresses are
obtained, to get accurate results for the stress amplitude σij,a,d(t) and
thus Pdv.

2.2. Materials and experimental evaluation of the damage parameters

We use three materials for the damage evaluation: Manganese steel,
chromium-bainitic steel and tool steel. Manganese steel has the lowest
initial yield stress in combination with a distinct work hardening be-
havior and high values of elongation and tensile strength. Tool steel,
however, has the highest yield stress and ultimate strength at lower
elongation values and good fracture toughness. Third, the chromium
bainitic steel is an enhanced railway steel with increased yield stress
and increased elongation at fracture compared to standard perlitic
railway steel grades.

We performed rotational bending and alternating torsion experi-
ments for manganese steel (rolled, solution annealed, quenched), tool
steel (forged, quenched and tempered) and chromium bainitic steel
(rolled, naturally cooled, tempered). Each test was done with 25 po-
lished specimens with a diameter of 5mm and evaluated according to
ASTM E739 standard [26] in combination with the arcsine-sqrt(P)
method in the fatigue endurance regime. In the tests, up to 10 million

load cycles were applied and the evaluated parameters are based on
50% probability of failure at the fatigue endurance limit, see Fig. 2a.

Fully reversed testing (R=-1) is done to evaluate the fatigue para-
meters. This adds additional safety to the evaluation, since multi-axial
stresses occur in wheel/rail contact mechanics, but usually in the
pressure regime. With Eq. (2), the DV parameter αdv is then calculated.
Table 1 shows the needed parameters to calculate Dang-Van damage
variable Pdv, see Eq. (3), for each investigated material. A graphical
representation of the DV criterion is shown in Fig. 2b.

The negative αdv indicates that the DV criterion is maybe not well-
suited for the manganese steel, as it is opposed to the common ob-
servations: increasing hydrostatic stresses, decreases the damage in-
itiation Pdv. The reason is the high fatigue resistance observed for ro-
tational bending but not for alternating torsion. There the fatigue limit
reaches values as high as the yield stress. Therefore, the measured
parameter αdv for the manganese steel crossing is corrected to 0.0.
These effects can be explained by the plastic deformation of the man-
ganese steel in the tests: the plastic deformation and thus the material
properties are different for alternating torsion and rotational bending.

3. Finite element modeling

This section describes the chosen geometry and loads of the
crossing, which mimic different wheel profiles. The input parameters of
the FE model and its evaluation is stated. Furthermore, the simplifica-
tions and developments of the FE model, that are taken from [10], are
explained and the materials and the loads are shown.

3.1. Geometric parameter evaluation for the FE model

The procedure used for evaluating the input parameters for the model
is based on that in [10], but further developed. Starting from a known
wheel and crossing geometry, we take the profile of the wheel and the
crossing profile, i.e. described by point lists. Similar to [10], this work
investigates three different wheel profiles: worn, new and hollow wheel, to
vary impact positions, see Fig. 3b. We took the geometry of an existing FE
crossing model, which is based on an EW-60E1- 500-1:12 CENTRO
crossing type and the new wheel uses an ORE S1002 profile.

Fig. 2. a) The fatigue limits for rotational bending and alternating torsion evaluated from experiments and (b) a graphical representation of the DV damage locus.

Table 1
The parameters for the DV damage criterion.

Materials DV parameters

τf [MPa] αdv [-]

Chromium bainitic steel (CB) 375 0.07
Tool steel (TS) 500 0.11
Manganese steel (Mn) 278 0 (− 0.06)
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By moving the wheel profiles along the crossing surface, we eval-
uate the vertical displacement statically. Fig. 4a shows the displace-
ments for the investigated wheels. The vertical displacement of the
wheel on the wing rail and crossing nose are investigated separately
(cp. solid and dotted lines in Fig. 4a). The intersection of the wheel
positions is called impact position xImpact. Due to the state of wear of the
wheels, the impact positions and the contact positions in tangential
direction are different, which means an earlier and belated impact of
the worn and hollow wheel, respectively. This goes along with different
wheel trajectories: when comparing the downward movement of the
hollow and worn wheel to the new wheel, the wheel shows a much
higher displacement on a shorter distance. To take this into account, we
define a downward angle αWR – see Fig. 4b. We use a linear curve fit
through the closest points on the wing rail at xImpact, see the dotted
green line in Fig. 4b.

At the same time, we evaluate the contact radius at the impact
position on the wing rail as rWR. For the crossing nose, we choose more
positions to describe the crossing nose surface. This is done by fitting a
radius in an area around the contact position of the wheel and crossing
nose or wing rail, see [10].

To describe the loads of the crossing nose from the wheel trajec-
tories we now use:

- the downward angle on the wing rail αWR,
- the impact position xImpact, and
- the contact radius rWR on the wing rail at xImpact.
Fig. 5 shows the evaluated parameters for the given geometry: the
green line shows the wheel downward angle and the purple line the
wing rail head radius rWR taken at the impact positions. Three points
define the lines:

- the worn wheel with the earliest impact positions at xImpact

= 1.42m,
- the new wheel at xImpact= 1.54m (at the kink in Fig. 5) and

- the hollow wheel after xImpact= 1.65m, which is not shown in the
graph.

To vary the loads for our cyclic calculations, we add two points in
between the worn and hollow wheel – slightly worn #1 and slightly
worn #2 - and one point with a similar distance at xImpact= 1.6 m,
which replaces the extreme case of a fully hollow wheel – a slightly
hollow wheel. We used Wolfram Mathematica [27] for the static eva-
luation of the input parameters.

Two functions describe the crossing nose geometry, see Fig. 6:

- the crossing nose height h(x) and
- the crossing nose head radius rcn(x).

The similar displacements for all wheels enable us to take the same

Fig. 3. a) Profiles of the three chosen wheels (new, worn and hollow) and b) a sketch of its impact position on the crossing.

Fig. 4. a) The trajectories of the chosen wheel profiles running along the wing rail and the crossing nose geometry and (b) a detail view of the downward movement
on the wing rail of a new wheel.

Fig. 5. The selected load cases (wheel downward angle αWR and wing rail head
radius rWR) according to the geometry evaluation. Two wheels are chosen in
between the worn and new wheel: slightly worn #1 and #2.
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data for all wheel profiles. Furthermore, they account for the crossing
nose height with

= +∆h x h h x( ) ( ),basis (7)

where hbasis is a constant height, Δh(x) is the vertical displacements and
x is the wheel position along the crossing.

In Fig. 6, the dotted lines represent h(x) and rcn(x) that were eval-
uated from the geometric analysis. To reduce the dependent para-
meters, a least square fit determines a quadratic and a linear curve for
the crossing nose height and head radius, respectively, plotted in Fig. 6
as solid lines. The model uses these functions for the geometry.

3.2. Finite element model

Fig. 7a shows the simplified FE model implemented in SIMULIA
Abaqus [28], which uses the extracted data shown in Section 2.1. For
the crossing nose, the geometry – defined by the crossing nose head
radius rcn(x) and the crossing nose height h(x) – is built up auto-
matically according to the fits in Fig. 5.

The other parameters, such as the downward angle αWR, the impact
position xImpact and a nonlinear contact spring kwr, which depend on the
radius in contact of the wing rail [29], define the load cases of the
model, cp. Fig. 5 for the evaluated data. Fig. 7b shows these parameters

as part of the mechanical model. The boundary conditions, the wheel
geometry and its masses are taken from [10]. The wheel damper dw is
set to 53 kNs/m and the values for the spring/dashpot support dr / kr
are 250,000 Ns/m and 90 kN/mm. The velocity of the wheel is 120 km/
h and the vertical static load is set to 80 kN. The slip of the wheel, due
to the second wheel and changing contact radii during the transition, is
neglected. The wheel radius is 0.478m and its weight is 1025 kg.

We investigate three different material, in terms of their elastic-
pastic behavior:

a. manganese steel (MN),
b. chromium-bainitic steel (CB) and
c. tool steel (TS).

The order of these materials corresponds to the increasing yield
stress of the materials: rather low for manganese steel and high for tool
steel. Stress-strain curves for simple tensile tests and one cycle of load
with a strain amplitude of 1.1% are shown in Fig. 8a and b, respec-
tively. The solid lines show the results from the experiments and the
dotted lines are taken from a simulation using the material models
shown in Table 2.

The simulation model uses a cyclic Chaboche model with combined
isotropic and kinematic hardening. The elasto-plastic model uses three
to five backstresses to describe the kinematic hardening behavior. R0 is
the initial yield stress, Q and B are the parameters for isotropic and Ci

and Di for kinematic hardening. The wheel, however, is modeled using
linear-elastic material. This is chosen because of the lack of available
data about the material state (hardening) of the wheels. When calcu-
lating the impact of a wheel on a tool steel crossing, the plastic de-
formation may be overestimated. Table 2 shows the input data for the
model.

For the cyclic calculation, each load cycle consists of two calcula-
tions:

- an explicit dynamic model, see Fig. 7b, for the impact and
- an implicit static model for relaxation of the elastic waves (dynamic
strains and stresses) in the rail.

In the explicit model, the wheel initially runs with a constant ve-
locity on a contact spring simulating wing rail. It moves downwards
according to the angle αWR and impacts onto the crossing nose at the
impact position xImpact. Then, the wheel runs on the crossing nose for
about 0.8 m. This event causes oscillations of the contact force between

Fig. 6. The geometrical input for the simplified model: the height h and head
radius rcn over the wheel positions x. The dotted lines are evaluated geome-
trically from a given geometry and the solid lines represent fits used in the
model.

Fig. 7. (a) The geometry of the finite element model and (b) the mechanical system of the finite element model. The bottom of the rail is rigidly connected to a
spring/dashpot combination support in the vertical direction.
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the wheel and the crossing nose. After the impact, the crossing nose and
its material state are transferred to the implicit static model. There, the
crossing nose is moved to its initial position and all stress waves vanish.
Now the wheel is moved again to its impact position as calculated for
the next cycles. The material state of the relaxed crossing is then
transferred to the explicit model.

The model repeats this procedure for every cycle to account for the
accumulating residual stresses and plastic deformations. In this paper,
this results in 110 simulations – 55 implicit and 55 explicit – for each
material.

We implemented the variation of the loads, based on the different
wheel profiles (see Fig. 5) with the following loading order. The model
uses a sequence of 5 different loads (worn wheel: 1; slightly hollow
wheel: 2, slightly hollow wheel: 3, new wheel: 4, slightly hollow wheel:
5, cp. Figs. 3b and 5) and repeats them until the demanded cycles are
reached. In this paper, this means 11 times the sequence: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

To minimize simulation errors, enhanced hourglassing is used for
the reduced integration elements (C3D8R), according to recommenda-
tions in [28]. For the contact between the wheel and the rail, we use a
kinematic algorithm and a coefficient of friction of 0.3. The elements in
contact have an edge length of less than 1mm, which results in a total
number of elements of about 105,000 for the rail and 83,000 for the
wheel. In [30], Zhao et al. shows the accuracy of different element sizes
in contact. He compares them to the analytical Hertz solution and
postulates an error of less than 5% for elements of about 1.5mm. Thus,
the chosen edge length for the study in this paper of about 1mm can
accurately model the contact between the wheel and rail.

The model calculates 55 cycles and evaluates contact forces and
pressures for the last 5 cycles (51st to 55th). Additionally, we analyze
the same outputs for an elastic crossing using (i) a new geometry and
(ii) a deformed geometry for the five load cases: (ii) uses the geometry
of the deformed crossing with manganese material at the end of the
50th cycle. As part of post-processing, we then apply the routine in
Section 2.1 to calculate damage initiation for those simulations. There,
we assume a state close to elastic shakedown and investigate this as-
sumption by evaluating the influence of the continuing plastic de-
formation.

4. Results and discussion

In this section, we show the calculated contact forces, pressures,
plastic deformation and the Dang-Van damage parameter Pdv of cross-
ings using elastic and plastic material behavior. The plastic alters the
geometry and thus the damage parameter Pdv. This allows us to relate
the contact forces to the downward angle of the wheel on the wing rail
αWR and the Pdv values to the contact pressures. The evolution of Pdv for
all materials is shown and the influence of residual stresses and plastic
deformation explained.

4.1. Elastic calculation: contact forces, stresses and damage

The following section shows model results for linear-elastic material
behavior of the crossing nose. Fig. 9a shows the vertical contact forces F
during the impact. The increasing impact positions xImpact from worn to
hollow wheel shift the dynamic response of each wheel. The impact of
the new wheel has the smallest maximum vertical contact force with
values around 125 kN and the hollow wheel around the highest contact
forces with 280 kN. This is due to the small downward angle αWR for the
new wheel and the rather high αWR for the slightly hollow wheel. The
contact forces of the worn wheels (1–3) are lower according to the wing
rail downward angle αWR.

Fig. 9b shows the contact pressures p during the impact. Again, the
curves are shifted according to their impact position xImpact, but their
maximum values do not fully correspond to the downward angles αWR.
The maximum contact pressure arise for the worn wheel with about
4.3 GPa and the minimum for the new wheel with 3.1 GPa. According to
Hertz [1], the contact pressures depend on the forces, but also the
contact radii: small forces decrease and small radii increase the contact
pressures. Although the contact force is rather low for the worn wheel,
the contact radius on the tip of the crossing nose is very small, which
increases the pressures significantly. Furthermore, the large contact
radius at the belated impact position of the slightly hollow wheel de-
creases the contact pressures and its maximum to a value close to but
less than the worn wheel, although the contact forces for the slightly
hollow wheel are much higher than for the worn wheel.

Fig. 10 shows the calculated Dang-Van damage values Pdv for all

Fig. 8. Experimental and simulated stress-strain curve for a tensile test and one cycle of load with a strain amplitude of 1.1% for all plastically deforming materials:
manganese steel, chromium-bainitic steel and tool steel.

Table 2
The material parameters used in the model.

Property Wheel/Rail: elastic
material

Rail: plastic material

MN CB TS

Young's modulus
[GPa]

210 201 200 214

Poisson's ratio [-] 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
Density [kg/m³] 7800 7800 7800 7800
R0 [MPa] – 200 950 1400
Q [MPa] – 250 − 80 − 150
B [-] – 3 1 10
C1 [GPa] – 1000 1200 1100
D1 [-] – 10000 10000 7500
C2 [GPa] – 40 80 150
D2 [-] – 400 800 610
C3 [GPa] – 2 15 55
D3 [-] – 3 200 140
C4 [GPa] – – 10000 –
D4 [-] – – 10 –
C5 [GPa] – – 2 –
D5 [-] – – 1 –
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wheel types: worn (1), slightly worn #1 (2) and #2 (3), new (4) and
slightly hollow (5) and a plot where they are combined. Areas with a
color from yellow to red have Pdv values larger than 1, which indicates
damage initiation. Areas of blue or green color indicate regions where
Pdv is lower than 1, which indicates no damage initiation. The values
use the evaluation routine from Section 2.1 and the DV material
parameters for tool steel (cp. Table 1). The illustration of the wheel and
the rail on top indicates the taken area for the evaluation of the damage
values. It has a length of about 20 cm and a depth of 3 cm and it is
shifted according to the impact position of each wheel. The last plot at
the bottom is a combination of all wheels. There, we took the maximum
values of all load cases in each evaluated element – max(Pdv,i), where
Pdv,i is a list of the Pdv values of all wheel types.

The arrows and colored areas point out the evaluated area of each
wheel, i.e. the blue area: it starts at the beginning of the crossing and
covers more than half of the chosen area. Whenever two or more co-
lored areas overlay each other, we take the maximum value for the

combined (last) plot, i.e. at the area of the last white arrow, the damage
values of all 5 wheels overlay and the maximum has to be evaluated –
max (Pdv, worn, Pdv, slightly worn 1, Pdv, slightly worn 2, Pdv, new, Pdv, slightly

hollow).
Similar to the contact stresses, the impact of the worn and slightly

hollow wheel show the highest maximum Pdv values – up to 1.4 for the
worn wheel. The new wheel has the lowest Pdv value with around 1.0.
As the DV damage criterion depends on the stresses in the body, it is
easy to retrace its dependence on the contact pressures. The maximum
Pdv value, however, is further away from the surface for the slightly
hollow wheel and closer to the surface for the worn wheel. From the
worn to the new wheel, Pdv and the affected depth is decreasing, with
about 1.2 at a depth of 0.9mm and 1.1 at 1mm, respectively. The
maximum Pdv values of each wheel are shown in Fig. 11b. Fig. 11a
shows the evaluated areas (similar to Fig. 10) with the position of the
maximum values – indicated with colored points. We take the max-
imum values and refer to them as Pdv,max Fig. 11b. It shows decreasing

Fig. 9. (a) The contact forces F and (b) the contact pressures p as the wheel impacts onto the crossing nose with a static load of 79.7 kN. Five different types of wheels
are shown: worn (1-blue dashed), slightly worn #1 (2- solid light gray) and #2 (3- dotted gray), new (4-solid black) and slightly hollow (5-dashed-dotted magenta).

Fig. 10. Damage parameter Pdv for all wheels (worn (1), slightly worn ((2) and (3)), new (4) and slightly hollow (5)) and a combined plot showing the maximum Pdv
values of all wheels.
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values from worn to the new wheel and increasing values from the new
to the hollow wheel, as described before. To discuss the calculated
damage parameter Pdv in this paper, we use the combined plot of all
wheels in Fig. 10 and the Pdv,max plot of Fig. 11b.

Furthermore, when comparing the Pdv,max over the cycles or wheel
types, as shown Fig. 11b, to the downward angles αWR in Fig. 5 in
Section 3.1, we see that Pdv,max and the downward angle αWR of the
wing rail show a similar tendency. The difference for the slightly hollow
wheel is due to the larger head radius of the crossing nose at its impact
position, which reduces the contact pressures.

4.2. Plastic calculation: contact forces, stresses and deformation

Within this section, the results of the model with plastic material
behavior for all materials (manganese steel, chromium-bainitic steel
and tool steel) are shown. We evaluate the vertical contact forces F and
the contact pressure p for the last 5 cycles of the simulations (cycle 51st
to 55th). Fig. 12 shows the contact forces F - (a), (c), (e) and (g) - and
contact pressures p - (b), (d), (f) and (h). The results of the model with
linear elastic behavior are shown in (a) and (b), whereas (c) and (d)
shows the results for elastic-plastic material behavior of manganese
steel, (e) and (f) of chromium-bainitic steel and (g) and (h) of tool steel.

The 5 plotted cycles (51st to 55th) correspond to different worn
wheels: the solid blue line, the solid light gray and dashed dark gray
lines, the solid black line and the dashed-dotted magenta line represent
the worn (1), the slightly worn (2) and (3), the new (4) and the slightly
hollow (5) wheel, respectively. When comparing the plastic calculation
to the elastic one, we can see the effect of the plastic deformation on the
dynamic forces and stresses.

The manganese crossings show the biggest change of the dynamic
contact force over the simulated cycles, see Fig. 12c. Its impact posi-
tions are shifted not only due to the different wheels but also because of
the plastically deformed geometry of the crossing, which causes a dent
in the area around the impact positions. For the 51st to the 53rd cycle,
the second peak of the vertical contact forces increases and becomes
higher than the first due to the plastic deformation. There, the highest
forces can be found for the slightly worn wheel (2) and the worn wheel
(1) with values about 220 kN and 250 kN, respectively. The normal (4)
and the hollow wheel (5), however, reach impact forces up to 200 kN
and 220 kN at the first peak. When comparing the results to the one of
the elastic crossing (cp. Fig. 12a), we see a slight increase of the maxima
of all wheels, except for the slightly hollow wheel (5). The chromium-
bainitic crossing (Fig. 12e) shows a similar behavior of the contact
forces as the ones of the elastic crossing. The maximum contact force for
the hollow wheel in the 55th cycle, however, reduces from 290 kN in
the elastic calculation to 260 kN. The dynamic contact forces for the

crossing with tool steel, cp Fig. 12g, behave similarly to the ones of
elastic crossing too, except for the new wheel (4), which just has one
small peak at the beginning, and the slightly hollow (5) wheel, where
the maximum contact force increases up to 350 kN. The reason is the
deformation of the crossing nose that creates a dent at the impact po-
sition of the hollow wheel, see Fig. 13. The high yield stresses of the
tool steel crossing results in a local, but small deformation directly at
the impact position. The small variety of differently worn wheels (and
impact positions) – only 5 positions are chosen - enhances this effect
and, together with the hardening of the material, prevents then further
deformation around the dent. Impacts of more differently worn wheels
or a small variation of the impact positions would spread the de-
formation of the crossing nose more smoothly.

Fig. 12d shows the contact pressures p for the manganese crossing.
They have an average value of about 1.2 GPa and reach a maximum of
about 1.5 GPa. Similar to its vertical contact forces, we see a belated
impact due to the plastic deformation of the crossing. This adaption
causes a reduction of 2.5 GPa when comparing the pressures of the
slightly hollow wheel (magenta line) with the one of the elastic crossing
(Fig. 12b: 4 GPa).

For, the chromium-bainitic crossing in Fig. 12f the maximum con-
tact pressures for all wheels are around 3 GPa at the first peak after the
impact, except the new wheel (4) with 2.5 GPa. In comparison to the
crossing with elastic material, the maximum contact pressures decrease
about 1 GPa for the impact of the worn (1) and hollow wheel (5) and
0.5–0.8 GPa for the impact of the new (4) and slightly worn wheels (2)
and (3).

The contact pressures between the wheel and the crossing nose
using tool steel material behavior, see Fig. 12h, show the lowest
changes in comparison to the elastic crossing (Fig. 12b). The new wheel
(4) has the lowest contact pressure with less than 3 GPa and the values
for the slightly worn wheel (2) and (3) are 3.4 and 3.6 GPa, respec-
tively. The maximum contact pressure of the impact of the worn wheel
reduces to 3.9 GPa and for the slightly hollow wheel, it increases, si-
milar to the contact force, about 0.25 GPa up to 4.2 GPa. The adaption
potential of the contact pressures behaves according to the yield stress
of the material: the tool steel has the highest values and the smallest
changes and the manganese steel has the smallest values, showing a
reduction of maximum contact pressures of 1.5 GPa. The chromium-
bainitic crossing is in between those crossings and shows a reduction of
the contact pressures after 50 cycles of up to 1 GPa.

Fig. 14 shows the crossing nose deformation due to the cyclic im-
pacts of the wheels for all materials: the green, black and red lines re-
present the manganese steel, chromium-bainitic steel and tool steel
crossings, respectively. The height is taken from the simulation model
along the running direction of the wheel on the crossing nose. The

Fig. 11. The maximum damage for each wheel underneath the surface (subsurface) (right: worn to slightly hollow – 1–5) and its position during the impact (left).
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crossing nose height after 55 cycles and its undeformed geometry (gray
dotted line) is plotted in Fig. 14a. We see the highest height change Δycn
(the difference of the undeformed height and the height of the de-
formed geometry) for all crossings directly after the impacts of the
wheels between x= 0.05m and x=0.4m.

Because of the high height change Δycn of the manganese steel, the
impact position of the wheel shifts to the right. The reason is the linear
downward movement of the wheel (cp. αWR in Section 2.1), which does
not change over the cycles. The previous impact cycles, however,

“remove” the existing material due to plastic deformation. Fig. 14b
shows a cross-sectional view of the manganese crossing at the position
of the maximum Δycn (x= 0.315m) after 55 cycles: it reaches a value
of 0.7 mm. The chromium-bainitic steel and the tool steel have a
maximum displacement (height change) of about 0.07mm and
0.03mm, respectively.

Fig. 15 shows the height displacement Δycn plotted over the simu-
lated cycles. The chromium-bainitic steel and tool steel show a flat line
with almost no height displacement increment after the first cycles. The

Fig. 12. The vertical contact forces F as the wheel impacts onto the crossing nose with spring/dashpot support and a static load of 79.7 kN for the crossing with (a)
elastic and the used plastic materials ((c), (e), (g)) for the last 5 cycles (51–55). (b), (d), (f) and (g) show the contact pressure p during the impact of the wheel for the
elastic and all used plastic materials, respectively.
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manganese crossing, however, starts with a very high height change
Δycn of nearly 0.3mm, shows a decreasing increment, reaches a value of
about 0.7 mm after 55 cycles. The simulation still calculated minor
height changes in the last cycles. In contrast, for chromium-bainitic
steel and tool steel, we can assume a situation very close to elastic
shakedown after 55 cycles. In our model, these deformations are purely
caused by plastic deformations of the crossings. Therefore, Fig. 16
shows the accumulated equivalent plastic strains ((a), (b) and (c)) and
the residual stresses in longitudinal direction ((d), (e) and (f)) for all
materials after 55 cycles. The cutted area of the evaluation is similar to
the one of the damage in Section 3.1.

As expected, the deformed manganese crossing (Fig. 16a) shows the
highest accumulated equivalent plastic strains with values up to 30%.
There are plastic strains throughout the depth of the plastically defined
area. The chromium-bainitic steel crossing reaches acc. equiv. pl. strain
values of about 6.5% close to the surface within the area around the
impact position, see Fig. 16b. At the right end of the cutted area - after
the impact positions of the different wheels - few elements reach acc.
equiv. pl. strains up to 15%. This is due the recurring contact of dif-
ferent wheels at this position – an artefact that would be prevented if
the number of worn wheels is increased These elements are outside the
shown area and therefore not shown in Fig. 16. The tool steel (Fig. 16c)
shows the smallest plastic strains with about 1.5% in the area, where
the worn (1) and slightly hollow wheel (5) impacts.

Fig. 16d to f shows the residual stresses in the longitudinal direction
σxx. Generally, the plastic deformations cause compressive residual
stresses in regions of contact. Their minima in the cutted view are in the

area of the impact positions of the wheels: −500MPa for the manga-
nese steel, −750MPa for the chromium-bainitic steel, and - 490MPa
for the tool steel. The chromium-bainitic steel crossing, however, has
higher values after the impact positions (see blue dots at the right end
of the evaluated area: −1 GPa). In some areas of the manganese steel
crossing nose positive residual stresses occur at the surface. When
loaded cyclically this changes the stress ratio, which influences the
crack growth behavior. Furthermore, for typical cracks at the surface of
rails and crossing, this results in a mode 1 (opening) component for the
fracture loading.

These positions and their depth correspond to the positions of high
accumulated equivalent plastic strains in (a)-(c). The manganese
crossing shows compressive residual stresses of about −150MPa down
to a depth of about 3 cm for the evaluated area around the impacts
(yellow area). For the chromium- bainitic crossing and tool steel
crossing similar values can be found in a maximum depth of about
0.65 cm and 0.55 cm, respectively. Both are around the impact position
of the slightly hollow wheel.

4.3. Validation of the geometry adaption

The main feature of this work is the calculation of the cyclic plastic
deformation of the crossing nose as this leads to a geometrical adaption
that can change the loading of the crossings significantly. Thus, con-
sidering the plastic deformation is crucial for the material assessment of
crossing noses. For validation, we compare the calculated deformations
due to plastic deformation at the surface after 55 cycles with surface
measurements of crossings in track published in [31]. To minimize the
effects of wear, the earliest profile measurements after the installation

Fig. 13. Detail of the crossing nose deformation of the tool steel crossing.

Fig. 14. (a) The crossing nose height h after 55 cycles for all materials: manganese (solid green), chromium bainitic (solid black) and tool steel (solid red) and (b) a
crossectional view of the deformed (solid) and undeformed (dotted) geometry of the crossing using manganese material at the position of its maximum
(x= 0.315m).

Fig. 15. The maximum height change Δycn of the crossing for all 55 cycles. The
max. height change Δycn,max for manganese steel in the last cycle is marked in
Fig. 13. The results are shown for all materials: manganese, chromium bainitic
and tool steel.
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in track are taken: a total amount of 3.5–4MGT passed each crossing.
Fig. 17 shows superimposed 2D plots of cross-sections for a crossing
with (a) manganese steel, (b) chromium-bainitic steel and (c) tool steel.
Positive values (0 mm to +1mm: red) indicate a decrease and negative
values (-1–0mm: blue) indicate an increase of the surface height in
comparison to the undeformed state.

Fig. 18 compares the height change Δycn of the simulation after 55
cycles (solid line) with the measurements (points): (a) represents the
crossing with manganese steel, (b) chromium-bainitic steel and (c) tool
steel. The height change Δycn is taken at the contact position of the

crossing nose and wheel (wheel position) over a distance of 0.4 m on
the crossing nose after the impact

Deformation trends between the three investigated materials show a
good agreement of the simulations and measurements. The decreasing
height change from manganese to chromium-bainitic and tool steel of
both, the simulation and measurements, can be seen clearly and their
difference (cp. the lines and dots) are in a reasonable range.

In our model, we are able to calculate the first impact cycles,
whereas the measured crossings were loaded more frequently.
Therefore, the model considers the plastic deformation, as this occurs

Fig. 16. Accumulated equivalent plastic strains - (a), (b) and (c) - and residual stresses in longitudinal direction σxx – (d), (e) and (f) - for crossings with manganese
steel chromium-bainitic steel and tool steel, respectively.

Fig. 17. Surface change for measured crossing geometries with (a) manganese (MN), (b) chromium bainitic (CB) and (c) tool steel (TS).
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mainly in the first cycles, but it is limited to include other effects, such
as wear. Furthermore, the initial geometry of the measured crossings
are slightly different and the wheel loads of the passing trains and the
profiles of the wheels are wide-spread, which is not covered in the si-
mulation. Considering these inaccuracies, it is possible to track the
differences of the simulation and measurements. The measurements of
the manganese crossing were performed on an explosion-hardened
crossing, whereas the crossing in the simulation model has no pre-de-
formation. Therefore, additional deformation is calculated in the
model, which may explain why manganese steel shows the least dif-
ferences. The crossings with chromium-bainitic (b) and tool steel (c),
however, show larger differences. However, the measurements confirm
the calculated deformation trends of the simulations, which allows for a
comparison of the materials.

4.4. Damage initiation parameter Pdv: comparison and influences

In this section, we evaluate the damage initiation parameter Pdv for

all crossings with plastic material behavior. In comparison to the results
of the elastic crossing, a “run-in” condition is assumed. Therefore, we
take the plastically deformed crossing after 50 cycles. By applying the
DV criterion on the last 5 cycles, we can investigate the damage in-
itiation for the different wheels including both, the deformed crossing
and material history. The criterion is applied after the simulation in a
post-processing routine and evaluates the impact of the current cycle
(wheel type). We attempt to reach a near steady-state load case in cycle
50–55 and calculate the Pdv values for the stresses in those cycles. Using
the graphical presentation of Fig. 10 in Section 3.1, Fig. 19 shows a
combined plot of 5 different wheels (and cycles) for the three plastic
crossings and one elastic crossing for comparison: (a) manganese steel,
(b) chromium-bainitic steel, (c) tool steel and (d) the elastic steel
crossing using the damage material parameters (αDV and τf) of tool steel.
In the combined plot of the crossing noses using plastic material
models, we evaluated Pdv for the last 5 cycles (51st to 55th). The wheel
and crossing nose above indicates the evaluated area. The damage
parameter Pdv for the chromium-bainitic crossing and the tool steel

Fig. 18. The height change Δycn of the crossing nose after 55 cycles for (a) manganese (MN), (b) chromium bainitic (CB) and (c) tool steel (TS). The wheel position
describes different positions in the running direction on the crossing nose. Note for manganese steel: In comparison to the crossing nose in the simulation model, the
measurements were performed on an explosion-hardened crossing.

Fig. 19. Damage initiation Pdv for all wheels combined (worn, slightly worn #1 and #2, new and slightly hollow) for plastic material behavior of (a) manganese
(MN), (b) chromium bainitic (CB), (c) tool steel (TS) and elastic material behavior with experimental DV parameters of tool steel.
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crossing have maximum values of about 1.5 and the manganese steel
crossing about 1.0. All maxima are at the impact position of the worn
(1) and slightly hollow wheel (5) at the beginning and in the right part
of the cutted area in Fig. 19. The contour plot of the elastic crossing (d)
shows no big changes to the one using the plastic material behavior of
tool steel (c).

Fig. 20 shows the evolution of maximum damage initiation para-
meter Pdv,max over the simulated cycles n for the crossings using plastic
(dotted lines) and elastic (solid lines) material behavior. The recurring
pattern (zig-zag) is due to the loading of the crossing with different
wheels: it starts with a worn (1), ends with a slightly hollow (5) wheel
and then starts all over again, as explained in Section 2.2.

The solid and dotted lines of the tool steel crossing in Fig. 20c
confirm the similar Pdv values of the elastic and plastic crossing from
Fig. 21c and d. For the crossing with manganese steel (Fig. 20a) and
chromium-bainitic steel (Fig. 20b) a larger drop of the damage para-
meter Pdv,max of the plastic (dotted) to the elastic results (solid) can be
seen. The Pdv,max values for the manganese crossing using elastic ma-
terial behavior vary between 2.7 (worn (1) and slightly hollow wheel
(5)) and 1.6 (new wheel (4)), whereas the model with plastic material
behavior shows maxima between 0.8 and 1. The Pdv,max values for
chromium-bainitic steel drop from 1.9 (elastic) to 1.5 (plastic). Two
reasons can explain this behavior:

1. The plastic deformation of the crossing flattens the crossing, which

reduces the contact radius and increases the contact area. This
lowers the contact forces and pressures, especially for manganese
steel, see Fig. 12 and Fig. 14. This reduces the occurring stresses in
the body and, therefore, the stress amplitude, which is used in the
DV criterion.

2. The occurring residual stresses, which also contribute to this effect
(see Sec. 3.3).

The DV material parameters, see Table 1, behave similarly to the
yield stress: They are low for manganese steel and high for tool steel.
The plastic deformation enables a positive adaption of the stresses in
the crossing, an effect that is more distinct for materials with lower
yield stress. In case of the manganese crossing, the Pdv,max values are
equal or less than 1.0, which is a reduction of more than 1.5 compared
to the Pdv values of the crossing with elastic material behavior.

Pdv,max over the cycles (and plastic deformation) for the plastic
materials (dotted lines in Fig. 20), however, seems to be constant. The
Pdv,max values of the crossing with tool steel (Fig. 20c) shows almost no
change over the simulated cycles and the values of the crossing with
chromium-bainitic steel shows a reduction at the beginning and does
not vary after half of the cycles. Pdv,max of manganese crossing, how-
ever, has similar values (about 0.8) for all wheels at the beginning.
Then, the zig-zag pattern of the Pdv,max caused by the different wheels
evolve. In the last cycles steady values for all wheels are reached. This
result suggests a condition close to the elastic shakedown and will be

Fig. 20. The maximum damage Pdv,max for each cycle for (a) manganese (MN), (b) chromium bainitic (CB) and (c) tool steel (TS).

Fig. 21. Damage parameter Pdv for all wheels combined (worn, slightly worn, new and slightly hollow #1 and #2) with manganese damage values for (a) elastic
material behavior with new geometry, (b) elastic material behavior with deformed geometry and (c) plastic material for cycle 51–55.
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discussed in more detail in Section 4.5

4.5. Study: influence of material history on damage initiation

To evaluate the influence of the material history (residual stresses
and hardening) and the small but - in some areas - continuing plastic
deformation on the DV criterion, we create a model using the plastically
deformed geometry of the manganese crossing after the 50th cycle with
elastic material behavior. The model calculates the impact of the dif-
ferent worn wheels. We then evaluate the damage parameter Pdv using
the DV material parameters of manganese steel and compare the results
to the Pdv values of

- the manganese crossing with the plastic material (cycles 51st to
55th) and

- the crossing with elastic material and adapted geometry

Fig. 21 shows the damage parameter Pdv in a contour plot for the
manganese crossing: (a) is the crossing with elastic material and new
geometry, (b) the crossing with elastic material and deformed geometry
and (c) the crossing with plastic material behavior (cycles 51st to 55th).

The Pdv values of the elastic crossing with the adapted geometry (b)
show small changes to the one using the plastic material behavior (c).
They are similar and at the same position. For both, the maximum Pdv
values are around 1. The Pdv values for the elastic crossing, however,
are slightly higher (an increase of about 0.04–0.1) compared to the
effects of the deformed geometry, which means that there is a reduction
due to the residual stresses and material hardening. This means, that
the influence of the material history on the Dang-Van criterion is found
to be low in comparison to the influence of the deformed geometry.
Furthermore, this suggests that, even for manganese steel crossings,
where the highest plastic deformation occurs, a condition close to the
elastic shakedown has been achieved

Fig. 22a shows the maximum damage parameter Pdv,max for the last
five cycles for the material and geometry combinations mentioned before.
It shows the higher maximum values Pdv,max of the elastic crossing with
adapted geometry (solid orange line) compared to the plastic one (dotted
green line) and the elastic crossing with new geometry (solid green).

The same comparison is done for chromium-bainitic steel in Fig. 22b
and tool steel in Fig. 22c. The orange line represents Pdv,max of the
adapted geometry of manganese steel with elastic material behavior.
Pdv is calculated using the DV material parameters for chromium-bai-
nitic steel and tool steel, respectively (see Table 1). Now, the effect of
an adapted geometry on the damage parameter PDV for higher strength
steels, which do not plastically adapt in the first 55 cycles, can be
studied.

For chromium-bainitic steel, see Fig. 22b, the Pdv,max values of the

crossing with the adapted geometry are less than 1 (orange dashed-
dotted). They reduce about 0.5 for all cycles compared to Pdv,max of the
crossing with plastic material (black dotted) and about 1 for the first
and last cycle for the crossing with elastic material (black solid).

Fig. 22c shows Pdv,max of about 0.5 for all cycles for tool steel and
the adapted geometry of manganese steel (orange dashed-dotted). This
is a reduction of about 0.9 for the first and last cycle, when compared to
the tool steel crossing with a new geometry and elastic (red solid) and
plastic (red dotted) material behavior (it drops from 1.4 to 0.5). For
both steels the adapted geometry clearly shows a positive influence:
their damage values are less than 1, which means no damage initiation
according to the DV criterion. Compared to manganese steel, the Dang-
Van material parameters (αDV and τf) of high strength steels are much
higher. This is the reason for the significant reduction of the Pdv values
compared to the ones of manganese steel with the run-in geometry.

5. Conclusion

The observed performance of three different materials (manganese
steel, chromium-bainitic steel and tool steel) used in railway crossings
is explained and a methodology for material selection is presented. To
investigate this problem the Dang-Van (DV) damage criterion is applied
on cyclically loaded and deformed crossings. As a result of modeling
and analysis, the major findings concerning differences in the wear and
damage of the three steels are:

(a) For all materials, the impact of a worn and slightly hollow wheel
showed the highest damage initiation values Pdv, the new wheel
showed the lowest ones.

(b) For all materials, a reduction of the damage initiation value Pdv for
the plastically deformed crossings is observed when comparing it to
the impact on an undeformed crossing with elastic material. This
effect decreases with increasing yield stress of the materials.

(c) The crossing with manganese steel shows the lowest Pdv values. The
higher strength steels show higher values. Neglecting the plastic
deformation, the crossing with manganese steel has the highest
damage values, due to the low DV material parameters. The geo-
metry adaption of the manganese crossing is found to be the main
reason for low Pdv values, due to the decrease of loads.

(d) The influence of residual stresses on the damage initiation values
Pdv is found to be negligible in comparison to the reduction caused
by the plastic deformation.

(e) Suggestions are made on how to reduce the initiation Pdv (and oc-
curring stresses) for high strength steels. If the deformed geometry
of the manganese crossing is used for steels with a high yield stress,
which do not plastically adapt, the calculations show a significant
reduction of Pdv values.

Fig. 22. The maximum damage Pdv,max for cycle 51–55 for (a) manganese steel, (b) chromium-bainitic steel and (c) tool steel with a new geometry (solid line), worn
geometry (dashed-dotted orange) and after 50 cycles (dotted)).
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If high deformations occur, it turned out that it is very important to
include plastic material description in the calculations as they influence
the stress situation and thus the Pdv values and their positions. If this is
not considered, a run-in geometry for simulations should be used.
Taking these points into account, the DV damage criterion represents a
useful method for evaluating damage in crossing noses.
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Introduction

Railroad switches are components of the railway
track which guide trains from one track to the
other. The crossing (or frog) is a part of the turn-
out—the intersection of two rails, see Figure 1. The
figure shows a typical 1:12 crossing with the wing rail
and crossing nose marked green and red, respectively.
This type of crossing is a fixed crossing, as it contains
no movable part. In the facing direction, the wheel
initially runs on the wing rail and transitions to the
crossing nose.

Due to its construction, the crossing acts as an
interruption of the continuous track system and is
heavily loaded during the transition, which can
cause severe damage. The main reason is the down-
ward and upward movement of the wheel during the
transition from the wing rail to the crossing nose
(impact) and the high contact pressures at the crossing
nose when the wheel impacts onto the crossing nose.

Different types of materials can be used—low
strength and high strength steels, such as manganese
steel or tool steel (experimental), respectively. Their
concepts of application are very different: manganese
steel enables plastic deformation to lower the occur-
ring stresses and tool steels have very high yield

stresses and withstand the impact loads with small
plastic deformation.

To evaluate the tendencies for damage initiation,
the Dang-Van (DV) damage criterion1 can be used.
The criterion was first introduced by Van who
attempted to predict damage, such as crack initiation.
It is based on stress fields for loading in the elastic
shakedown regime and indicates the location and dir-
ection of the damage initiation. The criterion is used
in a variety of ways: for typical rail damage, such as
head-checks,2 in combination with crack propaga-
tion,3 or as part of a larger damage model.4

Desimone et al.5 and Ciavarella and Monno,6 how-
ever, criticized the criterion of being too conservative
for wheel/rail rolling contact fatigue in particular
cases and proposed modifications of the damage
locus of the criterion.
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As mentioned before, stresses are needed to calcu-
late the subsurface damage parameter values.
A method to evaluate the stress and strain fields
during the impact on a crossing is the explicit finite
element (FE) method. Wiest et al.7 and Pletz et al.8

introduced different models based on this method.
Furthermore, Pletz already calculated cyclic deform-
ation and crack propagation using different materials.

Another method is the multibody simulation, which
is fast but does not directly calculate stress fields nor
plastic deformation. Interesting work using this
method on crossings was done by Kassa et al.9 and
extended by Andersson and Abrahamsson10 Just
recently, Skrypnyk et al. added further simplifications
regarding plastic deformation.11

In this work, the authors use an FE crossing model
simplifying some features of the real geometry based
on the work of Pletz et al.,8 which was introduced and
validated.12,13 It contains a wheel, which runs on a
contact spring (wing rail) and a simplified crossing
nose geometry, which uses parameters extracted
from a given geometry. The authors extended this
model to describe a more realistic contact geometry
and validated its plastic surface deformation.2

They showed the importance of considering plastic
deformation for the evaluation of damage initiation
during the impact of differently worn wheels on cross-
ing noses.

In this paper, the model from Wiedorn et al.2 is
used to perform a comprehensive parametric study
on the subsurface damage initiation for three crossing
nose materials: manganese steel, chromium-bainitic

steel, and tool steel. The parameters include different
worn wheels, axle loads, and velocities. The previ-
ously calculated deformed geometries for the selected
materials are taken and the linear-elastic material
behavior is assumed. Additionally, we perform a
case study to show the ability of manganese steel
crossings to handle unfavorable load situations (high
axle load and high velocity) in the run-in state using
plasticity.

Damage: Concept, materials, and
experimental evaluation

To consider multiaxial fatigue, Dang Van and
Griveau1 introduced a criterion for the high cycle fati-
gue regime, which is based on the macroscopic stres-
ses in the body. Two material parameters that are
evaluated experimentally by bending and torsion
experiments are needed to consider the multiaxiality
in the criterion. The equivalent stresses �eq,dv are
defined as

�eq, dv tð Þ ¼ �a tð Þ þ �dv�h tð Þ5 �f ð1Þ

with the shear stress amplitude �a; the hydrostatic
stress �h; the current time t during one loading
cycle; the DV material parameter �dv and �f, the
shear–torsion fatigue limit.

By transforming equation (1), we introduce the DV
damage variable Pdv with

Pdv ¼ max
04t4Tcycle

�a tð Þ

�f � �dv�h tð Þ
ð2Þ

Subsurface damage is evaluated for every wheel
impact with the total time period Tcycle for one
impact (t 2 Tcycle). A Pdv value above 1 indicates sub-
surface damage initiation and a Pdv value below 1
indicates no damage initiation.

The criterion calculates damage using shear stress
amplitudes. Therefore, a median stress �mid has to be
found. We do this by using a min–max optimization,
which minimizes the largest von Mises stress occur-
ring during the total time period T. A detailed explan-
ation and validation of the routine is done by
Bernasconi.2

With the stress amplitude �ij,a(t) for every time t
the shear stress amplitude �a(t) can be calculated as

�a tð Þ ¼
1

2
max �1,a tð Þ � �2,a tð Þ

�� ��, �1,a tð Þ � �3,a tð Þ
�� ��, �2,a tð Þ � �3,a tð Þ

�� ��� �

ð3Þ

The calculation is performed in Wolfram
Mathematica� as part of postprocessing for a
chosen number of FEs around the impact position.

In a previous work,13 we investigated three differ-
ent materials in this paper: manganese steel, chro-
mium-bainitic steel, and tool steel.2,14 From a

Figure 1. Typical fixed crossing in a track.
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mechanical point of view, the main difference between
the tested materials is their yield stress and hardening
behavior: Manganese steel has a low yield stress but a
distinct work hardening behavior; tool steel and chro-
mium-bainitic steel, however, have higher yield stres-
ses, but less work hardening.

Fatigue testing to evaluate the SN curves was done
with 25 polished specimens for each material: rota-
tional bending using an experimental setup similar
to the one in Khalid et al.15 and alternating torsion
similar to the one in Shimizu et al.16

The manganese steel was rolled, solution annealed,
and quenched; the tool steel forged, quenched, and
tempered; and the chromium bainitic steel rolled, nat-
urally cooled, and tempered. The fatigue parameters
were evaluated according to the ASTM E739 stand-
ard17 with the arcsine-sqrt(P) method in the fatigue
endurance regime. The parameters are based on
50% probability and the results are shown in Table 1.

The negative �dv (see Table 1) is changed to 0.0, as
negative values do not confirm the common observa-
tion that increasing hydrostatic stresses decrease the
damage initiation value Pdv.

Figure 2 shows the graphical representation of the
threshold limit of the damage criterion. The solid lines
represent the damage locus for each material. Shear
stress values above the damage loci have Pdv damage
values larger than 1, which indicates subsurface
damage initiation. Bending and torsion experiments

allow us to create this damage locus and consider a
multiaxial loading regime. For each experimental
evaluation, a different multiaxial loading occurs,
which means different shear and hydrostatic stresses.
This gives us two points and enables us to create a
damage locus by assuming a linear relationship
between them.

The green, black, and red lines in Figure 2 represent
the different materials: manganese, chromium-bainitic,
and tool steel, respectively. The uncorrected manga-
nese steel is shown as a dotted line in the figure. The
increasing max. shear stresses in the negative (compres-
sive) hydrostatic stress region indicate an increased
strength against fatigue damage. At �h¼ 0MPa, the
max. shear stresses represent the shear–torsion fatigue
limit �f, evaluated from the experiments. ‘‘General
results’’ section gives a detailed explanation on how
the criterion is applied to evaluate a crossing nose.

Simulation model

The stresses occurring during the impact of a wheel on
a crossing depend on different parameters, such as
the loading conditions and material behavior (yield
stresses and hardening). To calculate the stresses
and strain fields we introduce a simplified FE
model, where a wheel impacts onto the crossing
nose. The simplifications of the FE model are taken
from Wiedorn et al.2,12 The input parameters of the
model, which mimic different wheel types (impact pos-
ition, wing rail downward angle and radius, crossing
nose height, and head radii) are expanded to consider
slip due to the transition of the wheel from the wing
rail to the crossing nose.

Evaluation of input parameters

Figure 3 shows the vertical displacement �h of a
wheel with a new, worn, and hollow-worn profile on

Figure 3. The trajectories of the three wheel profiles running

along the wing rail and the crossing nose geometry with two

input parameters: xImpact and �WR.

Figure 2. Graphical representation of the damage criteria for

all three materials: manganese steel, chromium-bainitic steel,

and tool steel.

Table 1. The parameters for the DV damage criterion.

Materials

DV parameters

�f (MPa) �dv (–)

Chromium bainitic steel (CB) 375 0.07

Tool steel (TS) 500 0.11

Manganese steel (Mn) 278 0 (�0.06)

DV: Dang-Van.

Wiedorn et al. 3



a 60E1-500-1:12 CENTRO crossing type. The new
wheel is based on an ORE S1002 profile. The different
profiles due to wear are shown in the embedded figure
in the right corner, referred to as new, worn, and
hollow wheel. The evaluation of the vertical displace-
ment is done as preprocessing statically with a routine
stated in Wiedorn et al.12

The wheels initially run on the wing rail (solid line)
and transition to the crossing nose (dotted line)—its
intersection is called impact position xImpact. xImpact

and the wing rail downward angle �WR are different
for the chosen wheels and can describe the impact of a
wheel on the crossing nose:

. The worn wheel has the lowest impact position and
a downward angle between the new and the hollow
wheel.

. The hollow wheel continues to run on the wing rail,
which means a belated impact and a rather large
wing rail downward angle.

. The impact position xImpact of the new wheel is in
between those two and has the lowest wing rail
downward angle.

Figure 4(a) shows the wing rail downward angle
�WR and their evaluated impact positions. To increase
the variation, we select five points (dots in Figure 4(b)),
which depend on the three different wheel profiles.
Furthermore, as the model simplifies the wing rail,
the wing rail head radius rWR is evaluated at the
impact positions. rWR is then used as the parameter
of a nonlinear contact spring kWR (see Figure 6).
�WR and rWR are evaluated on the undeformed wing
rail with the routine stated in a previous work.2

In this paper, we use a run-in geometry with the
impact loads stated before (solid lines in Figure 4(b)).
The resulting initial crossing nose geometries are
shown in Figure 4(b).

The undeformed geometry (gray dotted in
Figure 4(b)) uses

. the vertical displacement �h (Figure 3) as input
for the crossing nose height h and

. the wheel/crossing nose contact radius as the
crossing nose head radius rcn (see Figure 6).

In Wiedorn et al.,2 we use the plastic material
behavior of three different materials (manganese,
chromium-bainitic, and tool steel) and simulate 55
impact cycles of the wheel on the crossing nose.
Due to the different material behavior, the deform-
ations are different for all materials. The deformed
geometries define the initial crossing nose geometries
for the simulations in this paper.

In addition to previous works,2,12 we include the
slip of the wheel due to the transition from the
wing rail to the crossing nose in a simplified way.
Figure 5 shows the model used for the parameter
evaluation (a) and the used creepage–traction rela-
tionship and the change of the wheel rolling radius
in contact.

The system shown in Figure 5(a) can be described
with

Iwheel _! ¼ �TR rwc ð4Þ

where Iwheel is the wheel inertia, _! is the angular accel-
eration, and T is the frictional force at the contact
position with the wheel rolling radius rwc. TR depends
on the normal force Q and the current creepage of the
system with the relationship shown in Figure 5(b).
We assume quasi-static creepage and define the cree-
page c with

c ¼
rwc ! � v

v
ð5Þ

Figure 4. (a) The impact positions, wing rail downward angle, and wing rail head radius for the selected wheels and (b) the initial

crossing nose geometries for the manganese steel, chromium-bainitic, and tool steel crossing.
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where v is the velocity of the wheel and ! the angular
velocity. For the normal force, we take the static
wheel load Fstatic of the system.

The rolling radius rwc is evaluated in preprocessing
and changes due to the changing contact position in
the z-direction. The wheel rolling radius rwc is evalu-
ated with a similar routine as one of the evaluations of
the vertical wheel displacements. When running on
the wing rail rwc becomes smaller as the contact pos-
ition moves away from the flange. The sudden
increase (gray dotted line in Figure 5(b) at x¼ 1.5m)
of the wheel radius in contact indicates the transition
of the wheel from the wing rail to the crossing nose.
The contact position changes from the field side of the
wheel to a position closer to the wheel flange, which
increases the rolling radius rwc due to the wheel geom-
etry. The equations are solved numerically using an
explicit algorithm in Wolfram Mathematica�.

Figure 6(a) shows the typical angular velocities
calculated by the simplified slip model. The solid

line represents the calculated angular velocity of
the wheel during the transitions and the dotted
lines represent the theoretical angular velocity calcu-
lated with

!th ¼
v

rwc
ð6Þ

The difference �! of the maximum angular vel-
ocity of the simulation to the lowest theoretical angu-
lar velocity at the transition point is then used to
calculate the input parameter slip s of the model
(see Figure 6(a)). Equation (5) is then simplified and
the creepage cinit is defined as

s ¼ cinit ¼
�!

!th, impact
ð7Þ

where �! is the difference described above and
!th,impact is the theoretical angular velocity, that

Figure 6. (a) The result of the slip model, the angular velocity change �!, which is needed for calculating the slip s. (b) The slip due

to different wheel types. The green, black, and red lines represent v¼ 50, 100, and 150 km/h, and the solid and dotted lines the Fstatic of

160 and 80 kN, respectively.

Figure 5. (a) The simplified model to evaluate the input parameter slip s, (b) the used creepage c and tangential force TR/normal

force Q relationship, and (c) the changing radius in contact of a new wheel rwc.
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corresponds to the rolling radius when rolling without
slip, at the impact position.

Figure 6(b) shows the calculated slip s for different
velocities (50, 100, and 150 km/h), static loads (solid
and dotted lines for 169 and 80 kN, respectively), and
wheel types. The slip s decreases from the worn to the
hollow wheel due to the worn regions of the wheel
profiles (see Figure 3). Furthermore, the slip s is
lower at higher velocities and increases with increas-
ing static loads. The implementation of the FE model
is described in the following section.

FE model

The authors introduce a fast and simplified FE
model,12 which considers the impact of different worn
wheels with its crucial parameters (see ‘‘Evaluation of
input parameters’’ section). The model simplifies the
wing rail to a nonlinear contact spring and the wheel
moves downward according to the wing rail downward
angle �WR. The authors then introduce a more realistic
crossing nose geometry by using more geometrical
data. The contact radius of the crossing nose at the
contact position of the wheel and the vertical displace-
ment of the wheel evaluated over a longer distance are
used to define the crossing nose geometry. Figure 7
shows a reduced mechanical model of the FE model
with its crucial parameters:

. the wing rail downward angle �WR,

. the wing rail contact radius rwr,

. the impact position xImpact,

. the crossing nose head radius rcn(x) and

. the crossing nose height h(x).

�WR and rwr describe the wing rail and rwr(x) and
h(x) the crossing nose geometry; xImpact, however, is
the position, where the wheel transitions from the

wing rail to the crossing nose and acts as a link
between both of them (see Figure 3).

The slip s is included by increasing the initial angu-
lar velocity of the wheel ! to !init with

!init ¼ ! ð1þ sÞ ð8Þ

! is calculated with ! ¼ v
rWheel

, where v is the velocity
and rWheel is the radius of the simplified wheel with
0.478m. The boundary conditions, the masses, the
wheel damping coefficient dw (primary suspension),
the spring-dashpot support dr/kr and the non-linear
wing-rail contact spring kwr are taken from Wiedorn
et al.13 The wheel damper acts as the suspension in the
center of the wheel and the spring/dashpot support is
modeled at the bottom of the crossing nose. For the
parameter study, the velocity of the wheel is varied
between 50 and 150 km/h and the vertical static
load between 80 and 180 kN, which represents axle
loads between 14 and 26 t. The values are summarized
in Table 2.

The impact positions and downward angles of the
different wheels are shown in Figure 4(a). Furthermore,
each wheel type, axle loads, and velocity have different
slip values, which are taken from Figure 5(b).

The simplified wheel initially runs on the
pretensioned contact spring which moves downward
according to the wing rail downward angle �WR.
The y-direction of this nonlinear contact spring is con-
nected to the spring of the crossing nose, as the wing
rail and crossing nose are one component. The start
position is chosen so that it impacts on the unde-
formed crossing nose at the impact position xImpact.
Depending on the state of wear of the crossing nose,
this impact position changes slightly. When the wheel
touches the crossing nose, the load is transferred to
the crossing nose and the nonlinear spring unloaded
and its stiffness goes to zero.

Three different crossing nose geometries are inves-
tigated in this work with a different extent of plastic
deformation, as explained in the ‘‘Evaluation of input
parameters’’ section: the deformed crossing for man-
ganese steel, chromium-bainitic steel, and tool steel
(see Figure 4(b)). They have the same initial geometry

Figure 7. A schematic diagram of the mechanical system of

the FE model and its main input parameters. The spring/dash-

pot support in the vertical direction at the bottom of the

crossing nose is not shown.

Table 2. The chosen model parameters for the parametric

study.

Parameter Values

Wheel damper constant dw as primary

suspension (N s/m)

53,000

Spring constant kr (at the bottom of the

crossing nose) (kN/mm)

90

Damper constant dr (at the bottom of

the crossing nose) (N s/m)

250,000

Velocity v (km/h) 50, 100, 150

Static loads Fstatic (kN) 80, 124, 180
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and the same initial mesh: C3D8R elements, 105,000
for the rail and 83,000 for the wheel, with an edge
length for the elements in contact of about 1mm.
Their deformed geometry is considered by using the
deformed mesh after 55 impact cycles.2 For the con-
tact between the wheel and the crossing nose, a kine-
matic contact algorithm and a coefficient of friction of
0.3 is used.

For both, the wheel and the crossing nose, the
model uses linear-elastic material behavior with a
Young’s modulus of 210GPa, a Poisson’s ratio of
0.3, and a density of 7800 km/m3.

In the ‘‘Contact stresses’’ section, a case study,
which investigates the positive effect of plastic
deformation of the manganese steel on very unfavor-
able loading conditions (high axle loads), is done.
There, the model uses the cyclic Chaboche model
with combined isotopic and kinematic hardening
with three backstresses2 (see Table 3). Furthermore,
not only the deformed geometry is used for the calcu-
lation, but also the material state of the run-in cross-
ing nose is transferred.

Results and discussion

In this section, the influence of the velocity, static
loads, and wheel types on contact forces, pressures,
and subsurface damage initiation is explained.
Furthermore, we show that contact pressures and
the damage initiation have similar trends and explain
the tendency for subsurface damage initiation for each
crossing nose by considering their deformed geometry
and plastic deformation.

General results

Figure 8 shows the vertical contact forces F and the
contact pressures p over the longitudinal position of
the wheel. The results show the impact of a new wheel
with a velocity v of 100 km/h and a static load Fstatic of
80 kN on an elastic crossing nose with a deformed
geometry of a manganese steel crossing. The wheel
initially runs on the wing rail (contact spring),
denoted by the dashed line, until it reaches the
deformed crossing nose at the wheel position at
about 0.1m. There, the dynamic response increases
the contact forces and pressures and the wheel con-
tinues to run on the crossing nose (solid lines). For
this paper, only a short region after the impact

position is investigated, as this area is crucial in
terms of damage. It has a total length of about
230mm and starts at the impact position xImpact of
the undeformed crossing nose. The area is marked
by gray dashed lines and is different for each wheel,
as the xImpact changes.

To describe the vertical contact forces F and con-
tact pressures p in the parameter study, one value was
chosen for each output: the maximum of the contact
force F called the impact force Fmax and of the contact
pressure p called the impact pressure pmax. They are
evaluated between the dashed lines around the impact
position of the wheel. In Figure 8, F increases up to a
maximum of about Fmax¼ 125 kN and p up to
pmax¼ 1.4GPa between those limits. Due to the
deformation of the crossing and the dynamic
response, it sometimes happens that the maximum
force or pressure on the crossing nose appears outside
the evaluated area. Since we are only interested in the
first impact of the wheel on the crossing nose, those
values are not considered.

To assess the subsurface damage initiation, a post-
processing routine is used. Figure 9 shows a sketch of
the evaluation routine of the maximum subsurface
initiation damage value Pdv,max.

The subsurface damage Pdv is evaluated according
to the routine stated in the ‘‘Damage: Concept, mater-
ials, and experimental evaluation’’ section. We evalu-
ate the damage initiation value Pdv on the same
distance as pmax and Fmax and down to a depth of

Figure 8. Dynamic result of the simulation model: black

represents the vertical contact forces F and red the contact

pressure p.

Table 3. The material parameters of manganese steel for the case study.

Young’s

modulus (GPa)

Poisson’s

ratio (–)

Density

(kg/m3)

R0
(MPa)

Q

(MPa)

B

(–)

C1
(GPa)

D1

(–)

C2
(GPa)

D2

(–)

C3
(GPa)

D3

(–)

Property

201 0.3 7800 200 250 3 1000 10,000 40 400 2 3
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about 3 cm. All elements in this area are regarded and
Pdv is investigated separately. The 3D sketch on the
left side of Figure 9 shows an exemplary snapshot at t1
2 T during the impact on a wheel on the crossing
nose. Two elements are chosen (1—black and
2—white) and their stresses at every t 2 T are evalu-
ated. As described in the ‘‘Damage: Concept, mater-
ials, and experimental evaluation’’ section, we then
calculate the mid stress for those elements to evaluate
the shear stress amplitude �a(t) (see equation (2)).
The plot in the upper right corner shows the hydro-
static stresses �h(t) and the shear stress amplitude
�a(t), see dotted and solid lines for the element at
position 1 and 2, respectively. With equation (3), the
subsurface damage Pdv is then calculated. The model
repeats this routine for every element in the evaluation
area. The result of this evaluation is then shown in the
contour plot at the bottom. The exemplary elements
are marked black and white. As the last step, we then
evaluate the maximum subsurface damage initiation
parameter Pdv,max from all elements with Pdv,max ¼

maxe 2 elementsPdv, e, where ‘‘elements’’ is the list of all
elements within the defined area.

Contact forces

Figure 10 shows the maximum contact forces Fmax

obtained for the three investigated crossing geome-
tries with elastic material behavior: the deformed
geometry of manganese crossing in (a) to (c), the chro-
mium-bainitic steel crossing in (d) to (f), and the tool
steel crossing in (g) to (i). The results are shown for
different static loads Fstatic, wheel types, and velocities.
Table 1 and Figure 10(a), (d), and (g) give an overview
of all investigated cases in a 3D plot: the surfaces
represent the different velocities (50, 100, and
150 km/h). Furthermore, two colored planes are
added for all crossing geometries: (b) and (c) for the

crossing with the deformed manganese geometry,
(e) and (f) for the chromium-bainitic steel geometry,
and (h) and (i) for the tool steel geometry. They rep-
resent a cut through the surfaces and show the max-
imum vertical contact forces. The former shows Fmax

for a new wheel and all loads and the latter Fmax for
all wheel types and a static load Fstatic¼ 124 kN.

The different wheel types are marked with num-
bers: 0 for the worn wheel, 1 for the slightly worn
wheel #1, 2 for the slightly worn wheel #2, 3 for the
new wheel, and 4 for the hollow wheel. All geometries
show increasing maximum contact forces Fmax when
increasing the static load Fstatic.

When comparing the new wheel for all materials,
the manganese steel crossing (cp. Figure 10(b)) shows
higher maximum contact forces than the chromium-
bainitic steel crossing (see Figure 10(e)) and tool steel
(see Figure 10(h)). These differences are due to the
differently deformed geometries, which are a result
of previous calculations with plastic material behav-
ior. For the new wheel and the deformed manganese
crossing geometry, the increase of Fmax with increas-
ing Fstatic is low but reaches a maximum of about
310 kN for v¼ 150 km/h and a static load of 170 kN.
For chromium-bainitic steel and tool steel, the max-
imum values for the new wheel are lower, about 280
and 240 kN, respectively. In both cases, the results
with v¼ 100 and 150 km/h and Fstatic¼ 170 kN are
very close together. For low static loads, the max-
imum contact forces Fmax are similar for chromium-
bainitic steel and tool steel and about 50 kN and up to
100 kN lower than the results of the model with the
deformed manganese geometry for v¼ 50 and
150 km/h, respectively. For other wheel types, espe-
cially the worn and hollow wheels, the deformed
geometry of the manganese crossing shows similar,
and lower, maximum contact forces Fmax than the
other geometries. When comparing the different

Figure 9. Exemplary sketch of the calculation of the damage initiation Pdv for two elements and the maximum Pdv,max for all

elements. The routine is carried out for all impact cycles.
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wheel types of the manganese crossing in Figure 10(c)
to the chromium-bainitic and tool steel crossing in
Figure 10(f) and (i), this tendency can be seen clearly.
There the worn and hollow wheel have maximum
values between 170–270 and 150–370 kN for all velo-
cities and geometries. The impact of the hollow wheel
at v¼ 150 km/h on the manganese crossing geometry,
however, has the lowest maximum contact force Fmax

with 350 kN.
For the slightly worn wheel #2 (wheel type 2), the

manganese steel crossing shows an unexpected result
(see Figure 10(a) and (c)): the maximum contact forces

Fmax are higher for v¼ 100 km/h than for v¼ 150km/h.
The reasons are the limited evaluation area (about
25 cm around the impact position) and the arising
dynamics caused by the deformed geometry.

Contact stresses

In this section, the results of the model in terms of
maximum contact pressures pmax for all materials and
elastic material behavior are shown. Similar to
Figure 10, Figure 11(a) to (c) shows the results
of the crossing with the deformed manganese

Figure 10. The maximum contact forces Fmax for the manganese crossing—(a) to (c), the chromium-bainitic crossing—(d) to (f), and

the tool steel crossing—(g) to (i). (a), (d), and (g) show a 3D plot of all results, whereas (g) to (i) show detailed results at the planes

indicated in the 3D plot.
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geometry, Figure 11(d) to (f) of the chromium-bainitic
geometry, and Figure 11(g) to (i) of the tool
steel geometry. The surfaces in the 3D plot represent
different velocities (see Figure 11(a), (d), and (e)),
and the two planes are at the same position as
in Figure 10. The calculated values are given as sup-
plemental material and shown in Table A1 to A3. For
all three crossing geometries, the maximum contact
pressure pmax increases with increasing static loads
Fstatic (see Figure 11(b), (e), and (h)), and—with a
few exceptions—also velocities v. For higher velocities
and the slightly worn or new wheel, the maximum

values of the manganese steel and tool steel geometry
are similar and the surface for v¼ 100 and 150 km/h
begins to overlap, see Figure 11(a) and (g),
respectively.

The manganese steel has a lower maximum pmax

with values at about 2.5GPa than the chromium-
bainitic steel and tool steel with values close to 4GPa.
These values arise for a velocity v of 150km/h, a static
load of 180kN and for the worn—in case of the tool
steel, also for the hollow—wheel. When comparing the
wheel profiles at Fstatic¼ 124kN in Figure 11(c), (f), and
(i), the lowest pmax values can be found for the slightly

Figure 11. The maximum contact pressure pmax for the manganese crossing —(a) to (c), the chromium-bainitic crossing—(d) to (f),

and the tool steel crossing—(g) to (i). (a), (d), and (g) show a 3D plot of all results, whereas (b), (c), (e), (f), (h), and (i) show detailed

results at the planes indicated in the 3D plot.
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worn wheel #2 or new wheel with values of about
1.5GPa for the manganese crossing, 2.8GPa for the
chromium-bainitic, and 3GPa for the tool steel cross-
ing for v¼ 50km/h. This trend continues for the other
investigated loads Fstatic.

The selected cuts in Figure 11(b), (c), (e), (f), (h),
and (i) confirm the overall lower contact pressures of
manganese steel for all velocities and loads. The pre-
vious plastic deformation changes the contact geom-
etry between the wheel and the rail and influences the
arising contact pressures. In case of the manganese

steel, the high deformation (see Figure 4(b)) increases
the contact radius. As a result, a larger contact area is
available for the contact force, which decreases the
maximum contact pressure pmax.

Damage parameter Pdv,max

In this section, we show the results of the maximum
subsurface damage initiation parameter Pdv,max for
the investigated crossing geometries and impact
loads. It is calculated with elastic material behavior.

Figure 12. The maximum subsurface damage initiation Pdv,max for the manganese crossing—(a) to (c), the chromium-bainitic

crossing—(d) to (f), and the tool steel crossing—(g) to (i). (a), (d), and (g) show a 3D plot of all results, whereas (g) to (i) show the

detailed results at the planes indicated in the 3D plot.
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Figure 12 presents the evaluated data in a similar way
as Figures 10 and 11: (a) to (c), (d) to (f), and (g) to (h)
show Pdv,max for the deformed manganese steel, chro-
mium-bainitic steel, and tool steel geometry. The cuts
of the 3D plot are at the same position: at the new
wheel and at a static load of about 124 kN. We calcu-
lated Pdv,max according to the routine stated in the
‘‘Damage: Concept, materials, and experimental
evaluation’’ and ‘‘General results’’ sections.

The calculated values are given as supplemental
material and shown in Table A4 to A6. As already
stated in a previous work,2 the contact pressures are
strongly connected to the arising subsurface damage
initiation values: they depend on the shear stress amp-
litudes in the body. Therefore, similar trends for the
evaluated parameters can be seen in Figure 12:
increasing static loads and—with some excep-
tions—increasing velocities v increase the maximum
subsurface damage parameter Pdv,max. The highest
and lowest maxima for all geometries can be found
for the slightly worn and new wheel (see Figure 12(a),
(d), and (f) or (c), (f), and (i)) for Fstatic¼ 124 kN.

Nevertheless, in terms of maximum values for the
damage variable of the investigated materials, the
trends for pmax (see Figure 11) are different: higher
contact pressures do not necessarily mean high sub-
surface damage initiation values: The tool steel cross-
ing has very high contact pressures and Pdv,max values
between 1 for v¼ 50 km/h and 1.5 for v¼ 150 km/h.
In comparison, the manganese crossing is in a similar
range (Pdv,max between 1 and 1.4), but has the lowest
maximum contact pressures pmax. The chromium-
bainitic steel, however, has values of Pdv,max, max up
to 2, but pmax values similar to or lower than tool steel.

The reason is the influence of the material param-
eters in the DV damage criterion and the deformed
geometries. Next to the shear and hydrostatic stresses,
the evaluated DV material parameters influence
the subsurface damage parameter Pdv: higher DV
material parameters (�dv and mean �f) mean higher
resistance against fatigue and, therefore, lower
damage values (see equation (3)). Manganese steel
has the lowest and tool steel the highest DV param-
eters (see Table 1). Low arising stresses on the
manganese steel crossing and the high stresses on
the tool steel cause similar subsurface damage initi-
ation values. The chromium-bainitic steel, however,
has contact pressures pmax nearly as high as for
the tool steel, a similar geometry, but lower DV
material parameters.

Study: Influence of plastic deformation in
unfavorable load situations

Manganese steel has a relatively low initial yield stress
but distinct work hardening. This enables the crossing
to adapt to a loading by reducing the occurring stres-
ses until it reaches a state of no or less plastic deform-
ation.2 Furthermore, it was shown that the geometry

change due to plastic deformation is the main
reason for the reduction of the subsurface damage
initiation values.

Considering the run-in geometry and material his-
tory, a material behavior similar to high strength
steels can be assumed: an adapted geometry with
less or no deformation. But, the material behavior
of the manganese steel enables the crossings to react
positively to unfavorable load situation, such as high
axle loads or severely worn wheels. Additional plastic
deformation due to the overload reduces the contact
stresses and therefore the damage-inducing stresses
in the body. To show this effect, we compare a
crossing with run-in geometry and (a) elastic material
behavior to (b) plastic behavior and the calculated
material history.2

We choose a load scenario, which is not realistic,
but underlines the ability of manganese steel to react
to that loading with plastic deformation. Therefore to
show this ability, we combine a very high axle load
with a high velocity and create a hypothetical scen-
ario, which is obviously unfavorable for the crossing.
Table 4 shows the input parameters for this scenario.

The run-in geometry is shown in Figure 4(b).
The plastic calculation, however, uses the material
parameters from Table 3 and the calculated material
state (residual stresses, hardening, etc.) after 55
cycles.2 We calculate the impact of the five different
worn wheels from Figure 4(b). For the plastic calcu-
lation, the crossing is loaded successively, which
means that the cycles of the chosen scenario are
added to the former 55 cycles: cycle 56–60.

Figure 13 shows the vertical contact forces F ((a)
and (b)) and the contact pressures p ((c) and (d)) for
the crossing with elastic material behavior ((a) and
(c)) and plastic material behavior ((b) and (d)).
The dotted line represents the worn wheel, the gray
solid line the slightly worn wheel #1, the dashed-
dotted line the slightly worn wheel #2, the black
solid line the new wheel, and the dashed-dotted line
the slightly hollow wheel.

The vertical contact force F of the model with elas-
tic material behavior (Figure 13(a)) is slightly higher
than the force of the model with plastic material
behavior (Figure 13(b)). The plastic deformation
reduces the maximum vertical contact forces and
the arising dynamic forces, especially for the worn

Table 4. Chosen scenario for the case study.

Parameter Value

Crossing nose

materials

(1) Elastic, (2) manganese

cyclic plastic

Wheel types wt Worn, slightly worn #1

and #2, new, slightly hollow

Velocity v (km/h) 200

Static load Fstatic (kN) 250 (axle load 48.9 t)
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wheels. When comparing the contact pressures,
however, a larger difference between the wheels
can be observed. The worn wheel has the largest max-
imum contact pressures and shows values of about
4GPa and 1.8GPa for the elastic and plastic material
behavior, respectively.

A decrease of more than 40% can be seen when
comparing pmax with elastic and plastic material
behavior. The lowest values are found for the new
wheel for both, Fmax and pmax.

The reason for the reduction of the maximum con-
tact forces Fmax and pressures pmax is the instant reac-
tion of the manganese steel crossing to the loading.
Especially for pmax this difference is significant as it
is strongly influenced by the contact geometry.
The surface deformation caused by the wheel impact
increases the contact radius—flattens the contact
surface—and, thus, reduces the contact pressures.

Figure 14 shows the maximum subsurface damage
Pdv,max for the different wheel types.

When comparing the maximum Pdv,max values of
the crossing with plastic material behavior (dashed
line in Figure 14) to the crossing with elastic material
behavior (solid line in Figure 14), a reduction of more
than 25% is calculated for all wheel types. The Pdv,max

values during the impact of the slightly worn wheel
#1 drop from about 1.5 to 1.1.

We can explain this behavior by the reduction of the
pmax values due to plastic deformation as mentioned
before: The lower contact pressures induce lower stres-
ses in the crossing and, thus, reduce the Pdv values.

Although the model used a run-in geometry and
material, the manganese steel crossing uses additional

Figure 13. The vertical contact forces F for a static load of 250 kN and a velocity of 200 km/h for the crossing with (a) elastic and (b)

plastic material. (c) and (d) show the contact pressure p during the impact of the wheel for the elastic and plastic material, respectively.

Figure 14. The maximum subsurface damage initiation Pdv,max

for the impact of differently worn wheels on the manganese

crossing. The results are shown for the model with elastic

(solid line) and plastic (dashed line) material behavior.
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plastic deformation as a protection mechanism for
damage initiation.

Conclusions

An FE crossing model was used to determine stresses
in the crossing nose during the impact of worn and
new wheels. Damage initiation was then calculated for
three different materials (manganese steel, chromium-
bainitic steel, and tool steel) and their run-in geome-
tries, which were calculated before using their plastic
material behavior.

. The maximum vertical contact forces Fmax, the
maximum contact pressures pmax, and the max-
imum DV damage initiation value Pdv,max are
shown as a function of the wheel velocity v, the
axle load, and the wheel type. In addition to
already known tendencies, such as increasing
Fmax and pmax with increasing velocity or axle
loads, it is shown that this also applies to the
damage value Pdv,max. The highest Pdv,max values
occur for the worn and hollow wheel, the lowest for
the slightly worn and new wheel. Decreasing vel-
ocity lowers pmax and Pdv,max for the hollow wheel,
significantly.

. The tendency for damage initiation is determined
by the occurring stresses and the DV material par-
ameters. Manganese steel shows the lowest ten-
dency for subsurface damage initiation. It has the
lowest contact pressures due to its deformation,
but also the lowest DV material parameters. Tool
steel, however, has the highest DV material param-
eters and pmax, but slightly higher Pdv,max values.
Chromium-bainitic steel shows the highest DV
damage initiation values Pdv,max, but contact pres-
sures slightly lower than tool steel.

. Manganese steel crossings are able to adapt very
well to unfavorable load situations (high axle load,
high velocity) by plastic deformation. Run-in man-
ganese crossings with plastic material behavior
showed significantly lower contact pressures pmax

and damage initiation Pdv,max than the crossing
with elastic material behavior. Manganese crossings
enable additional plastic deformation to reduce the
occurring stresses, although the crossing had an
adapted geometry and hardened run-in material.
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A B S T R A C T

A finite element model is introduced to investigate the deformation mechanisms of manganese steel crossings: (i) the plastic adaptation after installation and (ii) the
long-term behaviour in track with ongoing plastic deformation. The model uses measured geometries and plastic material behaviour adapted to hardness mea-
surements of a new and run-in explosion-depth hardened crossing nose. The plastic deformation is calculated and validated with measurements in track. To show the
influences of the deformation due to repeated wheel impacts, contact forces and pressures are calculated. A detailed investigation of the geometric degradation in
terms of surface deformation and plastic deformation in depth explains the observed behaviour: they are described over the calculated impact cycles with its local
position on the crossing nose.

1. Introduction

To switch between railway tracks, trains are guided through cross-
ings. One commonly used crossing type is the fixed crossing. Depending
on its features, a more or less distinct impact of the wheel occurs during
the passing of the train, which increases the contact forces. There, the
wheel is forced to move downwards and upwards, which goes along
with a sudden change of the radii in contact. This change causes slip to
arise. Furthermore, the small head radii of the crossing nose cause high
contact pressures and traction stresses. The geometric design of the
crossing, the loading of the train and its velocity can multiply these
effects and cause severe damage and wear [1].

Although the loads are known to be rather high, no uniform
guideline for crossing material selection exist. A common material for
rigid crossing noses is steel with high manganese content (> 12%) –
manganese steel (or mangalloy or Hadfield steel after Robert Hadfield)
[2]. In contrast to other common crossing materials, manganese steel
experiences large plastic deformations due to repeated wheel impacts,
see Fig. 1.

The deformation and its behaviour in track is mainly influenced by
its low yield strength and high work hardening capacity. In Ref. [3], the
authors review the deformation behaviour of manganese steels and
explain its excellent formability (adaption) due to twinning-induced
plasticity (TWIP). The relationship between its mechanical properties
and microstructure is reviewed in Ref. [4]. Increasing the temperature
during deformation, however, is found to decrease the strain hardening

capacity [5]. The effect of rolling contact loading conditions on the
mechanical behaviour of manganese steel is discussed in Ref. [6]: the
authors investigated the influence of load, rolling speed and number of
cycles.

A method that takes advantage of the deformation behaviour of
manganese steel and increases the wear resistance and strength is pre-
hardening by explosives. During explosive hardening (higher strain-
rate) the twinning mode is accompanied by a slipping mode, which
reduces the minimum deformation threshold for strain hardening sig-
nificantly [7]. The influence of the thickness of the explosives and the
amount of explosions on lifetime and hardness is investigated in Refs.
[8,9]. They showed the microstructure before and after explosion
hardening of a manganese crossing and found a limiting thickness for
the explosives because of micro-crack formation.

As a result of these properties, manganese steel shows an extra-
ordinary performance in track. In Refs. [10–12], the authors compare
different types of materials and show the positive influence of the
plastic deformation of manganese steel crossings on impact forces and
pressures. Furthermore, subsurface damage using the Dang-Van da-
mage parameter [13] is evaluated. Manganese steel performs best, but
the authors also discuss the positive effects of using the – to the loads –
adapted manganese geometry for higher strength steels in Ref. [12].
Another feature of manganese steel crossings is the ability to react to
unfavourable load situations with plastic deformation, which is dis-
cussed in Ref. [14].

In general, two stages of plastic deformation can be defined for
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manganese crossing noses:

(1) The positive adaption of the geometry and material to (and due to)
the loading in the first few cycles and

(2) the long-time behaviour with continuing deformation.

Pletz et al. [15] use measured geometries for an explicit FE model
and compares a new and worn geometry. They show this geometric
adaption in terms of contact forces and pressures. In Ref. [16], the
authors investigate damage of a Hadfield steel crossing due to rolling
contact: For different wheel velocities they evaluated the positions of
maximum deformation using hardness measurements of a failed and
degraded crossing to describe the material response.

In this paper, we utilize an FE model on the basis of the FE model
introduced in Ref. [12] to explain the two deformation mechanisms of
explosion-depth hardened (EDH) manganese steel crossings. The model
was first published in Ref. [17] and further developed in Ref. [18]. The
FE method enables us to evaluate stress and strain fields and the de-
formation using cyclic plasticity. However, high computational times
limit the number of cycles we are able to simulate.

To describe the two stages of plastic deformation, we choose two
relevant times in the lifecycle of a manganese crossing, see Fig. 2. A
specific combination of measured geometries and material states for
these models allow us to investigate the deformation behaviour:

(a) For the plastic adaption, the new crossing model uses a geometry
measured after installation in track with a material behaviour due
to explosion hardening. It describes the initial situation of manga-
nese crossings and can show the adaption to the loads and thus the
reduction of the contact stresses in the first few cycles.

(b) For the long-time behaviour, the run-in crossing model uses a geo-
metry after 2 years in track (11.9 MGT) with a material behaviour

of a crossing after years in track. This model allows us to make
statements about proceeding plastic deformations.

The material of the new and run-in EDH crossing model is already
hardened due to the pre-deformation: either only by explosion hard-
ening or additionally by the cyclic impacts of the wheel. The local
hardness is then implemented in the FE model via a yield stress field.

The pre-deformation is recorded by performing hardness measure-
ments on cross-sectional cuts of a new, EDH rail and a worn EDH
crossing taken from the track. With simple tension tests of flat specimen
with different hardness, a correlation between hardness and yield stress
is found.

To include the material response (EDH and run-in+EDH) in the
simulation models, we then adapt the cyclic plasticity model by chan-
ging the yield stresses for each finite element. Measured hardness
profiles are considered by setting the yield stress of the elements ac-
cording to the hardness value measured at the same position in depth.

The model then calculates the surface deformation, accumulated
equivalent plastic strains and the dynamic behaviour (contact forces
and stresses) over 40 impact cycles of a new wheel. By showing the
evolution of those outputs over impact cycles, we are able to show the
plastic adaption of a new crossing. Furthermore, statements are made
about the long-time behaviour of manganese steel crossings.

2. Deformed manganese crossings: geometries, simulation and
effects

2.1. Measured geometries & simulation model

Manganese crossings show severe material degradation during their
lifetime: Displacement of the surface over several millimetres is normal
and goes along with the good adaptability of this type of steel. Fig. 3a
and b shows worn geometries of manganese steel crossings after 11.9
million gross tons (MGT) and 46.8 MGT, which were measured in track.
The reference state of the shown surface change is an initial measure-
ment of the surface geometry after installation in track.

The red and blue colours represent areas of missing and added
material in comparison to the initial measurements, respectively. For
both measurements, the highest values can be seen at the position
where the wheel transits from the wing rail to the crossing nose (impact
position). There, the red area indicates the start of the flattening, which
usually increases the contact radii. The material is either removed due
to wear or moved by plastic deformation. The latter mechanism seems
to be dominant for manganese crossings – especially at the beginning,
after the installation in track. The deformation pushes the material to
another position, which appears as a blue area in the figure. The highest

Fig. 1. A deformed manganese crossing in track.

Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of the deformation of manganese crossings over
impact cycles. New crossing and run-in crossing represent two instants during
the life of a crossing: the plastic adaption at the beginning and the long-time
behaviour after millions of loadings.

Fig. 3. Measured deformation of a crossing after (a) 11.9 MGT and (b) after
46.8 MGT.
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surface displacement is at similar positions for both measurements:
Fig. 3b mainly reveals the continued degradation at the positions of the
passing wheel, shown by the increased maximum and decreased
minimum values from the measured geometry after 11.9 MGT to the
one after 46.8 MGT.

This surface degradation affects the wheel movement significantly.
Fig. 4a shows the vertical displacement of an unworn wheel when
passing a new (black) and the two worn crossings of Fig. 3 – after 11.9
MGT and 46.8 MGT. The vertical displacements are evaluated geome-
trically by moving an unworn type ORE 1002 wheel over the measured
surfaces and tracking its downwards and upwards movement. For this
evaluation, the lateral wheel displacement was not considered and set
to 0.

With increasing MGT passing the turnout, the height of wheel tra-
jectories on the wing rail (dotted) and crossing nose (solid) shifts
downwards. Furthermore, the inclination of the wheel trajectory on the
wing rail decreases and a dent-like structure seems to develop on the
crossing nose. Together, this means an increased downward and up-
ward movement of the wheel when moving from the wing rail to the
crossing nose (impact). Besides, the position where the dotted and solid
trajectories for each geometry intersect (the impact positions) moves
opposite the running direction of the wheel – closer to the start of the
crossing nose.

Fig. 4b shows the change of the radius in contact when moving an
unworn wheel over the three investigated geometries: new and run-in
after 11.9 and 46.8 MGT with black, cyan and magenta lines, respec-
tively. A radius is interpolated on and over the whole distance of the
crossing nose at the positions where the wheel contacts the crossing
nose. Especially at the beginning of the crossing nose where contact
radii were smaller than 30mm (wheel position x less than 1.4m), an
apparent increase of the contact radii by increasing the gross tons is
evident (“flattening” of the crossing nose). Despite the few measuring
points and the associated measurement inaccuracies, a clear trend can
be recognized. These changes affect the contact forces and pressures
during the passing of the wheel on the crossing, which is discussed in
Section 2.3. The model used in this paper to calculate the dynamic
response is described in Section 2.2.

2.2. Simulation model

A simplified FE model calculates the impact of a wheel on a crossing
nose having the measured geometries from Section 2.1. It was in-
troduced in Ref. [18] and adapted by the authors in Ref. [12] to cal-
culate cyclic wheel impacts on different crossing nose materials using a
plastic material model. The simplifications include.

- a non-linear contact spring instead of the wing rail, which depends
on the contact radii of the wing rail and wheel and

- a crossing nose geometry calculated using the wheel displacements
and contact radii as shown in Fig. 4a and b.

In the model, the wheel moves downwards on the non-linear contact
spring according to the wheel displacements in Fig. 4a (dotted lines) on
the wing rail and impacts on the crossing nose at the impact position
(the intersection of the dotted and solid line). The wheel displacements
and impact positions are different for new and worn wheels and, as seen
in Fig. 4a, for measured geometries.

The crossing nose is simulated using finite elements and a geometry
according to the solid lines in Fig. 4a and b. The wheel displacements
represent the height and the contact radii the surface radii of the
crossing nose model. A detailed explanation of the model, including the
mechanical system, such as the wheel damper and the bedding, is
shown in Ref. [12].

The wheel impacts of the simulations in this paper have a velocity of
90 km/h and a static load of 79 kN. In Section 2.3, we show the dy-
namic response of the new and worn geometries from Section 2.1 using
this concept.

2.3. Effects on contact forces and pressures (elastic)

The changing displacements of the wheel and its contact situation
due to geometrical material degradation have a significant influence on
contact forces and pressures. In addition, the strong plastic adaption of
the manganese steel during the first load cycles determines and limits
the resulting contact forces and pressures. To show these influences, the
vertical contact forces F and the contact pressures p are calculated using
a new and two run-in geometries (11.9 MGT and 46.8 MGT) with elastic

Fig. 4. (a) Displacement of an unworn (type
ORE 1002) wheel on the wing rail (solid) and
crossing nose (dashed) and (b) contact radii of a
crossing nose on an unworn (black) crossing
geometry and worn geometries after 11.9 MGT
(cyan) and after 46.8 MGT (magenta). (For in-
terpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

Fig. 5. (a) Contact forces F and (b) contact
pressures p of a crossing nose with an unworn
(black) geometry and worn geometries after
11.9 MGT (cyan) and after 46.8 MGT (magenta)
using a model with elastic material behaviour.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
Web version of this article.)
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material behaviour, see Fig. 3a and b. The model uses a Young's mod-
ulus of 201 GPa, a Poisson's ratio of 0.3 and a density of 7800 kg/m³ for
the simulation.

Fig. 5 shows (a) the vertical contact forces and (b) pressures during
the impact of an unworn wheel on the crossing nose (solid lines). For
the contact forces in Fig. 5a, the unworn wheel reaches maximum
contact forces of about 210 kN for the new geometry in track (0 MGT)
and values of less than 210 kN and more than 300 kN for the early run-
in (11.9 MGT) and the late run-in (46.8 MGT) geometry, respectively.

In comparison to the contact forces, the contact pressures in Fig. 5b
show a slightly different behaviour. The maximum contact pressures
are higher than 5 GPa (new geometry), decrease to about 3.5 GPa for
the early run-in crossing and increase slightly at the second peak for the
late run-in geometry.

These results show very well the typical behaviour of manganese
crossings and allow to define different stages during the life of cross-
ings. Comparing the results for the new and early run-in crossing, the
adaption of the manganese crossing can be seen very well. Both, the
contact forces and contact pressures clearly drop during the transition
of the wheel. This effect is more significant for the contact pressures.
The reason is the adapted geometry of the early run-in geometry,
which, in case of the contact forces, allows the wheel to transit
smoothly from the wing rail to the crossing nose. For the contact
pressures the drop is due to the changed contact situation – the higher
contact radii on the crossing nose, see Fig. 4b.

Considering the high contact pressures (5 GPa) and the low yield
stresses of manganese steel, it is obvious that the process of the plastic
adaption takes place immediately, preventing the high contact pres-
sures to arise. Therefore, calculating the new geometry elastically
cannot represent the realistic behaviour of manganese crossings – the
driving deformation mechanisms are not considered. The early and the
later degradation of manganese crossings, which is measured in track,
strengthen this observation: the highest deformation/degradation is
observed at the first measurements after the installation in track. They
were taken after 1 month in track and 0.5 MGT of loads. In Section 3.2
we use this measurement to validate the calculated deformation of the
simulation model. The comparison of the wheel displacements of the
new to the early worn and the early worn to the late worn geometry
confirms this behaviour, see Fig. 4: The difference of the curves is si-
milar although the number of cylces is 3 times higher (10 MGT to 30
MGT).

Furthermore, it can be observed, that there is an ongoing degrada-
tion from the early to the late run-in geometry, see Fig. 3a and b, which
effects the contact forces and pressures in Fig. 5. After the positive
adaption from the new to the early run-in geometry, the forces and
pressures rise again, which describes a deteriorating condition after the
adaption of the crossing.

To consider all these effects and show its mechanisms – especially at
the beginning – it is important to consider the real material behaviour
of the crossings. This paper focuses on the degradation due to plastic

deformation, as this seems to be an important mechanism for manga-
nese steel crossings. Section 3 explains the used material model and the
implementation concept to consider explosion-depth hardened man-
ganese crossings.

3. Plastic response: measurements, numerical implementation
and validation

To understand the deformation behaviour, two main mechanisms
are distinguished – the plastic adaption at the beginning and the long-
time behaviour, see Fig. 2. Two models describe this behaviour: a
crossing model with a new geometry and a model with a run-in geo-
metry (using the material behaviour of a run-in crossing). Both are
explosion-hardened. With hardness measurements and simple tension
tests, we show a concept how to consider this material behaviour and
how to implement it in an FE model.

3.1. Material model

For the description of the material in the simulation model, a cyclic
hardening model is used. It can describe typical behaviour of rail steel,
which is caused by the complex loading situation, such as the
Bauschinger effect, ratcheting and plastic or elastic shakedown.
Especially manganese steel shows a distinct work hardening behaviour,
which is responsible for its good performance in track.

A von Mises yield surface with an associated flow rule forms the
basic structure of the model. For the cyclic behaviour, mixed isotropic
and kinematic hardening is considered [19]. The yield surface F can be
described with

= − −F f σ α σ( ) s (1)

where σs is the yield stress, σ are the ocurring stresses, α the backs-
tresses and f(σ−α) the equivalent Mises stresses with respect to the
backstresses α. The isotropic hardening uses a simple exponential law
describing the evolution of the yield stress in dependence of the
equivalent plastic strains εpl, the scalar representative of the plastic
strains εp:

=ε ε ε˙ ˙ : ˙pl p p (2)

The exponential law follows with

= + −
−( )σ σ Q e1 B ε

s s pl (3)

σy is the yield stress at zero plastic strain, Q defines the maximum
change in size and B defines the rate at which the yield surface de-
velops. For the kinematic part, the model uses a non-linear kinematic
hardening law. It describes the evolution of the backstress α with

= − +
− −( )α C

D
e α e1 D ε D ε

k
k

k
k,1k pl k pl

(4)

k is the number of backstresses, which the model needs to describe the

Fig. 6. Experimental and simulated stress-strain curve for (a) a tensile test and (b) one cycle of load with a strain amplitude of 1.1% for manganese steel. A Chaboche-
type material model is used for the material fit.
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behaviour and Ck and Dk are material parameters, which are calibrated
to experimental data. Fig. 6 shows the calibrated curves for a simple
tension and one cycle of a tension-compression test of a virgin (not pre-
deformed) manganese steel.

The simulated curves agree very well to the simulated ones. The
calibrated model uses three backstresses with 6 parameters. Table 1
shows the material parameters of manganese steel in this paper.

To implement the material behaviour of an explosion depth har-
dened (EDH) and run-in crossing, we adapt the material model from
Table 1. Fig. 7 shows the conceptual sketch of the implementation into
the given material model. It imitates hardened material behaviour by
changing the yield stress parameter σy of the material model.

To describe the material state of a hardened crossing we use hard-
ness measurements. Based on those measurements, we get a first idea of
the material predeformation into depth, see Fig. 7. With specimens,
which have a different hardness, i.e. the red and green boxes in Fig. 7,
tensile tests are performed: The results show shifted stress-strain curves
(green and red curves). By adjusting the yield stress values and keeping
all the other parameters constant – see Eqs. (3) and (4) and Table 1 –
the model is fitted to the experimental stress-strain curves. However, it
has to be considered that due to this method the material model is fitted
using isotropic hardening only. As we do not have any data about the
occurring backstresses, but have experimental data about the actual
yield stresses, we choose to change the yield stresses of the material
model only. For pre-hardening, this method seems reasonable but other
typical mechanisms, such as ratchetting due to repeated wheel impacts,
may be reduced.

We now have two different hardness values for the specimen and

two corresponding (shifted) yield stresses σy. A linear fit then correlates
the measured hardness with the fitted yield stresses σy. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9
show the measured hardness into depth, the experimental and simu-
lated stress-strain curves and the yield stress σy – hardness correlation
in detail.

Vickers hardness measurments with a load of 0.5 kp (HV0.5) are
performed on a cross-sectional cut on a not pre-deformed – referred as
“standard” – and an explosion depth hardened (EDH) manganese rail,
see Fig. 8a. The results are shown in Fig. 8b: the black and grey line
show the not pre-deformed (new) and EDH material, respectively. The
high surface hardness is due to the manufacturing process of the
crossings. Casted crossings are sandblasted directly after casting, which
increases the surface hardness.

Ignoring the surface region, the EDH rail shows higher hardness
than the standard one (increase of 150 HV0.5). Then, flat tensions
specimen are cut at three positions underneath the surface for both
rails, the not pre-deformed and EDH one, marked as red rectangles in
Fig. 8a. The hardness values of the specimens are 220 HV0.5 and 340
HV0.5 for the standard and EDH rail, respectively. Fig. 9a shows the
results of the tensile tests as solid lines: the black represents the not pre-
deformed and the grey one the EDH rail.

The hardening due to the explosion shifts the curve upwards, in-
creasing the yield stress by more than 200MPa.

As a next step the material model, see Eq. (3) – (4) and Table 1, is
fitted to the experiments by changing the yield stress σy, as explained in
Fig. 7. The dotted curves in Fig. 9 show the simulated stress-strain
curves for both rails: For the standard (black) and EDH rail (grey), the
fit resulted in values of 200MPa and 440MPa, respectively. By in-
cluding the hardness of the specimen, two points specify the yield stress
and hardness correlation: 220 HV0.5 hardness with a yield stress of
200MPa and 340 HV0.5 with a yield stress of 440MPa, see Fig. 9b.
These points – marked green in Fig. 9b – define a linear function, which
allows us to relate hardness values to the yield stress σy of the material
model.

As written above, two models describe the deformation mechanisms
of EDH manganese crossings in this paper: one for the plastic adaption
in the beginning and one for the long-time behaviour. The measured
hardness in-depth defines the material properties for each model. For
the plastic adaption, the model uses the measured geometry after in-
stallation in track and the measured hardness in depth of Fig. 8. The
model for the long-time behaviour uses the measured geometry after

Table 1
The material parameters of manganese steel.

Young's modulus [GPa] Poisson's ratio [−] Density [kg/m³] σy [MPa] Q [MPa] B [−] C1 [GPa] D1 [-] C2 [GPa] D2 [-] C3 [GPa] D3 [-]

Property
201 0.3 7800 200 250 3 1000 10000 40 400 2 3

Fig. 7. Methodology of implementing the material behaviour of deformed
manganese steel in the material model.

Fig. 8. a) the evaluated area for the hardness measurements and (b) the measured values (HV 0.5) into a depth of 10mm for manganese steel without pre-
deformation and explosion-depth hardened taken at 5 positions in the indicated area.
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46.8 MGT and the hardness of a run-in crossing in track, see Fig. 10. As
mentioned before, the simplified material model does not capture ki-
nematic hardening properly. The limited description of the actual ma-
terial (i.e. missing backstresses) introduces an additional uncertainty.
This is more significant for the run-in crossing as its material model uses
hardness maps of a pre-deformed crossing after millions of wheel im-
pacts.

A worn crossing in track was removed and a hardness mapping on a
cross-sectional cut performed. It was in service for about 12 years with
an annual load of 22 MGT. In comparison to the measurements of the
new EDH rail, the hardness mapping for the run-in crossing was done
with a pound load of 1 (HV1) instead of 0.5 (HV0.5). The blue coloured
area in Fig. 10a shows the position of the hardness mapping on a
schematical cut of a crossing nose. In Fig. 10b, the results of the
hardness mapping for the blue area in Fig. 10a can be seen: In some
areas close to the highest deformation, the hardness reaches values of
up to 600 HV0.5. For the hardness in the simulation model, 5 paths into
the depth y between z=17.5–27.5 mm are chosen, see the black rec-
tangle in Fig. 10b. They are plotted in Fig. 10c as dotted lines, similar to
the measurements of the rails in Fig. 8b. The solid black line represents
the mean of the 5 chosen paths and defines the hardness into depth
relation for the simulation model.

As the last step, by using the relationship shown in Fig. 9b, the
material of both simulation models has to be adapted according to the

hardness measurements in Figs. 8b and 10c. Fig. 11 shows the material
implementation concept for the finite element model in this paper.

Fig. 11 shows the implementation concept of the material for the
finite element model simplified for a 2-dimensional mesh. Based on an
arbitrary finite element mesh, all elements undergo the same proce-
dure. The concept is shown for one exemplary element, see the green
marked element in Fig. 11. With information about the height and
depth (from the surface) of the element, it can be related to a hardness
value: We calculate the mean hardness over the height and position in
depth of the element using the depth-hardness relation as shown in Step
1. Figs. 8b and 10c represent this relationship for the plastic adaption
(new, unworn crossing) and long-time (run-in crossing) simulation
model, respectively. Step 2 includes the calculation of the yield stress σy
based on the hardness value of Step 1. Fig. 9b represents this re-
lationship based on the experimental evaluation mentioned before. For
each hardness value (and finite element) a new material model is cre-
ated using the σy parameter. As the last step, the material model with
the new yield stress σy is assigned to the element. By repeating this
procedure for each element a mesh with elements having different
material models is defined, see the blue coloured mesh in Fig. 11: Dark
coloured areas represent elements with high yield stresses (due to high
hardness) and light coloured areas elements with low yield stresses.

However, this implementation may introduce additional plastic
deformation to the simulation due to element height and hardness

Fig. 9. a) Results of the flat tension tests (solid)
and the adapted material model (dashed) for
manganese steel without pre-deformation and
explosion-detonation hardened (EDH). The
measured hardness for the samples (taken from
Fig. 8b) is 220 HV and 340 HV. (b) shows a
linear fit between the adapted yield stress of the
material model and the measured hardness.

Fig. 10. (a) Cross-sectional view of the hardness map measured on a run-in and EDH manganese crossing nose with the position of the extracted hardness data and
(b) the measured hardness (HV 1) into depth.

Fig. 11. The material implementation concept for the simulation model.
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gradient. The depth and especially the height of the elements determine
the hardness: the measured hardness values are averaged over the
height and a mean is determined for each element. Therefore, the
higher the hardness gradient and the height of the element, the more
difference of the mean hardness value to the measured maximum value,
especially at the surface (due to the high gradient). For near-surface
loads, this means that there is less resistance to deformation (smaller
yield stress) in the simulation model than actually measured. We de-
scribe this behaviour as “material run-in” as it should be negligibly
small after a few impact cycles.

3.2. Validation

The new crossing model in this paper investigates the early de-
formation behaviour (plastic adaptation) of manganese crossings due to
cyclic wheel impacts. To validate the calculated deformations due to
plastic deformation in the simulation model, we compare the de-
formation at the surface to measurements of a manganese crossing in
track. Therefore, the simulation uses the new crossing model, which has
a measured geometry of an EDH crossing after placement in track, and
the material model due to EDH with the concept shown in Section 3.1.
The model then calculates the surface deformation after 80 impact
cycles of differently worn wheels (worn, new and hollow) to reach a
state where the plastic deformation increments have decreased sig-
nificantly. Fig. 12a shows the height change Δy due to the calculated
deformation compared to early measurements after placement in track
(0.5 MGT).

The simulated height change Δy is shown as a solid line and the
measured Δy values as grey dots. Similar to the worn geometries in
Fig. 3, the measurements are taken from Ref. [20]. Δy is taken at the
contact position of the measured, unworn manganese crossing and an
unworn (new) wheel in the region of 0.4 m after the impact on the
crossing nose. The same validation concept is used in Ref. [12]. The
simulated deformation agrees with the measured one: In all areas
around the impact positions, similar tendencies with respect to in-
creasing and decreasing Δy can be seen. Also the magnitude of the
values are at a similar level: they deviate in the beginning impact area
between x= 0.1 and 0.2 m.

In our model we calculate the first 80 impact cycles which is
equivalent to a load of less than 0.002 MGT. The measurements,
however, are taken after 0.5 MGT. Considering the evolution of the
highest height change during the simulation, representing the crossing
deformation and referred to as “bump”, see Fig. 12b, it is still reason-
able to compare these results: the depth of the bump is increasing at
rather small rates after 80 cycles (1.23E-5 mm per cylce). The simula-
tion overestimates the deformations but trends can be shown well. To
sum up, the reason for the deviations can be explained as follows:

1. The lack of available data concerning the history of passing loads
and wheels and the exact material definition (hardening).

2. Limits of the simulation models in terms of computational effort and

simplifications, especially concerning the material implementation.
The former does not allow an accurate reproduction of the impact
cycles (number of cycles, different loads and wheel types), the latter
introduces inaccuracies in the deformation.

Considering the limits of the simulations and the available data, it
shows that the considered wheel impacts and the simplified im-
plementation of the material behaviour in this way represent a realistic
scenario. Since the paper describes the driving mechanism qualitatively
it is a reasonable accuracy.

4. Deformation mechanisms: results and discussion

In this section, the deformation behaviour of a new and run-in
manganese EDH crossing is explained by showing the development of
the contact forces, contact pressures, geometric degradation and plastic
deformation. The cyclic loading of the wheel causes plastic deformation
of the crossing nose, especially on the new crossing (plastic adaption).
This influences the contact forces and pressures and shows a significant
reduction in comparison to the results of a crossing with a linear elastic
material response. We then show the surface deformation for both
crossings and explain the mechanisms by showing the development of
the plastic deformation into the depth over the cyclic impacts of an
unworn wheel. In contrast to simulations in the validation section, the
calculations in this section only consider the impact of an unworn
wheel. This introduces other effects, such as increased dynamic forces
after the impact position due to the concentrated deformation. Since the
main point of interest were the deformations at the impact position, any
subsequent effects have not been considered. Due to the concentrated
deformation the number of impact cycles can be reduced.

4.1. Contact forces

Fig. 13a and c shows the contact forces during the impact of a wheel
on a manganese crossing nose elastic material behaviour (green) and
for the 1st (red) and 40th (red) plastic cycle for a new and run-in EDH
crossing, respectively. The development of the maximum contact forces
for every simulated cycle is plotted in Fig. 13c and d.

The dynamic response of the new EDH crossing nose clearly changes
over the cycles, see Fig. 13a. Comparing the vertical contact forces of
the elastic crossing (grey) to the plastic response at the 1st cycle (red), a
similar behaviour with a significant drop of the maximal contact forces
from 225 kN to 175 kN can be seen. This drop is due to the plastic
deformation, and – with further load cycles - shifts the maximum
contact forces to the second peak, see the green line in Fig. 13a. There,
the first contact of the wheel with the crossing nose happens more
smoothly due to the adaption of the geometry to the cyclic loading of
the new wheel. The development of the maximum contact force shows a
clear drop for the first cycle – as shown in Fig. 13a – but then rises
again, see the green line in Fig. 13b. After the first cycles, it nearly
reaches the maximum contact forces of the elastic crossing (black line).

Fig. 12. Validation of the simulation results: (a) the height change Δycn after 80 impact cycles and (b) the developed bump (depth) due to the impact of a new wheel
over the calculated cycles.
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Then it starts to drop until the last simulated cycle – the 40th cycle –
when it reaches its minimum with 175 kN.

The run-in EDH crossing shows a completely different behaviour
over the cycles: in comparison to the new crossing, the contact forces
and its maxima stay nearly constant. Although the maximum contact
forces of both elastic crossings (the new and run-in) are similar (about
225 kN), the contact forces F over the wheel position x are completely
different see Fig. 13c. There, similar to the new crossing after 40th cycle
(Fig. 13a), the maximum is shifted to the second peak. This shift is
already visible after less cycles in Fig. 13a and has become more
dominant with the run-in crossing in Fig. 13c. Fig. 13d confirms the
observed behaviour: The maximum contact forces do not change over
the cycles – they behave nearly the same way as the elastic response.

4.2. Contact stresses

Similar to Figs. 13 and 14 shows the contact pressures for the impact
of a new wheel on a manganese crossing nose. Fig. 14a and c shows the
contact pressures p during the impact of a new wheel for a new and run-
in EDH crossing and Fig. 14c and d shows the development of the
maximum contact pressures plotted over the impact cycles. The grey
line in Fig. 14a and c represents the results calculated with elastic
material behaviour and the red and green line the results for the 1st and
40th cycle with plastic material behaviour, respectively.

In comparison to the drop of the contact forces due to the plastic
deformation in Fig. 13, the drop of the contact pressures p is more
significant, see Fig. 14. On the new EDH crossing, they drop from
5.5 GPa for the elastic cycle to about 2.5 GPa after the 1st plastic cycle,
see the grey and red line in Fig. 14a, respectively. Due to the ongoing

Fig. 13. (a,c) The vertical contact forces F
during the passing of the wheel on a crossing
nose with elastic material behaviour (gray) and
plastic material behaviour after the 1st (red) and
40th impact cycle. (c, d) The development of the
maximum contact forces over the calculated
cycles. (a) and (b) show the results for a new, (c)
and (d) for a run-in EDH crossing nose. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

Fig. 14. (a,c) The max. contact pressures p
during the passing of the wheel on an nose with
elastic material behaviour (gray) and plastic
material behaviour after the 1st (red) and 40th

(green) impact cycle. (c, d) The development of
the maximum contact pressures over the calcu-
lated cycles. (a) and (b) show the results for a
new, (c) and (d) for a run-in EDH crossing nose.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
Web version of this article.)
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plastic deformation, the contact pressures p decrease to about 2 GPa
after 40 cycles. Fig. 15b shows this development over the simulated
impact cycles. As seen in Fig. 15a, the first cycles shows the highest
drop, but the maximum contact pressures p are still decreasing after 40
cycles. This behaviour was to be expected since a change in the contact
geometry due to the plastic deformation affects the contact pressures
significantly [21].

Fig. 14c and d shows the contact pressures p for the run-in EDH
crossing. Similar to the new crossing, the most significant drop of the
maximum p values takes place in the first cycle: it drops from about
3.2 GPa to 2.5 GPa, see the grey and green line in Fig. 14c. After that,
the contact pressure p does not change significantly. The change in the
first cycle and the constant values afterwards indicates the material is
run-in behaviour as discussed in Section 3.1.

Of course, this effect is also present with the new crossing, but be-
cause of the overall increased hardness due to the previous plastic de-
formation, especially near the surface, it is more significant for the run-
in crossing.

4.3. Deformationss

To explain the deformation mechanisms the results are shown in
terms of deformations of the surface (permanent displacements) and
plastic deformation underneath the surface.

4.3.1. Surface deformation
Fig. 15a shows the undeformed (grey) and the deformed crossing

nose geometry of a new EDH crossing after 40 impact cycles of an
unworn wheel (red) and 80 impact cycles of different wheels (blue).
The simulation of the different wheels is used for the validation of the
deformation in Section 3.2. Changes of the crossing nose height (from
undeformed to deformed due to wheel impacts) represent the geometric
degradation of the surface. The crossing nose height is evaluated along
the wheel position x in the middle of the crossing nose.

Comparing the height of the undeformed geometry to the deformed
geometries, the maximum deformation is in the area between x=0.08
and 0.18m. The maximum deformation is similar for the simulated
impacts of 40 unworn wheels (dashed) and 80 different wheels
(dotted). Therefore, only the results of the simulation with the 40 im-
pact cycles of an unworn wheel are considered for the evaluation, as
mentioned in the section introduction. We refer to the deformed area
around the maximum deformation as “bump”. For the new crossing
nose it has a total depth of about 0.33mm at the end of the simulated
wheel impacts.

Fig. 15b shows the development of the bump: The highest de-
formations happen at the first cycle, which form a depth of about
0.2 mm. The deformation increments then decrease with increasing
cycles and nearly reach a steady value after 40 cycles.

Fig. 16a shows the crossing nose height of the run-in crossing model,
without simulated impacts of wheels (grey) and after the impact of 40
unworn wheels (red).

In comparison to Fig. 15a, the deformation of the run in crossing

nose is less than 0.1mm. Furthermore, it does not change after less than
10 cycles, see Fig. 16b. Similar to the new crossing nose, the biggest
deformation increment happens in the first cycle.

However, for both models, the deformation at the beginning of the
simulation may be slightly overestimated. A mean hardness is used for
the material definition for each element, as explained in the validation
section, which may introduce additional deformation, as it is lower as
the measured hardness at the top of the rail. This effect is more sig-
nificant for the run-in crossing nose as there is a higher hardness
measured close to the surface. The fact that the depth of the bump does
not change after just several cycles, supports the assumption that ad-
ditional plastic deformation is introduced due to the decreased hard-
ness.

4.3.2. Plastic deformation
Fig. 17 shows a sketch of the evaluation scheme for the accumulated

equivalent plastic strain increment for one simulation cycle. As a first
step the accumulated plastic deformation after each simulation cycle is
taken for all finite elements, and the difference to the previous step is
calculated. The calculated increment shows us if and how much – in
comparison to the previous cycle – plastic deformation occurs. With the
routine in Fig. 17, the maximum equivalent plastic strain increments
into the depth for each impact cycle are then evaluated.

The routine evaluates the maximum equivalent plastic. strain in-
crement for each row of elements. The 2-dimensional cross-sections
represent an arbitrary 3-dimensional finite element mesh. The green
and the blue areas mark two element rows. For each element row, the
routine finds the element with the highest equivalent plastic strain in-
crement. After having found the maximum, the depth of the integration
point is calculated by using its position (coordinates) and the height of
the surface above the element. For the chosen element rows, the ele-
ment with the maximum value is shown and its depth marked with d1
and d2. The maximum equivalent plastic strain increments and its depth
can be plotted in a graph, see the green and blue lines in ‘Step 2’ in
Fig. 17. By including all other element rows the shown strain increment
and depth graph can be completed for the chosen impact cycle. This
routine is then repeated for all other impact cycles. Fig. 18 shows the
maximum strain increments into depth for the new EDH and run-in
EDH crossing using the routine mentioned above. The 1st, 10th, 20th,
30th and 40th impact cycle are plotted for the new and run-in EDH
crossing.

For all cycles, the highest plastic strain increments are in the area
close to the surface. For the strain increments of the new crossing, see
Fig. 18a, the values drop immediately from about 0.05 underneath the
surface to values between 0.005 and 0.015 at the surface. The max-
imum values are decreasing with increasing cycles but are clearly
visible at the 40th, impact cycle. For the run-in crossing, the accumu-
lated equivalent plastic strain increments drop from 0.015 at the first
cycle to about 0 after just several impact cycles, see 10th to 40th cycle.

Assuming that the plastic deformation causes a hardening of the
material, the calculated plastic deformation agrees very well with the
hardness measurements in Fig. 10: the ongoing plastic deformation and

Fig. 15. (a) The crossing nose height after 40th

impact cycle due to the impact of different
wheels (blue) and an unworn wheel (red) on an
EDH crossing nose. (b) The development of the
bump depth as indicated in (a) over the calcu-
lated cycles. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is re-
ferred to the Web version of this article.)
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the increased hardness due to the impacts of the wheel reach a depth of
about 5mm. Below 5mm depth, see Fig. 10, the measured hardness is
similar to the one of the new (undeformed) crossing, see Fig. 8. This
confirms that most of the effects due to the cyclic wheel impacts are in
this area and depth, which is also seen in the simulation.

The deformation of the run-in crossing behaves slightly different to
observations in track. While it is clear from the comparison of the
measured geometries, see Figs. 3 and 4, that the degradation decreases,
it still happens. The calculated plastic deformation in the simulation
underestimates the real behaviour, as it reaches values close to zero
(equivalent plastic strain increments of less than 1E-6).

Due to the high computational effort, it is not possible to consider
all degradation mechanisms in one model. In addition, there are no
exact observations of crossings in the field describing the ongoing de-
formation. This does not allow to make a proper selection of the con-
sidered mechanisms in front but may show that there are other, more
important mechanisms for the existing long-term degradation. Some of
those missed details due to the simplifications that may explain the
difference of the simulations to observations are:

- Variety of loadings: a wider range of different wheels and axle loads
- Direction of the passing wheels: changing directions of the trains can

result alternating stress and deformation in a horizontal direction
- Symmetry of the simulation model: this causes a modified contact
pressures (symmetric wheel) and may miss different contact posi-
tions on the crossing nose (symmetric crossing nose)

- Number of simulated cycles: as mentioned in Section 1, we are
limited in numbers of covered simulation cycles due to the high
computational effort

- Simplified material model: as mentioned in previous sections, the
pre-deformed material is using yield stresses only (isotropic hard-
ening). Ongoing deformation due to kinematic hardening, i.e.
ratchetting, will be underestimated.

For a precise prediction of the long-term behaviour these details
may be added.

5. Conclusions

The two stages of the deformation of manganese steel crossings are
investigated using finite element simulation models. The simulation
models use geometries taken from measurements in track and a mate-
rial model, which combines conventional material testing and hardness
measurements. This allow us to describe the adaption of a new and the
long-time behaviour of a run-in manganese steel crossing. Therefore, a
methodology is presented, which allows to include pre-deformed ma-
terial behaviour on the basis of hardness measurements. This is done for
the explosion depth hardening (EDH) of a new and for the hardening
caused by the predeformation due to impact loads of a run-in crossing
nose. The major findings of the investigation of the deformation me-
chanisms are:

(a) In comparison to the run-in crossing, the contact forces of the new
EDH crossing change over the cyclic wheel impacts. Therefore, the
maximum conctact forces of a run-in crossing with plastic material
behaviour are similar to the results with elastic material behaviour
due to the hardening. For the new crossing, the maximum contact
forces decrease slightly when considering plastic material beha-
viour accompanied by a change of the dynamic response. This

Fig. 16. (a) The displacement of the run-in
crossing nose surface height after the 40th impact
cycle due to the impact of an unworn wheel (red)
on a run-in crossing nose. (b) The devel-
opedbump (depth) due to a new wheel over the
calculated cycles. (For interpretation of the re-
ferences to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this ar-
ticle.)

Fig. 17. Schematic figure of the evaluation of the equivalent plastic strain in-
crement into depth for one simulation cycle.

Fig. 18. The equivalent plastic strain increment in depth of the crossing nose at the 1st, 10th, 20th, 30th and 40th impact cycle for (a) an EDH crossing nose and (b) a
run-in crossing nose.
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tendency is confirmed when calculating the contact forces of the
worn geometry: A similar dynamic response is evident.

(b) For both crossing models, the contact pressures drop due the plastic
deformation. This effect is more distinct for the new EDH crossing,
but decreases rapidly after a few cycles.

(c) The plastic adaption of a new EDH and run-in crossing is shown in
terms of surface displacements and plastic deformation into depth.
For both, the largest deformation increments are calculated for the
first impact cycles. For the new crossing, the plastic deformation
incremenet then drops to less than half of the initial impact cycle.
The measurements of the geometry and a comparison to hardness
measurments into depth of a run-in crossing confirm these ten-
dencies. The run-in crossing does almost show no deformation after
the first impact cycles.

The mechanisms during the plastic adaption of a new manganese
crossing are explained and its tendencies confirmed with different
measurements. To describe the long-time behaviour of manganese steel
crossing in more detail, the simulation model can be modified, espe-
cially in terms of the number of impact cycles, viarity of impact loads
and plastic material model.
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